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Equal Opportunity in Programs and Activities
Federal laws prohibit discrimination under programs and activities receiving Federal financial assistance . The statutes listed below are applicable to Clemson University and provide in part:
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

"No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin , be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance ."
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972

" No person in the United States shall , on the basis of sex , be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance ."
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
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"No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States shall, solely
by reason of his handicap, be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance ."
Section 303 of the Age Discrimination Act of 1975

" No person in the United States shall , on the basis of age , be excluded from participation in , be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance ."
Clemson University conducts its programs and activities involving admission and
treatment of students , employment , teaching , research , and public service in a
nondiscriminatory manner as prescribed by Federal law and regulation.
Inquiries concerning the above may be addressed to:
President
Clemson University
Clemson , South Carolina 29631
or
Director
Office of Civil Rights
Department of Education
Washington , D.C. 20201
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The Clemson University Student Handbook is published for you with the
hope that it will provide basic information about services and campus activities
and answers to many questions you may have about Student Government and
University policies and procedures .
It 's a good idea to become familiar with the contents of the handbook now.
While you certainly won 't remember everything you read , you will know where to
look when you need information . The Answer Sheet section covers just about all
the information you need on a frequent basis and should prove to be a quick and
convenient reference .
Although the handbook is filled with useful information, it just can't take the
place of talking with someone personally when you need special help. If you have
questions that are not answered here , the Information Guide on the Answer Sheet
can help you find someone who can help . The student leaders and administrative
officials who can be most helpful to you are also listed in this handbook.
The handbook is published for the Office of Student Life by the Department of Publications and Graphics Services . Each year it is evaluated by students
and reviewed by a committee of student leaders. Your comments and ideas
throughout the year are welcome . Just contact Samuel F. Richey, president of the
student senate ; Joy Smith , dean of student life; or Sandra Parker, university publications editor.
Many of the photographs appearing in the handbook were made by TAPS
staff members Paul Simpson , Scott Harke, Patricia Summers, Bill Spitzer, Vern
Verna, Richard M. Baldwin II and Terry Windell . Others were taken by Communications Center photographers Hal Smith , Ben Hendricks, Dave Lewis , Jim Martin
and Lance McKinney.

AN INTRODUCTION

An Introduction
A Few Facts About the University

Clemson University, a South Carolina land-grant institution, was founded
in 1889, the result of a bequest of land to the state by Thomas Green Clemson . Mr.
Clemson was a scientist and agriculturalist who came to South Carolina from Pennsylvania in the 1830s and married a daughter of John C Calhoun, foremost statesman in South Carolina history and vice president of the United States from 18251832. The University began full-time operation in June 1893. Originally Clemson
Agricultural College , the name was changed to Clemson University in 1964.
Clemson 's tree-lined campus provides a panoramic background accentuating the traditional and contemporary features of the University's facilities. The
main campus comprises 1,400 acres and represents an investment of approximately $319 million in permanent facilities . Seventy-seven percent of the Universi ty 's 70 main campus buildings have been constructed since 1950.
The University offers 65 fields of study in nine undergraduate colleges and
58 areas of graduate study . The undergraduate academic units are the colleges
of Agricultural Sciences , Architecture , Commerce and Industry, Education , Engineering, Forest and Recreation Resources , Liberal Arts , Nursing and Sciences.
Students may participate in military training through Army and Air Force ROTC
programs.
Under Construction
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The campus skyline continues to change to meet the needs of the growing
Clemson student body
Calhoun Courts , the new student housing complex on East Campus is
being expanded to include eight more courts ready for occupancy in August 1985.
Also under way is a new chilled water facility to be located south of Cherry Road ,
and funding has been approved for the renovation of Godfrey Hall . The University
Post Office and the East Campus laundry facility will be expanded this fall , and renovations to the lower level of Jordan Hall for the Computer Science Department
should be completed by the fall of 1986.
Construction has begun on the 100,000-square-foot chemistry building
south of Sirrine Hall . This building , containing both office and laboratory space , is
scheduled for completion in the spring of 1986.
Planning continues for three buildings to be known as The Strom Thurmond Center for Excellence in Government and Public Service. The Center will
include the Thurmond Institute, a performing arts building and a continuing education building.
Students

Fall semester 1984 saw 12,926 students attending Clemson University,
804 of them enrolled in off-campus programs and 12,122 on campus. Of the oncampus figure , 10,401 students were classified as undergraduates, 1,721 graduate students, and 42 percent were women .
Clemson students come from all 46 South Carolina counties, 48 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico , Virgin Islands and 71 foreign countries (430 students) . South Carolina residents compose 72 percent (9,301) of Clemson 's enrollment , and out-of-state residents account for 28 percent (3 ,625).
More on-campus undergraduate students chose engineering as their
major course of study in fall 1984 than any other discipline. A total of 3,166 were
enrolled in the College of Engineering , followed by 2,374 in Commerce and Industry . The College of Sciences enrolled 1,376 undergraduates, Education 886, Liberal Arts 838 , Agricultural Sciences 504, Architecture 407 , Nursing 391, and Forest
and Recreation Resources 364.

The University's Government and Administration
The University is governed by a board of 13 members, including six
elected by the state legislature and seven self-perpetuating life members, in
accord with the will of Thomas G. Clemson. The board is primarily responsible for
setting policy and approving budgets and expenditures. Board members, executive officers and deans of the nine colleges and Graduate School are li sted below .
Board of Trustees

James M Waddell, Jr, Chairman
Louis P Batson. Jr , V1ce-Cha1rman
Billy L Amick
James E Bostic, Jr
John J Britton
Robert R Coker
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr
Wi lliam Green DesChamps, Jr.
Wil liam N Geiger, Jr
Paul W. McAlister
Thomas B McTeer, Jr.
Buck Mickel
James C. Self
Executive Officers
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David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Walter T Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
J Donald Elam, Vice President for lnstitut1onaf Advancement
Margaret Pridgen, Executive Assistant, President's Office
Ben1am1n W. Anderson. University Counsel
Frank Mauldin , Assistant to the President and Director, Office of Human Resources
Jerome V. Reel , Vice Provost, Undergraduate Studies
Arnold E. Schwartz, Vice Provost and Dean of the Graduate Schoof
Academic Deans

Luther P Anderson. College of Agricultural Sciences
Paul David Pearson , College of Architecture
Ryan C Amacher, College of Commerce and Industry
James E Matthews, College of Educalion
J. Charles Jennett, College of Engineenng
Benton H Box, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Robert A Waller , College of Liberal Arts
Mary Lohr, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vogel, College of Sciences
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Student Services
Most student services provided by the University are admi nistered by the
Office of Student Affairs. The vice pres ident fo r student affairs, who is also dean of
students, supervises all activities involving student welfare, activities and discipline and is directly responsible to the president of the Un iversity.
The mission of the Student Affairs division at Clemson is to help students
develop their maximum potential as part of a University community in which the
institution 's welfare is a shared responsibility. Student Affairs accomplishes this
mission through support services that aid in admission and graduation or withdrawal , maintain health systems , provide for students ' comfort in housing accommodations , assist students with financial aid and awards , encourage academic
achievement, and support extracurricular activities providing interaction between
students, faculty and staff .
The pol icies estab lished by the Office of Student Affai rs are administe red
by two assistant vice presidents and the directors of the various student services,
all serving under the vice president for student affairs .
You may need to contact these and other student affairs staff members
during your stay at Clemson. They are pictured on pages 19 , 20 and 21 with titles ,
locations and phone numbers. For more information about a particular office , call
or visit during office hours Monday-Friday, 8 a.m .-4 :30 p.m.

Admissions Office
105 and 106 Sikes Hall (2287)
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The Admissions Office is the "front door" of the University, serving the
needs of both freshman and transfer applicants . This office handles many aspects
of the orientation for new undergraduate students, places them in courses and
prepares their class schedules.
Application forms and information on admission to Clemson may be
obtained here.
Former Clemson students desiring to return after an absence should apply
to the registrar for readmission .

Automatic Teller Machines
South End of Johnstone Hall
East End of Byrnes Hall

To serve the banking needs of Clemson students , local banks have placed
24-hour automatic teller machines on campus : West Campus (south end of Johnstone Hall) - Bankers Trust, Citizens and Southern National Bank, First Citizens
Bank and South Carolina National Bank. East Campus (east of Byrnes Hall) South Carolina National Bank and First Federal Savings and Loan .

University Bookstore
Basement of University Union (2050)

The Bookstore stocks all required textbooks and su pplies as specified by
the various departments, as well as greeting cards , albums, tapes, personal-care
items and souvenirs .
The Bookstore is the agent for the Clemson University class ring , and
graduation apparel can also be purchased here. (See Class Rings on page 81 .)

University Canteen and East Campus Convenience Store
University Union (2074, 2084)
Lever Hall (2094)

The University Canteen , strategically located on West Campus in the
Edgar A. Brown University Union , provides a quick food service of sandwiches ,
snacks and beverages , and also souvenirs , school supplies and personal items .
The East Campus Convenience Store carries packaged food items, snacks, beverages , ice, school supplies and personal items . Checks for the purchase price
only are accepted any time at either store. Personal checks may be cashed at the
canteen on West Campus from 4:30 p .m. - 10:00 p .m., Sunday - Thursday and
10:00 a.m. - noon on Saturday. See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation at the
canteen and the store .
Computer Center
R. F. Poole Agricultural Center Basement (3466)

The Computer Center operates an IBM 3081-K computer with 32 megabytes of main storage using the MVS/XA operating system and TSO. This system
is located in the basement of the Poole Agricultural Center. The Computer Center
also operates a network of five DEC VAX computers , four using the VMS operating
system and the fifth running under ULTRIX. Access to the IBM system from a VAX
terminal and to the VAX network from an IBM terminal is facilitated by DECNET.
Computing facilities off campus can be accessed via Telenet.
You have access to terminal and microcomputer clusters in Poole Agricultural Center, Martin , Sirrine , Riggs, Brackett, Lee , Lowry and Daniel halls, the
Cooper Library and Greenville Tech. Many departments have their own terminals
for use by their faculty and students.
Staff members are available for consultation on computing problems and
can be reached by calling the Help Desk at 3494. See the Answer Sheet for hours
of operation.
Cooperative Education Program
806 University Union (3150)

The Cooperative Education Program is a voluntary program enabling you
to alternate periods of on-campus study with periods of academically related work
in business or industry during your sophomore and junior years . The Office of
Cooperative Education coordinates and develops work experiences in conjunction with academic departments and designated academic advisers .
Participating industries develop progressive work experience plans for
co-op students to ensure a wide range of challenging work assignments. Upon
completion of three work periods , you are eligible to receive a Co-op Certificate at
graduation. The work experience you gain as a co-op student should be valuable
as you look for permanent employment after graduation, and the money earned
can help defray college expenses.
Counseling and Career Planning Center
Wilson House (2451)

The University Counseling and Career Planning Center assists students in
dealing with academic, personal, career/college major and social concerns. In
addition to individual counseling, the Center offers many group programs with topics including self-hypnosis, personal growth , college study skills , career search ,
time management, assertiveness training , weight control and stress management.
The Center's Career Success System uses aptitude, interest, personality inventories and counselor discussions to help students with the complete career-planning
process. Information on national testing programs is also available.
The services of the Center are confidential and available free of charge to
all registered students.
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Financial Aid Office
G01 Sikes Hall (2280)

The Office of Student Financial Aid administers or coordinates all types of
undergraduate financial aid administered by Clemson University. This aid consists
of scholarships, loans, grants and part-time employment. The office works jointly
with the Financial Aid and Placement Committee and the University Scholarships
and Awards Committee in the administration of financial aid.
Beginning in January of each year, you may apply to the Financial Aid
Office tor financial assistance for the next academic year. Financial aid requests
based on need should be supported by a Financial Aid Form filed directly with the
College Scholarship Service and renewed annually.
The cut-oft date tor scholarship application submission is February 15;
work-study and loan applications should be submitted by April 1. You should apply
tor the Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loans by May 1.
A brochure detailing the financial aid program at Clemson can be
obtained from the Financial Aid Office .
Food Service
Harcombe Dining Hall (2120)
Schilletter Dining Hall (2449)
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The main student dining facilities on campus are Harcombe Dining Hall on
West Campus and Schilletter Dining Hall on East Campus. You may also eat in the
Clemson House dining room.
The food service otters three board plans: lunch only (five luncheon meals
Monday through Friday) , five-day (15 meals Monday through Friday) and sevenday (21 meals Monday through Sunday). Students not living on campus may also
purchase a board plan or individual meals at prevailing prices Boarding students
may use their meal cards at the Clemson House tor a cash equivalency or select
a predesignated meal at no additional cost.
See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation. (See Food Service on page
87.)

Handicapped Student Services
See Student Life Office, this section. (2153)
Health Service
Redfern Health Center (2233)
Psychological Services (2239)

The health service provides a variety of services including out-patient
treatment of illnesses and injuries, psychological services, infirmary, dermatology
and gynecological care .
The medical tee you pay covers the services of the University physicians
and health service staff tor most illnesses and injuries. It also includes complete Xray service and all laboratory work done in the health service lab.
Items not covered by the health service fee include pharmaceuticals,
physical examinations tor employment or transfer to another school, outside physicians called in tor consultation , lab tests that must be sent to a reference laboratory , ambulance service not supplied by the University, and medical or surgical
services performed away from campus. Dental care is not ottered by the health
service but can be obtained locally at your expense. Accidents occurring away
from campus should be treated at the nearest medical facility.
The Health Center's usual office hours are 8:30-11 :30 a.m. and 2-4:30
p.m. , weekdays. Saturday's office hours are 9-11 a.m . only. On Sunday, physicians' rounds are the only services provided other than emergency treatment. In
case of a medical or psychiatric emergency after office hours, call 656-2233 or
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Student Services
come directly to Redfern The Health Center has a nursing staff and a physician on
call for emergencies at all times, and intercom boxes are stationed at each
entrance for emergency use after hours.
A plan of accident and sickness insurance is offered to all students. You
will receive information on this insurance plan each year at the beginning of the fall
semester. (See Health Service on page 88.)
Housing Office
Director, 100 Mell Hall (2295)
Programs, 200 Mell Hall (2295)
Services, 202 Mell Hall (2295)

The University provides on-campus accommodations for more than 7,000
single students and 150 married students. The Housing Office is responsible for
general housing administration , including residence life programs and room or
unit assignments. (See University Housing on page 90.)
International Services Office
106 Sikes Hall (2457)

The International Services Office acts as ombudsman for international students, scholars and visitors on campus. In addition, the ISO offers a library of
books, information and guidance for Clemson students wishing to study, work or
travel abroad.
The foreign student adviser provides personal and academic counseling,
liaison with the Immigration and Naturalization Service, orientation services for
enrolling internationals, and develops co-curricular programs relevant to the international community.
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Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
Dillard Building (2031)

A full-service laundry and dry cleaning facility is located on West Campus
at the Dillard Building . Reasonable prices are charged for individual items on a
cash-and-carry basis. Coin-operated washing machines and dryers are also
located in the Dillard Building and in each of the residence halls on East Campus,
Calhoun Courts and the Clemson House.
A student linen-rental service is also available. Information regarding this
service will be forwarded during the summer to students who will be living on
campus.
A pick-up station is located in the basement of Manning Hall for laundry,
dry cleaning and linen exchange.
Alterations work is available at the Dillard Building , and telephone bills
may be paid here. See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation.
Libraries
Robert Muldrow Cooper Library (3024 and 3027)

Clemson 's main library, the Cooper Library, is located at the center of
campus and provides students of all colleges with a variety of efficient services
and up-to-date collections . More than one million volumes are available in the form
of books , periodicals , microforms , government publications and other materials. In
addition to the main collection of resources, Cooper Library houses the papers of
John C. Calhoun , Thomas Clemson, Strom Thurmond, James Byrnes and other
South Carolinians.
To help you locate books and periodicals in the collections, the Library
User Information System (LUIS), which is a computerized catalog, is available in
addition to the card catalog , bibliographies and periodical indexes. For your convenience, the library also provides photocopiers, typewriters, computer terminals,
microcomputers and on-line , computer-assisted information retrieval services.

Each semester, freshman students in English 101 and 102 classes are given
instructions on how to use the libraries. You are encouraged to ask for assistance
at the reference desk whenever you need help with LUIS or in locating materials in
the library.
In addition to Cooper Library , the University libraries consist of the Emery
A Gunnin Architectural Library (Lee Hall) and the Sirrine Textile and Business
Library (Sirrine Hall) . These branch libraries contain material dealing with the special nature of their programs Small reading rooms containing periodical literature
are located in the Chemistry (Brackett Hall) and Physics (Kinard Lab)
departments .
Detailed information on these facilities , special hours of operation , privileges, policies and fine regulations are available at the circulation and reference
desks of the libraries. See the Answer Sheet for normal hours of operation .

Student Locator Service
University Union, seventh level Johnstone Hall (2262)
The Student Locator Service , operated by the Housing Office , provides
local address information and telephone numbers for all students . Report changes
in local addresses to the Housing Office where the master file is maintained .

Lost and Found
University Union (2461)
Jervey Athletic Center (2101)
Police Building (2222)

The campus lost and found service operates from three locations Jervey Athletic Center for items lost at sporting events , the Department of Public
Safety for large items such as television sets and bicycles , and the University
Union for all other items.
Turn in items you have found at the appropriate location during usual operating hours. Hours for reclaiming property are determined by each lost and found
area; call for specific times.
When items are turned in to lost and found, immediate efforts are made to
locate owners and return identifiable items. You can claim lost and found items by
furnishing an accurate description of the item. Unidentified articles are retained for
30 days, after which they become property of the University and are properly
disposed.

Orange Aids Store
Memorial Stadium (4757)
The Orange Aids Store is located in Memorial Stadium and provides a
broad variety of souvenirs and Clemson sportswear.

Parking and Vehicle Registration Office
University Police Building (2270)

An organizational unit of the Department of Public Safety, the Office of
Parking and Vehicle Registration administers faculty, staff and student vehicle registration and billing and collection of fines for violations of the Traffic Code (page
111 ). This office also distributes campus parking maps to commuting students and
disseminates parking information to faculty , staff, students and visitors.
The director of parking and vehicle registration also coordinates matters
relating to parking for the physically handicapped.

Placement Office
804 University Union (2152)
The Placement Office coordinates campus visits of representatives from
business , industry and government who interview students for permanent employ-
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ment and su mmer intern ships. Rec ru ite rs are schedul ed from September through
Decembe r and January th rough March.
To help you plan your career, the Placement Offi ce offers counseling on
career opportunities and coo rdi nates the Alum ni Cente r Adviso ry Se rvice, wh ich
provides students with the opportunity to explore and analyze caree r options by
talking to Clemson alumni. Video tapes , seminars and information on resumes and
interview techniques are availab le to students and alu mni as is a caree r library with
emp loyment literature and job-search reference books. You are encou raged to
take advantage of placement services in your freshman or sophomore years
Post Office
Basement of University Union (2351)

The University Post Office (29632) is on West Campus across from the University Bookstore . Although not a U.S. post office , the University Post Office provides all postal services except the sale and cashing of money orders , ou tgoing
registered mail , and incoming and outgoing C.O.D. mail .
You may rent a private post office box on an academic year basis and
send mail to other University Post Office boxes or to facu lty and staff on campus
without paying U.S. postage . You may also pick up or ship United Parcel Se rvice
packages here . See the Answer Sheet for hours of operation.
First class mail is normally distributed by 1 p.m., Monday - Saturday ; mail
is not boxed on Sundays and U.S.P.S. and University holidays.
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Records and Registration Office
Registrar, 102 Sikes (21 71)
Student Records, 104 Sikes (2 174)
Transcripts, 104 Sikes (2 173)
Data Processing, 1040 Sikes (2255)

The Records and Registration Office provides a variety of services to students beginning with regi stration and concluding with graduation.
The Registrar's Office verifies attendance and academic standing fo r
Social Security and Veteran 's Affairs Administration benefits , student loans and
automobile insurance discounts. Students who return to school after withdrawing
from Clemson are readm itted through this office , and requests to audit a cou rse
are made here.
The Student Records Office answers questions about your academic records , grade reports , evaluation of transfer cred its and graduation . This office also
issues forms to add and drop courses , change major, secure approval for credits
earned at another college , and apply for graduation . Requests for a copy of your
permanent academic record , or transcript , should be made in writing or in person
at the transcript counter of the Student Records Office .
The Data Process ing Office maintains your registration schedule and
resolves discrepanc ies related to your enrollment in classes . Report changes in
your social security number or name to this office , and present legal documentation of that change . You may report address changes to this office .
Scheduling Office
E-3A Martin Hall (2305)

This office coordinates pre-registration activities and helps students who
need to make schedule changes or corrections prior to registration day. If you
qualify for a special schedule because of a handicap , con tact th e Schedul ing
Office prior to regist ration . All final exam conflicts are handled by this office.
If you need a "block schedule" (because you are employed), report to the
Office of Student Life in 201 Mell Hall.
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Student Life Office
101 and 20 1 M ell Hall (2 153)

The Office of Student Life administers policies, procedu res and prog rams,
and supervises activities and budgets of all student organizati ons. Th rough
advisement to student groups, this office ensu res th at student organizati ons and
activities contribute to the total development of students.
Student Life staff members handle student discipline, offe r student development workshops , coordinate minority , international and handicapped student
programs, and counsel students considering withdrawal from the University.
Department of Student Services
University Union (2195)
The Department of Student Services, a division of the Executive Branch of
Student Government, provides a variety of services to students and raises funds
for allocation to student organizations on an emergency basis.
The department provides coin-operated (10¢) copying machines at six
locations on campus and self-correcting, electric typewriters in the library.
This department runs free shuttle service vans from the resident parking
lots to the residence halls and a walking escort system from the library. The department also operates a low-cost shuttle service from the Greenville-Spartanburg Airport to campus at the beginning of each semester.
The legal aid service provided by the Department of Student Services
allows you one hour of free counsel with a local attorney per academic year. The
refrigerator rental service provides dorm-sized refrigerators at the beginning of
each semester and summer school. See the Answer Sheet for more information.
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University Union Program
University Union (2461)
The Clemson University Union provides social, cultural and recreational
activities for members of the University community. Union facilities include Union
administrative offices, a box office , bowling lanes , billiard tables, table tennis , electronic table games , Edgar's Entertainment Center, TV lounges , commuter lounges,
an art gallery, Information Center and East Bank Recreation Area.
Union events , activities and programs are planned by student volunteer
committees supported by a professional staff. More than 800 varied activities are
offered to the University community each year, including films , videotapes , entertainment center and coffeehouse acts , concerts, short courses, game tournaments , live performing artist series presentations, outdoor recreation trips and
other group travel.
The Union also provides a variety of services such as technical equipment
rental , sign-making , travel center, lost and found, " Nut Hut" food snacks , handtruck rentals , car Jumper cable check-out , public pay telephones and complimentary telephones on campus, and meeting rooms .
The YMCA is a part of the University Union, although it is governed by a
separate body. The YMCA provides swimming , boating and picnic facilities , game
fields and a dance room at the "Y" Beach . The YMCA also uses students as volunteers to help with a variety of community programs including youth sports,
aquatics and summer day camp.
Hours for University Union facilities are listed on the Answer Sheet. A list
of program committees , which welcome your help , can be found in the Outside
Class section .

Student Affairs Staff

Michael A. Arnold

Frances H . Blair
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Entertainment and Recreation
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Outside Class
A Guide to Organizations, Enrichment, Entertainment and Recreation

University life encompasses much more than classes and studying. To
broaden your cultural and social experiences and to provide opportunities for
leadership and recreation , the University either sponsors or makes possible a wide
range of activities . Everyone needs a break from academic pursuits , and whether
you are a loner or a joiner, you 'll find plenty to choose from in the activities
described here.
Annual Campus Events
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There are a number of annual events that have become a part of Clemson
tradition . These events attract all Clemson students , both participators and spectators , with opportunities for fun, competition and recognition.
Derby Day. Held one Saturday in fall. Sororiti es compete in games and
spirit activities . Concludes with a dance when awards are given . Sponsored by
Sigma Chi fraternity .
Dixie Week. Held in spring . Sororities compete in Sorority Sing , Miss Magnolia Pageant and games on Saturday . Coordinated by Beta Theta Pi fraternity .
First Friday Parade. Held Friday before first home football game. Student
groups build floats and sponsor other entries in the Tiger spirit parade , which culminates in a pep rally . Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and Central Spirit
Committee .
Greek Week. Held in April. Fraternities compete in sports events and for
scholastic ranking. Concludes with Greek Olympics and a dance when awards are
given . Sponsored by IFC .
Homecoming. Held in fall. Weekend features exhibit competition , Homecoming football game , crowning of Miss Homecoming and Tigerama .
Honors and Awards Day. Held in April. Recognizes students for outstanding academic and extracurricular ach ievement. Announcements of special
awards rec ipients are made.
Miss Clemson University Pageant. Held in the spring . Contestants compete for the coveted crown and the chance to go on to the Miss South Carolina,
Miss America pageants . Sponsored by Mortar Board.
Student Organizations Day. Held at beginning of fall semester. All student
organizations set up displays to inform students of the organizations' purposes
and activities and to attract members. Sponsored by Student Government.
Tigerama. Held Friday of Homecoming weekend . Features a pep rally, skit
competition among organizations , crowning of Miss Homecoming and fireworks .
Sponsored by Blue Key with technical production by WSBF.
Culture

Although Clemson doesn 't claim to be the cultural center of the South ,
there are always events scheduled that will satisfy your cultural appetite. Opportunities exist not only for spectators , but also for performers .
Art. There are two art galleries on campus , the Rudolph E. Lee Gallery in
Lee Hall and the University Union Gallery on the loggia of the Union. Lee Gallery is
open 9 a.m .-noon and 1-4:30 p.m. , weekdays and 2-5 p.m., Sundays. Contact the
College of Architecture for a schedule of exhibits. The Union Gallery is open 9 a.m.11 p.m., Monday-Friday. Call 2461 for a schedule . Admission to both galleries is
free .
Concerts. Music performances of all types are presented on campus . The
University Concert Series features performances by internationally known bands,

orchestras, singers and dancers . The Chamber Music Series sponsors smaller
groups of local musicians and singers The Central Dance/Concert Committee of
the University Union brings to campus well-known popular and rock musicians.
Jam sessions and performances in Edgar's offer additional opportunities for popular musical entertainment . Watch The Tiger for schedules or look for poster-type
announcements placed around campus when performances are scheduled .
Admission is either by ticket , Student Use card or free .
Lectures. Both general and special-interest lectures are frequently scheduled at Clemson. The Speakers Bureau, an arm of Student Government, sponsors
nationally acclaimed speakers and entertainers to satisfy the broad interests of the
entire campus community . Under the annual President 's Honors Colloquium , several speakers are featured in a general-interest series . The R.C. Edwards Lecture
Series annually brings a prominent lecturer in the sciences and technology . Each
year the College of Liberal Arts features a lecture series on political , historical ,
social or psychological issues. Many other academic departments and organizations , including the College of Architecture , the Chemistry and Geology Department, the Fine Arts Lecture Series and the English Hour Lecture Series , engage
speakers of topical interest. Announcements will be placed around campus when
speakers are scheduled , and admission is free. In addition , the Strom Thurmond
Institute sponsors several speakers each year on timely subjects. Call 4700 for
more information
Movies. In addition to the commercial theater in town, you can see a variety of movies on campus . The University Union sponsors two popular Hollywood
movies and special movies at a reduced admission price and a free flick each
week in the "Y" Theater. The Union also sponsors videotapes , which may be
viewed several times daily on the loggia; call 2461 for schedules . Five Directions
Cinema of the English and Languages departments sponsors each semester a film
series of recent classical, foreign and American films; call 3122 or 3069 for a
schedule and ticket information. Watch The Tiger for announcements of these and
other films.
Theatre . Whether your interest is performing, working backstage or sitting
in the audience , Clemson offers an outlet for your theatre talents. Clemson Players,
the student drama organization , welcomes students interested in acting, directing
or working backstage. Four productions each year are held in Dan iel Auditorium
free of charge. Announcements of productions and auditions are placed around
campus and appear in The Tiger. The communities of Clemson, Seneca and
Anderson also have theatre groups that welcome student participation. Strictly for
the spectator, the Performing Artist Series of the University Union brings to campus
nationally acclaimed performers for dramatic, mime and dance presentations; call
2461 for schedules.

Campus Organizations
There are more than 230 recognized student organizations on campus.
No matter what your special interest or hobby, you can find a group that shares
your enthusiasm.
Student groups desiring recognition as a student organization must follow
the step-by-step procedure outlined in the Student Government section on page
68. Official recognition ensures that all organizations are functioning within the
broad guidelines established by the University community.
For Information. For more information about particular groups, visit their
displays during Student Organizations Day. Held at the beginning of fall semester,
Student Organizations Day features exhibits set up by all student organizations to
inform students of the organizations' purposes and activities and to attract members. You can get more information from the Office of Student Life (2153) and Student Government (2195) .
Fine Arts. Students who play a musical instrument, sing, dance or act can
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perform for the University and community by joining these organizations Membership in music organizations is by consent of the director; for information , contact the Music Department (3043). Other clubs are open to all students.
Clemson Dancers
Clemson Players
Concert Band
Gospel Choir
Student Art League
Symphonic Band
Jazz Ensemble
Tiger Band
University Chorus
Greeks. There are 19 social fraternities on campus and 11 social sororities . Member groups of the lnterfraternity Council (IFC) hold formal rush at the
beginning of fall semester for upperclassmen and for freshmen. Five residence
halls situated in the "frat quad " house fraternity men in addition to two off-campus
houses .
Governed by the Panhellenic Association , sororities participate in one formal rush per year, at the beginning of fall semester. Three East Campus residence
halls house sorority women .
Four fraternities and two sororities are members of the National Pan Hellenic Conference (NPHC) and are governed by the Clemson Pan Greek Council.
These groups pledge members after the completion of at least one grading period
and hold interest (rush) sessions each semester.
The Office of Student Life (2153) can provide additional information on
individual groups and their rush periods .
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Fraternities
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Phi Alpha (NPHC)
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Psi
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Alpha Psi (NPHC)
Kappa Sigma
Omega Psi Phi (NPHC)
Phi Beta Sigma (NPHC)
Ph i Delta Theta
Ph i Gamma Delta
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Theta Chi

Sororities
---

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Kappa Alpha (NPHC)
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Gamma
Delta Sigma Theta (NPHC)
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi

Other Social. There are a number of other organizations that promote fellowship and provide social activities for members. Membership is obtained by
interest and invitation from the group.

B-5
Beta Heta
Delta Beta
Lambda Pi
Tri Chi Brotherhood
Tau Upsilon Gamma

Honoraries. Membership in these campus organizations is based primarily on scholastic achievement . Many also consider leadership and character. Certain requirements must be met before joining some honoraries; others are open by
invitation only . If applicable , contact the respective department head 's office for
more information on a particular organization , or call Student Life (2153) .
Alpha Epsilon Delta (premedical)
Alpha Lambda Delta (freshman scholarship)
Alpha Psi Omega (drama)
Alpha Tau Alpha (agricultural education)
Alpha Zeta (agricultural)
·
Beta Alpha Psi (accounting)
Beta Gamma Sigma (business)
Blue Key (leadership)
Ch i Epsilon (civil engineering)
Delta Sigma Pi (business)
Delta Sigma Rho- Tau Kappa Alpha (forensic)
Eta Kappa Nu (electrical engineering)
Iota Lambda Sigma (industrial education)
Kappa Delta Pi (education)
Keramos Fraternity (ceramic engineering)
Mortar Board (senior honor)
Mu Beta Psi (music)
Order of the Omega (Greek honorary)
Phi Alpha Theta (history)
Phi Eta Sigma (freshman scholarship)
Phi Kappa Phi (junior and senior scholarship)
Phi Psi (textile arts)
Pi Alpha Xi (horticulture)
Pi Delta Phi (French)
Pi Mu Epsilon (mathematics)
Pi Sigma Alpha (political science)
Psi Chi (psychology)
Recreation & Park Administration Honor Society
Sigma Lambda Chi (contractors)
Sigma Pi Sigma (physics)
Sigma Tau Epsilon (liberal arts and sciences)
Sigma Theta Tau (nursing)
Tau Alpha Pi (engineering tec hnology)
Tau Beta Pi (engineering)
Tau Sigma Delta (architecture and allied arts)
Tiger Brotherhood (honorary)
Upsilon Pi Epsilon (computer science)
Xi Sigma Pi (forestry)
Media. Students who have a flair for communicating their thoughts and
ideas may be interested in the campus media organizations. They are operated
totally by students and welcome your participation.
Taps. Yearbook published annually. Offices on the ninth level of the University
Union; phone 2379.
Tiger. Newspaper published weekly . Offices on the ninth level of the University
Union ; phone 2150 .
WSBF . Broadcasting station (88.1 FM) operated under license granted by the
Federal Communications Commission . Offices on the eighth level of the University
Union ; phone 2279.
Military. Students interested in following a military career or acquiring
some of the qualities of military life should consider these organizations. Some
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require members to be ROTC cadets. Contact the Army (3107) or Air Force (3254)
ROTC offices for more information.
Arnold Air Society (Air Force ROTC cadets)
Clemson Rangers (Army ROTC tactical unit)
Flying Tiger Angel Flight (coed auxiliary to Arnold Air Society)
Fourth Regimental Headquarters- Pershing Rifles (open)
Pershing Rifles- Company C-4 (open, drill)
Scabbard & Blade (military fraternity)
Society of American Military Engineers (Army)

Political. Students who wish to become involved in local , state and national
politics may do so through these organizations. Contact the Office of Student Life
(2153) for information.
Alliance for Peace College Republicans
College Young Democrats

Professional Clubs and Societies. Regardless of your career field, you will
probably find a club or professional society whose membership shares you r interests. Generally, these organizations promote the education and development of
students with mutual career goals. Information on a particular club is available in
the respective department head's office .
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Accounting Club
Agricultural Economics Club
Agronomy Club-Kappa Alpha Sigma
American Association for Textile Technology
American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists
American Ceramic Society
American Chemical Society Student Affiliates
American Dairy Science Association
American Institute of Architects
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Nuclear Society
American Society for Personnel Administration
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
American Society of Safety Engineers
Association for Computing Machinery
Biochemistry Club
Bioengineering Club
Block & Bridle Club (animal science)
Botany Club
Calhoun Forensic Society/Forensic Union
Calhoun Literary Society (English)
Community and Rural Development Club
Constructor's Guild
Cooperative Education Club
Council for Exceptional Children (education)
Data Processing Management
Delta Sigma Nu (premedical)
English Club
Entomology Society
Finance Club
Food Science Club
Forest Products Research Society
Forestry Club
4-H Club

French Club
Future Farmers of America (collegiate)
Geology Club
German Club
Graduate Student Association
Graphic Arts Society (industrial education)
Horticulture Club
Industrial Education Club
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
Joint Engineering Council
Kolchoz (Russian)
Marketing Association
Mathematics Club
Medical Technology Club
Microbiology Society
Model United Nations
National Association of Planning Students (planning studies)
National Defense Transportation Society
Phi Gamma Nu (business)
Poultry Science Club
Pre-Veterinary Club
Psychology Club
Recreation & Park Society
Science Organizations' Council
Society for the Advancement of Management
Society of American Foresters
Society of Black Engineers
Society of Engineering Technology
Society of English Graduate Students
Society of Physics
Society of Women Engineers
Sociology Club
Spanish Club
Student Agricultural Council
Student Mechanization Club
Student Nurses Association
Wildlife Society (entomology and economic zoology)
Zoology Club
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Religious Organizations. Participation in religious life is a vital part of the
continuous growth of many students on campus. Religious organizations exist to
suit almost everyone's needs , interests and preferences. Detailed information is
available in the Office of Student Life (2153), in the Office of the Coordinator of Religious Affairs at the University Union (2461 ), and through members of the Clemson
Campus Ministers Association listed below.
Clemson Campus Ministers Association
Baptist Student Union
Episcopal Campus
Ministry
Campus Outreach
(Foothills Church of Christ)
Lutheran Campus
Ministry
Newman Student Assoc.
(Catholic)

Rev. John Tadlock
Rev. Thomas C Davis

Phone 654-4101
654-5071

Rev. Jimmy Rogers

654-6235

Rev. Ronald Luckey
Rev. Steve Plonk
Father Gregory Atparcel

654-4232
654-1757
654-2711

r.t.
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Presbyterian Student
Association
Wesley Foundation
(Methodist)

Rev. James T. Richardson
Rev. Billy Rogers

654-9207
654-2061
654-4547
654-4796

Religious Organizations on Campus
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Baptist Un iversity Ministry. Includes regular worship se rvices, study groups,
retreats and othe r activities ; open to all studen ts.
B'nai Brith Hillel. Jewish student organizati on; open to all students.
Campus Crusade for Christ. A part of Campus Crusade for Chri st Internati onal ;
open to all students .
Campus Outreach . Formed to reach out to the students of Clemson Un ive rsity with
the message of Jesus Christ (Foothi lls Chu rch of Ch ri st).
Christian Science Organization . Open to all inte rested in the Ch ristian Science
religion .
Christian Student Union . Open to all interested in fel lows hip with other Christians.
Clemson Christian Fellowship . Open to al l inte rested in fel lowship with other
Christians .
Episcopal Campus Ministry. Includes regular worship services and the Canterbury
Association ; open to al l students .
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. A group dedicated to a balance between evangelism , discipleship and missions .
Latter-Day Saints Student Organization . Open to all students willing to maintain the
standards of the Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) Church .
Lutheran Campus Ministry. Includes regular worship services , the Lutheran Student Movement and the Lutheran Married Students groups ; open to all students.
The Navigators. An international , interdenominational organization open to all
students.
Newman Student Association . A relig ious , social and cultu ral organization for
Cathol ic students .
Presbyterian Student Assoc iation . Sponsored by the Presbyterian Church for students of all denominations.
Real Life Fellowship . A fundamental Christian ministry open to all students .
Reformed University Fellowship . Open to all students interested in the campus
ministry of the Presbyterian Church in America (Reformed) .
Sovereign Grace Fellowship. Open to all students interested in practicing faith and
teaching the gospel of Christ.
Theopol is Club. Open to all students interested in the Church of Christ principles
and Bible study .
Timothy Club . Open to all students interested in Bible study.
Wesley Foundation . Sponsored by the United Methodist Church for students of all
denominations.
Service Organizations and Special-Interest Clubs. These groups primarily
promote friendship and service to the University and community. Contact the
Office of Student Life (2153) for information .
Alpha Phi Omega
Clemson Collegiate Civitan
Collegiate Brotherhood for Youth
Gamma Sigma Sigma
International Student Association
IPT A Y Student Council
Pamoja
South Carolina State Student Legislature- Clemson Delegation
Speakers Bureau
Student Alumni Council
Student Association for Generating Excellence (SAG E)
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Sports and Hobbies. Students who enjoy participating in sports activities
have several outlets for their excess energy, including membership in clubs. Most
of these clubs offer instruction and special outings, and some involve competition
on the local and intercollegiate level. Contact the Office of Student Life (2153) for
information.
Adventurers Guild
Aeronautical Association
Amateur Radio Club
Block "C" Club (varsity letter holders)
Bowling Club
Bujinkan DoJo Clemson Shibu (self defense)
Central Spirit
Cheerleaders
Clemson Rod & Gun Club
Club Football
Dixie Skydivers Parachute Club
Fencing Club
Field Hockey Club
Frisbee Club
Golf Club
Gymn·astics Club
Hopkido
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Lacrosse Club
Matchmates (tennis)
Outing Club
Racquetball Club
Rally Cats (basketball dancing squad)
Recording Society
Rodeo Club
Rugby Club (men 's)
Rugby Club (women 's)
Sailing Club
Scuba Diving Club
Sixth Man Club (basketball)
Snow Ski Club
Soccer (women 's)
Sports Car Club
Table Tennis
Tae Kwon Do Club (self defense)
Tiger Belles (basketball recruit hostesses)
Tora Dojo (judo)
Water Ski Club
Weight Club
White Water Club
Zen Ketsugo
Student Government. Student Government offers the widest range of leadership opportunities on campus. In addition to serving as an officer, you may serve
on the senate, courts , committees , special councils involving faculty and students,
or the cabinet . If you are interested, your chances of becoming involved in Student
Government are good. Participation is either by election, which is open to all qualified students , or by appointment. Student Government leaders need many committee members and chairpersons. Simply make your interest known. For further
information , see the Student Government section of this book, or call the Student
Government Office (2195).
University Union. This organization provides ample opportunity for
involvement in well-planned social, cultural and recreational activities. Volunteer

students , assisted by a professional staff, plan, govern and implement all Union
programs . Ten committees work throughout the year to provide an array of activities for campus enjoyment. The committees are : Artwork, CDCC (Central Dance/
Concert Committee) , Coffeehouse, College Bowl , Cultural , Films and Video , Outdoor Recreation , Short Courses , Special Events and Travel . The chairperson of
each of these committees, two members-at-large and the executive officers form
the Union Board, the governing body of the University Union. Anyone interested in
joining the Union should come by the Union offices on the loggia of the Edgar A.
Brown University Union (2461 ).
Points of Interest on Campus
There are several interesting places on campus that you probably pass by
every day but don 't think of visiting. When your family comes to campus, these are
ideal places to take them to get a feeling of the Clemson tradition. And when all
else fails on a Sunday afternoon, you might even enjoy them yourself. Besides ,
they're free and welcome your visits .
Agricultural Sales Center. Located in Newman Hall , the Ag Sales Center
features ice cream cones, sundaes, shakes and half-gallon containers of ice
cream in limited flavors. Whole milk , chocolate milk, buttermilk, lowfat milk and
famous Clemson Blue Cheese are also on sale , as well as eggs and sometimes
beef and pork. Open 9 a.m.-5:30 pm , Monday-Friday; 9 a.m .-1 p.m. , Saturday ; 25:30 p.m., Sunday.
Edgar A. Brown Room. Located on the main floor of the Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library , the Brown Room exhibits a collection of papers, furniture and other
memorabi lia of the late senator and chairman of the Clemson Board of Trustees.
Open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. , Monday-Friday; 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday; 1-5 pm, Su nday.
At other times , ask at the Reference Desk.
Edgar A. Brown Union Gallery. Located on the loggia of the Union, the
Union Gallery offers a new exhibit almost every week featuring local and regional
talent- professors, students, academic departments and townspeople. Exhibits
cover a wide range of media including photographs , paintings, drawings, sculpture, serigraphs , crafts and textile arts. Open 9 a.m.-5 p.m. , Monday-Friday.
Hanover House. Located on South Palmetto Boulevard across from the
side of Lever Hall, this colonial home of French Huguenot Paul de St. Julien was
constructed in Berkeley County (SC) in 1716 and reconstructed on campus in
1941. Open Tuesday-Saturday , 10 a.m .-noon, 1-5:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2-6 p.m.;
closed Mondays.
Horticultural Gardens. Located on Peri meter Road, the 70-acre area features some 2,200 varieties of flowers and plants. Grounds contain numerous
smaller gardens (Azalea, Camellia, Rhododendron, Garden for the Blind, Colonial
Kitchen, Wildflower, Fern and Bog Gardens). An expansion made possible by a
Legacy of the Parks Program grant includes the Garden of all Religions, Garden
for the Physically Handicapped, Historical Garden, Garden of Native Plants , Juniper Garden and Patio Garden. A two-and-a-half-acre All American Trial Garden
includes collections of Peonies , Daffodils, Irises and much more. A Wilderness
Trail is also being developed. All plants are identified by scientific and common
names. Spec ial events and tou rs at the Gardens may be arranged through the
Departm en t of Horti cultu re. Open 8 a.m . til l d usk eve ry day.
James F. Byrnes Room. Located on the mai n floo r of th e Robert Muldrow
Coope r Library, the Byrnes Room exhibits a collection of papers , furniture and
other memorabilia of the distinguished statesman. Open 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m ., Monday-Friday; 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday; 1-5 p.m., Sunday. At other times , ask at the
Reference Desk.
John C. Calhoun Mansion (Fort Hill) . Located on Fort Hill Street across
from Johnstone Hall , Fort Hill was the home of statesman John C. Calhoun from
1825 until 1850 and also the home of his son-in-law, Th omas Green Clemson, from
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1872 until 1888. The national landmark is open Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-noon,
1-5:30 p.m.; Sunday, 2-6 p.m.; closed Monday.
Outdoor Theater (Amphitheater). Located near the center of campus, the
Outdoor Theater was a gift to the University from the class of 1915. It is used for
pep rallies, concerts and many other student events. Graduation ceremonies were
held there before Littlejohn Coliseum was constructed.
Rudolph E. Lee Gallery. Located in Lee Hall and maintained by the College of Architecture , the gallery features works and exhibits by some of the world's
leading architects , artists and craftspeople. Works by student artists and designs
and models by architecture students are displayed during the year. Open 9 a.m.4:30 p.m , Monday-Friday; 2-5 p.m. Sundays; closed Saturdays.
Sports and Recreation
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There is no shortage of sports and recreational opportunities around
Clemson. Some 400 students take part in the intercollegiate athletic program , giving others year-round entertainment when it comes to spectator sports. The intramural program- one of the best to be found- provides the opportunity for those
who want to participate , but not on an intercollegiate level. There 's also plenty to
do on an individual basis , such as tennis , swimming and other activities at Fike
Recreation Center. You can enjoy lake sports and just plain relaxing at the "Y"
Beach and East Bank Recreation Area. More details follow .
Spectator Sports. Clemson University competes in 11 intercollegiate
sports for men and six for women . The University is a member of the Atlantic Coast
Conference , which also includes Duke , Georgia Tech , Maryland , North Carolina ,
North Carolina State , Virg inia and Wake Forest
Men 's teams are football , basketball, soccer, baseball , tennis , swimming ,
golf, outdoor track, cross country, indoor track and wrestling. Women 's teams are
tennis , swimming , basketball , outdoor track, volleyball and cross country. Clemson 's soccer team won the 1984 national championship , defeating the first , second , third and fourth ranked teams in the process .
The Tigers have won 39 and shared three other ACC men 's championships while leading the ACC in football attendance seven consecutive years and
being eighth in attendance nationally in 1984.
Tickets are required for home football and basketball games and are available at no charge upon presentation of a valid I.D . and Student Use card at times
and places published by the Athletic Department. Students are admitted to all
other on-campus intercollegiate athletic events , except NCAA-sponsored championship playoff tournaments , upon presentation of I.D . and Student Use cards .
Detailed information about student tickets , including information about season
tickets for student guests , can be found in your registration booklet Handicapped
students should call the ticket office to make arrangements for tickets. Ticket information is also available at the Jervey Athletic Center ticket office any weekday
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m .; telephone 656-2118.
lntramurals. Fike Recreation Center houses exceptional facilities for Clemson's intramural program.
Competitive team play is available in four maJor sports- football , softball ,
volleyball and basketball- in intramurals . These sports are organized into five divisions, including freshmen , upperclassmen , fraternity, graduate and women . In
addition to these competitions , there is a "co-rec " program (men and women on
the same teams) in almost all sports. There is also a continuing ladder tournament
in racquetball , handball and tennis .
A tentative calendar for intramural sports appears in the Answer Sheet
Organizational meetings are held before each sports season with advance notice
of firm dates given through campus media. In all major sports , teams are required
to pay a $1 O deposit, which will be refunded if the team does not forfeit a game.
The Intramural Department is not responsible for any injuries received
while practicing or playing intramural games . For your protection, the intramural

director recommends that you contact the Office of Student Affairs , 202 Sikes Hall ,
about the student insurance program .
The Intramural Office wants to know what your interests are . If you wish to
participate in a sport not presently offered , you are invited to go by and discuss it
with the director in Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center, open 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Rules and regulations governing the Intramural Department and Fike Recreation Center are subject to revision.

Rules of Participation in Intramural Sports
1. All Clemson University students (undergraduate and graduate) faculty , staff
and employees are eligible to participate in any and all activities , both competitive and noncompetitive, with the following exceptions ·
A. Varsity letter winners at Clemson or any other four-year college or university
are permanently ineligible to participate in the sport or associated sport in
which they earned their letter.
B. Any student on scholarship is ineligible in the sport or associated sport in
which he or she was awarded the scholarship. Non-scholarship squad
members are also ineligible.
C. A member of any club sport team representing the University against other
university teams will be ineligible in that sport or associated sport.
D. Professional athletes are permanently ineligible in the sport or associated
sport in which they are considered "professional."
E. Students dropping from Clemson varsity , freshmen or junior varsity intercollegiate athletic squads after the athletic squad 's first scheduled game
shall be ineligible during the season of that particular intramural sport.
2. No intramural sport 's team may play more than three Clemson freshmen , junior
varsity or varsity athletes during any one contest. An athlete is defined as:
A. A member of a Clemson freshmen, junior varsity or varsity intercollegiate
squad at the conclusion of its last season or off season practice session.
Persons practicing with varsity squads are considered squad members.
B. Having held an athletic scholarship at any time.
C. A professional athlete.
3. A. No person can legally perform for two different competitive teams during
any one intramural sport's season.
B. A person may participate in IFC, Sorority and Co-Rec activities and still be
a member of one other competitive team in the same sport.
C. Players performing for a competitive team must be on the official team roster
on file in the Intramural Office. A participant's name should not appear on
more than one roster. Names can be added to a roster during the course of
the round robin season if they have not participated with another team. No
names may be added after round robin play is completed.
4. Every participant must perform under his or her own name. Assuming a name
or another's identity is sufficient grounds for protest.
5. All protests with the exception of player eligibility must be settled on the court/
field during the contest by the intramural officials and intramural supervisors.
All player eligibility protests must be turned in to the Intramural Department by
NOON on the day following the contest. Any team turning in a player eligibility
protest that is not upheld will be charged $5. Officials' judgements are never
considered grounds for protest.
6. Officials appointed for contests have the authority to forfeit said contests
because of imprompt arrival of team or because of unsportsmanlike conduct.
7. Participants in the four major competitive sports (football, basketball, volleyball and softball) will compete in the following divisions: Freshmen, Upper-
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class, Fraternity , Graduate/Faculty/Staff, Women and Co-Rec. Only freshmen
may play in the Freshmen Division and only Graduate/Faculty/Staff may play
in the Graduate/Faculty/Staff Division. Each league champion will be determined by round robin play. Single elimination will be used to determine representatives Championship will be double elimination.
8. A student playing in one league will be allowed to officiate in any league other
than the league in which he plays.
9. The maximum number of intramural shirts given to any winning team where the
winner is determined by round robin or double elimination will be the number
of players required to compose a team plus four (4) shirts. (e.g., basketball 5
shirts plus 4; softball 10 shirts plus 4; touch football 9 shirts plus 4).
1o. Team captains are responsible for the team roster and the action of each team
member. The team captain is the only team member who may communicate
with an intramural official during any situation occurring during a game. The
team captain is the only team member who may file a protest on a game.
11 . A. A Co-Rec League is a league of teams composed of men and women. CoRec rules for each sport will apply. Awards will be given.
B. An Open League is a league with all divisions combined. Awards will be
given but no intramural officials will be furnished.
C. An Independent League is a league of teams composed of students, graduate students, faculty , staff and employees. Intramural Rules of Participation will not apply in this league . No intramural awards will be given.
D. A minimum of five teams is required to form a Co-Rec, Open or Independent
League.
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Guidelines for Using
Fike Recreation Center, University Tennis Courts
and East Bank Recreation Area

Complete rules and regulations regarding the use of Fike Recreation Center, University Tennis Courts and East Bank Recreation Area are published as
needed and are available at the director's office , Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center. However, the guidelines below will probably answer most of the questions you
will have.
Use by Students. A student paying full-time tuition and University fees for
a semester may use the facilities without additional charge. Those paying less than
full-time tuition and University fees for a semester may use the facilities by paying
a fee of $15 per semester. Graduate teaching and research assistants are eligible
to use the facilities during the fall and spring semesters without additional charge.
A student enrolled in a summer session may use the facilities by paying a fee of $8
per session .
Employees. A permanent employee may use the facilities based on the
type of membership purchased . The membership options are : (a) Fike Recreation
Center, East Bank Recreation Area and University Tennis Courts - $40 per year,
$15 per semester, $8 per summer school session; (b) University Tennis Courts $15 per year. Retired employees have the same eligibility privileges and may purchase a choice of the same membership plans as offered an active employee. A
temporary employee may use Fike facilities by paying $15 per semester and $8
per summer session .
Spouses. Spouses of all eligible employees and students may obtain the
same recreation membership privileges at the same rates offered to University
employees and students. The spouse membership must be acquired through the
employee or student.
Use by Immediate Families of Students. The spouse and children of students eligible to use Fike Recreation Center and University Tennis Courts may use

the facilities without additional charge on a limited schedule as published by the
director. Children under age 12 must be accompanied by a member of the immediate family at least age 18.
Use by Guests of Students. An out-of-town , overnight guest of a student
member may use the facilities only during non-peak hours and must be accompanied by the host member. The intramural director must approve all guest passes
in advance .
Advisory Committee. An advisory committee appointed by the president
receives and reviews suggestions and complaints regarding the use of physical
recreation facilities and programs . The committee includes undergraduate students, graduate students and faculty and staff representatives. A current roster of
this committee is available in Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center.
Locker Use. Members or students desiring orange half lockers may
reserve one in Room 251 , Fike Recreation Center, by presenting their I.D. or membership card to the intramural secretary. These lockers will be issued for one
school year and must be renewed in the spring (April and May) if the student
desires to continue use. If this is not done by May 15, the lock will be removed and
the locker reassigned . Only a limited number of half lockers are available . Users
must furnish their own locks and should use them at all times .
Equipment for Check-Out
Basketballs
Footballs
Horseshoes
Rugby Balls
Tennis Rackets
Soccer Balls
Lacrosse Balls

Volleyballs and Nets
Boxing-Punching Bag/Gloves
Badminton Rackets and Nets
Table Tennis Paddles and Balls
Softballs and Bats
Gym Clothing
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Sports equipment li sted above may be checked out, without charge, at the
equipment issue window. Members must present their I.D. card, privilege card or
membership card to check out equipment. Equipment must be returned the same
day it is issued by the person who checked it out. Any member who fails to return
equipment checked out in his or her name will be charged the replacement cost
of the item .
Fike Recreation Center
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Fike Recreation Center is located on West Campus and houses the Intramural Department . The center is available to students, facu lty and employees.
Included among its many special features are dressing facilities for men and
women, four basketball courts, five volleyball courts and 1O handball courts. There
are three weight rooms. One has six boxing platforms , exercise bars , two universal
machines and two leg machines; one has a running machine , two exe rc ise bicycles and a universal machine; the third houses the Olympic weightlifting equipment. A multipurpose area is used for table tennis , wrestling and fencing matches,
badminton, gymnastics meets, judo and cheerleade r practice, and exercise
classes. Three large activity rooms are used for modern dance, gymnastics, golf,
judo, wrestling , fencing , karate and any other activities students desire. Perhaps
the most exciting feature is the beautiful natatorium, which consists of an eight-lane
swimming pool and diving tank. A large sun deck adjoins the natatorium. A sauna
has recently been added to Fike Recreation Center and is available to all students
(male and female) .
Handball courts are reserved for one hour at a time with reservations
beginning on the hour. Reservations may be made in Room 251 , Fike Recreation
Center, between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday . A member is
entitled to two reservations per week starting Monday of each week. These courts
may be used without a reservation slip on a first-come, first-play basis until a reservation card carrier claims the court. Reservation slips take preference over I.D .
cards and membership cards up to 15 minutes after the hour. The court then may
be used on a first-come , first-play basis. Each player must have a reservation slip,
I.D. card or membership card at all times.
Tennis Court Regulations
Use of Courts. The courts are for the use of Clemson Univers ity varsity tennis teams, students and tennis court members. These courts are open from 8 a.m.
until 11 p.m. seven days per week when possible. The University tennis team will
have hours blocked out for scheduled varsity practice.
Courts 1-14 and 17-20 will be on a first-come , first-play basis at a one-hour
priority. All players must have their I.D. card or membership card and check in with
the court attendant at the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
Courts 15 and 16 and 21-25 will be on a reservation system. These courts
may be used without a reservation slip on a first-come, first-play basis until a reservation card carrier claims the court. Reservation slips take preference over I.D.
cards and membership cards on these courts.
Reservation Slips . Reservation slips will show the names of the players ,
court number, time and date. These reservation slips are good for one hour unless
otherwise stated. If the reservation is for a family member, the attendant should be
informed so the correct names can be entered on the reservation slip.
How to Reserve a Court. Students and tennis court members must come
to Room 251, Fike Recreation Center, between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. , Monday
through Friday , and present their I.D . card or membership card to the secretary ,
who will issue them a reservation slip. Reservations may be made only one week
in advance with a maximum of only three reservations per week.
Organizations whose members are eligible users desiring the use of the
tennis courts must notify the director at least a week in advance .

Family of Students and Members. Wife , husband or children residing in
the home of students and eligible users of the University Tennis Courts may use
the courts during non-peak hours. They must bring a reservation slip with them.
This slip must be picked up by the student or eligible user.
Guests of Students and Members. An out-of-town, overnight guest of an
eligible user or student will be allowed to use the tennis courts during non-peak
hours only when accompanied by the eligible user-host who has made the
reservation .
A member may take as his or her guest a person who is visiting the University on official business .
Priority for Court Usage . Students , faculty and employees with appropriate
membership or Student Use cards have first priority. Second priority goes to family
members of eligible users when eligible users are not waiting . Out-of-town guests
with reservations have third priority.
Shoes. Players must wear smooth-soled shoes. All others will damage
courts. Anyone not wearing proper shoes will be asked to leave the courts.
Rackets. Rackets will be available for University students in the equipment
check-out rooms, Fike Recreation Center, from noon until 9 p.m. daily, except
holidays.
Lessons. No lessons for remuneration may be given on University courts
unless authorized by the Athletic Department.
Lights. Tennis court lights are on an automatic timer that allows them to
remain on for hour-and-a-half intervals after the switch next to the Hoke Sloan Center has been activated . The switch must be reactivated for an additional hour and
a half. The lights are automatically turned off at 11 p.m. each night.

East Bank Regulations
Use of Facilities. The East Bank Recreation Area, located on Lake Hartwell
behind the Clemson Baseball Field , is for the use of Clemson University students
and University recreation facilities members. Facilities include a picnic area, swimming beach , restrooms and showers. Persons entering the area will be asked to
present their l.D. and Student Use card or membership card. All group functions
require reservations.
Operating Schedule. East Bank is open for group reservations March
through November. The beach is open for swimming from the first day of summer
school through Labor Day. Recognized campus organizations wishing to use East
Bank after normal operating hours may do so by reservation. No swimming is
allowed after 7 p.m. without reservations.
Making Reservations. Reservations must be made at the Union Information Desk between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. , Monday through Friday , at least two
weeks prior to the date of the scheduled activity. All reservations must have the
approval of the University Union director. There is a $10 user fee for the area and
a $25 deposit to be refunded if the area is cleaned up properly and on time.
Charges related to the event, such as power hookup, will be forwarded to the
group requesting use of the area. In the event of cancellation, some charges may
have already been made, and the group will be responsible for payment.
Groups may request to swim after the beach closes, between 7-8:30 p.m. ,
but they must pay for lifeguards at the rate of $5 per hour. One lifeguard will be
required for each 15 swimmers. Payment for lifeguards must be made in advance
at the Union Information Desk.
Keys to East Bank facilities may be picked up at the Union Information
Desk during regular operating hours on the day of the activity. The area must be
cleaned up by 11 a.m. on the day following use, and the keys must be returned no
later than noon. A $5 late charge will be assessed for failure to return the keys on
time. An additional $5 fee will be charged for each day the key is late.
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Rules and Regulations. The following rules and regulations must be

followed :
1. No children under 18 years of age or pets are allowed at the area.
Only Clemson University students under 18 are allowed.
2. Each guest must be accompanied by one ind ividual who has authorization to use the facility.
3. Swimming is not allowed except when lifeguards are on duty.
4. Boats may not be docked on the East Bank Beach .
5. All bonfires must be built in the designated areas.
6. No alcoholic beverages other than beer are allowed. Beer must be
served in paper cups and to no one under 20 years of age.
7. No event will be approved at which beer will be sold or any admission charged unless a license has been received from the ABC and
approved by the vice president for student affairs.
8. Reservations are usually not granted when the beach is open on the
11 a.m. - 7 p.m. schedule .
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As the official representative of th e stud ent body of Clemson Unive rsity,
Student Government was orig inal ly created to bridge the communication gap
between the administration and the student body. Over the years, however, it has
evolved into a multipurpose organization responsible for a variety of functions.
First , Student Government provides services for the general benefit and
safety of students, including copier machines, Selectric typewrite rs, escort service , refrigerator rentals , shuttles , legal counsel , Campus Organizations ' Day and
bringing speakers to campus . Second , it acts as a government by overseeing
homecoming activities , coordinating athletic spirit and charitable fund-raising
drives, recognizing student organizations , reviewing student traffic violations, allocating University funds to student organizations, hearing cases of students
charged with violating certain student regulations , providing special minority representation, and revising its constitution to increase its effectiveness as an organization . Student Government is totally run by students.
Bridging the communication gap between the student body and the
administration is still Student Government's foremost purpose. It is through this
communication channel that all students are able to take an active part in improving the University by sharing their suggestions with the administration. Student
Government aids in this process by further developing the suggestions (if needed)
and presenting them to the proper administrator. Student Government is also able
to represent student opinion in the University committees on which student leaders
sit . The results of this communication effort range from subtle to direct, for Student
Government's power within University administrative affai rs is primari ly through
recommendations .
Students are encouraged to take advantage of what their Student Government offers . Every student is represented by a senator, who is elected to ensure
that his or her constituents ' concerns regarding University affairs are dealt with as
effectively as poss ible . In addition all Student Government officers welcome visits
from students who wish to share their views . Student Government is the administration 's primary source of student opinions . Only through active student input can
this source be accurate.

CONSTITUTION OF THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT BODY
Preamble

The students of Clemson University do establish this Constitution for the
preservation and improvement of a democratic student government at Clemson
University.
Article I - Legislative

Sec. 1. Legislative Power.
The legislative power shall be vested in a student senate. However, no legislation enacted by the Student Senate may be in conflict with cu rrent federal, state
or local law.
Sec. 2. Membership .
Membership of the senate shall be composed of at least one resident senator for each precinct. Each dormitory building shall contain at least one precinct.
For those students not residing in dormitory buildings , each academic college
shall comprise one precinct. Apportionment of all precincts shall be determined by
the elections chairperson and approved by the senate during the spring semester.

Sec. 3. Officers.
The senate shall elect therein a president, president pro tempore , secretary and clerk. The vice president of the student body shall serve as a voting member of the Student Senate.
Sec. 4. Powers.
A. Th e senate shall enact by a majority vote resolutions and acts , propose
by a two-thirds vote amendments to this Constitution , provide for publication of
legislation , formulate the procedure to be used in all Student Government elections , referendums and special votes , act upon petitions for recognition by student
organizations , confirm by a two-thirds vote all but temporary summer appointments made by the student body president, override the veto of the student body
president by a two-thirds vote , remove any officer of Student Government formalfeasance by a two-thirds vote , create committees as needed , and establish senate
rules of procedure.
B. All student organizations are equal and must seek recog nition and
funding through the Student Senate. All student organizations will continue to operate under thei r separate consti tutions.
C. Al l legislation except resolutions must bear the signatu re of the vice
president for student affairs to become effective.
D. Legislation not signed by the student body president nor vetoed and
returned to the Student Senate within 15 days by the president shall be sent to the
vice president for student affairs as if signed by the president. In the case of legislation passed less than 15 days before the final senate meeting in the spring , the
student body president shall have until the first senate meeting in the following fall
to either sig n or veto and return the legislation. Legislation not signed or vetoed
and returned to this in iti al senate meeting shall be sent to the vice president for
student affairs as if sig ned by the president.

Article II - Executive
Sec. 1. Executive Power.
The executive power shall be vested in a president and a vice president
elected by the student body. In the event that the president becomes incapable,
the vice president shall assume ful l executive power.
Sec. 2. Powers of the President.
The president shall have the power to recommend legislation, to veto
within 15 days senate legislation requiring his or her sig nature, to c reate administrati ve agencies, to make temporary summer appointments without senate confirmation, to appoint with senate approval the non-elected members of the
president's cabinet, and to appoint with senate approval persons to any other
positions required by legislation.

Sec. 3. Powers of the Vice President.
The vice president shall have the power to assist the student body president in the Executive Staff appointments, to chair the Executive Council , and to
appoint with senate approval persons to any ot her positions required b y
legislation.
Sec. 4. President's Cabinet.
The cabinet shall includ e th e vice president , pres ident of the student senate and the following appointed office rs: secretary, treasu rer , attorney general,
student services chai rperson, research and development chairperson, communications chairperson and director of activities. The cabinet may afso include one
additional at larg e member, increasing the cabinet to a maximum of 11 members.
Article Ill - Judicial

Sec. 1. Judicial Power.
Th e power to determine the general and speci fic intent of the Acts of the
Student Senate shall be vested in the judicial system. Thi s judicial power shall be
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vested in a Sup reme Court an d in suc h lesser courts as the Student Senate shall
establish.
Sec. 2. The Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court shall have origi nal juri sd iction over co ntrove rsies
involving the Constitution, the co nstitutional ity of senate ac ti ons, Acts of th e Student Senate that do not invo lve constitutional issues and appell ate juri sdi ction over
cases involving violation of the Stu dent Reg ulations. Th e five members of th e
Supreme Court shall be appointed for two-year te rms by th e stu dent body president and approved by the senate.
Article IV - Amendment

Sec. 1. Proposal.
Amendments to th e Constitu tion may be proposed by legislation of the
senate or by petition of 10 percent of the student body.
Sec. 2 . Referendum .
Amendments proposed must be approved by the student body in a re ferendum by two-thirds of those voting and signed by the vice president fo r student
affairs .
Article V - Supremacy

This Constitution , the Bill of Rights and Responsibilities attached hereto,
and all Acts of the Student Senate made , or that shall be made, in accordance with
this Constitution , shal l be the supreme governing autho rity of th e Clemson University student body. All elected and appointed officers of the student body and/or
within Student Government shall be bound by this supreme authority.

BILL OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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Preamble

Academic institutions exist for the transmission of knowledge , the pursuit
of truth , the development of students and the general well-being of society . Free
inquiry and free expression are indispensable to the attainment of these goals. As
members of the academic community, students should be encouraged to develop
the capacity for critical judgment and to engage in a sustained and independent
search for truth. The standards of academic freedom for students outlined below
are essential to any commun ity of scholars .
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable facets of academic freedom . The freedom to learn depends upon appropriate opportunities
and conditions in the classroom , on the campus and in the larger community . Students should exercise their freedom with responsibility .
The responsibil ity to secure and to respect general conditions conducive
to the freedom to learn is shared by all members of the academic community . The
purpose of this statement is to enumerate the essential provisions fo r student freedom to learn .
I. Rights in the University Community.
A. The University, as a commun ity, has the responsibility and right to formulate policies and guidelines to promote the general welfare of its
members .
B. As the University is a communi ty in a democ racy, students shall have
voice in those affairs of the University directly concerning the student
body.
C Students are not to consider themselves the sole members of the community in making demands upon the whole community .
II. Rights Concerning Academic Freedoms and Responsibilities.
A. Stu dent performances shall be judged by achi evement in academic
areas and not on opinions or cond uct unrelated to academic areas .

B. Students will accept all responsibilities concerning required course
material and attendance. They shall have protection through orderly procedure against prejudicial or capricious academic evaluation. No faculty
member or administrator shall consider it his or her prerogative to go
beyond established academic policy.
C. Information concerning student views , beliefs and political associations
that professors may acquire in the course of their work shall be considered confidential. Protection against voluntary disclosure is a serious
professional obligation .
D. Students whose academic freedoms may have been abridged have the
right to seek redress .

Ill. Rights Concerning Records.
A. The University shall have a carefully considered policy as to the information in a student's permanent educational record and as to the conditions of its disclosure . To minimize the risk of improper disclosure ,
academic and disciplinary records should be separate , and the conditions of access to each shall be explicitly and publicly stated. Transcripts
of academic records shall contain only information about academic
status.
B. Information in all disciplinary and counseling files shall be available only
to a.uthorized persons unless prior written consent is given by the student. Exception to this shall be made in the case of legal subpoena and
where there is a positive danger of serious physical harm to the student
or to others.
C. No records shall be kept that reflect adversely on the political or religious
activities or beliefs of students .
IV. Freedom to Inquiry and Expression.
A. Students shall be free to examine and to discuss all questions of interest
to them and to express opinions publicly and privately. They shall always
be free to support any causes by lawful means. At the same time , it shall
be made clear to the academic and larger community that in their public
expressions or demonstrations , students or organizations speak only for
themselves.
B. Those routine procedures needed in securing speakers will be designed
to ensure that there is orderly scheduling of facilities and adequate preparations for the event and that the occasion is conducted in a manner
appropriate to an academic community. While the University is properly
concerned with the prevention of unlawful conduct, no control of campus
facilities shall be used as a device of censorship. It should be made clear
to the academic and larger community that sponsorship of guest speakers does not necessarily imply approval of the views expressed, either by
the sponsoring group or the institution.
C. The editorial responsibility for student publications is given to the editor
and staff of each publication commensurate with guidelines established
by the University. In addition to editorial freedom, which includes freedom from censorship, students have financial freedom within the framework of approved budgets and expenditures.
D. The editorial freedom of student editors and managers entails a corollary
responsibility for responsible journalism. All University published and
financed student publications should explicitly state on the editorial page
that the opinions there expressed are not necessarily those of the
University.
V. Right to Self Government.
A. Students have the right to organize such government to represent student opinion and desires as delegated by the Board of Trustees.
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B. Such an organization shall have financial freedom within the framework
of its approved budget and expenditures.
C. Such a government shall initiate legislation in areas of student concern.
Right to Trial by Peers.
A Students have the right to trial by peers in cases that have been reserved
to the student courts by established University policy.
B. Any incident occurring outside the University should not be given University jurisdiction. Only where the University's interest as an academic
community is distinct and clearly involved should the special authority of
the institution be asserted
Rights Concerning Student Affairs.
A The University shall be open to all qualified persons regardless of race,
sex , color, religion or national origin .
B. Students will be free to organize and associate to promote their common
interests .
C Student organizations are free to invite their own faculty or staff advisers .
Advisers may advise organizations in the exercise of responsibility , but
they shall not have the authority to control the policy of the organizations
D. Student organizations are required to publicize information concerning
purpose, criteria for membership and a current list of officers. They shall
not be required to submit a membership list as a condition of institutional
recognition other than an initial list of members.
E. No recognized student organization can be denied access to University
facilities if available , unless they prove to be irresponsible in the care of
such facilities .
F. Campus organizations shall not deny membership to students solely
because of race , sex , color, religion or national origin .
Rights Concerning Housing .
A Students have the right to choose where they will live , whether it be on or
off campus .
B. The student has the right to be secure in his or her possessions against
invasion of privacy and unreasonable search and seizure .
C. In all cases , students shall not violate the rights of other students residing
in University housing .
D. There is to be no discrimination in Un iversity housing assignment based
on race , color, religion or national origin .
Redress of Grievances.
A In the case where a student's rights as outlined herein are contravened ,
he or she has the right to petition for redress of grievance in all matters.

STUDENT REGULATIONS AND PENALTIES
Conduct
The purpose of these regulations is to ensure order in the whole institution.
A Clemson student is expected at all times to show a respect for ord er, morality
and the rights of others and to exemplify in daily living a high sense of personal
honor and integrity . Clemson believes students are the product of their own experiences , and they should assume certain responsibilities for their own conduct and
that of their fellow students. All officials , the faculty and students are authorized to
exercise such control as is necessary to carry out the spirit of these regulations.
Discipline
Students , upon voluntary registration at Clemson , are expected to conform to all regulations , federal and state laws and town of Clemson ordinances
Enrollment as a student in no way exempts any person from penalty in case of violation of local, state or national laws. Students who are penalized for violation of

public laws are not exempted from further penalty by school authorities if violation
of that public law is a violation of student regulations .
The judicial powers of Student Government are vested in a Student Government Judicial Branch. The Judicial Branch has jurisdiction over the student
body in all cases involving violation of any Student Regulation . Actions by the indi vidual courts are in the form of recommendations submitted to the vice president
for student affairs . The vice president for student affairs is the approval authority in
all disciplinary matters except recommendations involving suspension or dismissal. The approval of the president of the University is required on recommendations for suspension or dismissal .

Student Regulations
I. Stealing, Accessory to Theft, Unauthorized Entry and Accessory to Unauthorized Entry.
A Stealing is the wrongful taking of property without the consent of the
owner and /or the secreting of stolen property .
B. Accessory of theft is knowingly giving aid before and/or after the fact to
a violator of part A of this regulation .
C. Unauthorized entry is the entering and/or occupation of University facilities that are locked, closed to student activities or otherwise restricted to
use by a student or group of students .
D. Accessory to unauthorized entry is kr;owingly giving aid before and/or
after the fact to a violator of part C of this regulation.
II. Lying and Fraud.
A Lying is knowingly furnishing false information to a member of the faculty ,
an administrative official or a student acting in an official capacity.
B. Fraud is alteration , fabrication, misuse or intended misuse of University
documents, records , identification cards , Student Use cards or meal
cards. Fraud is also any misrepresentation of the University or students
in any official manner.
Ill. Abuse of Alcohol.
A Abuse of alcohol is the excessive consumption of intoxicating beverages
and is strongly discouraged. Students are responsible for their actions at
all times and are expected to follow all University regulations, local ordinances, and state and federal laws regardless of sobriety or intoxication.
B. Consumption and/or public display of intoxicants in public areas of the
main campus (bounded on the north by Hwy 93, on the east by Hwy. 28,
on the south by Hunnicutt Creek and on the west by Hartwell Reservoir)
is prohibited. Public areas do not include rooms leased by students in
residence halls. Consumption and/or public display of beer may be permitted in semiprivate lounges designated by the director of housing and
for student social activities in areas where written permission is obtained
from the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. Request forms
must be completed at least two weeks in advance of the event. Guidelines are included on the request forms. (Public display is defined as an
open container of intoxicants.)
IV. Abuse of Property.
A Abuse of property is the intentional damage to and/or destruction of the
property of another. Negligent use of the property of another resulting in
damage is also abuse of property.
B. The unauthorized removal or destruction of bulletins , notices or campaign literature posted on bulletin boards or approved posting areas
shall constitute violation of this regulation.
V. Disturbing the Peace or Possessing Firearms or Explosives.
Disturbing the peace includes any act that disrupts the peace.
Offenses include, but are not limited to , fire mischief, assault, misconduct,
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throwing containers of water, tampering with fire alarms and possession or
use of firearms, exp losives or fireworks.
Identification Cards.
Students must carry a validated identification card at all times
(when such possession is within reason) they are on University property and
must present it to a card-bearing student official (when such possession is
within reason) or member of the administration upon request.
Visitation Hours and Regulations.
A Visitation will be available in residence halls Sunday-Thursday , 11 a.m.12 midnight, and Friday-Saturday , 10 a.m .-2 a.m.
B. Visitation hours may be decreased or eliminated in each residence by a
majority vote of all residents in a referendum called by petition of 1O percent of the residents.
C Visitation hours may be increased by the administration on request of the
Dormitory Council for special occasions when large numbers of guests
are visiting the campus.
D. Visitation privileges will begin on the first day residence halls are open
and will end on the last day residence halls are in operation.
E. Visitors must be escorted by their resident host or hostess. In those dormitories where residents have decided to have a check-in check-out policy for security reasons , visitors must enter and exit by the main entrance
and must be checked in and out at the control desk on entering and
leaving .
F. Participants in the visitation program are responsible for knowing the
hours and regulations for each residence hall .
G. The maximum penalty in student courts for violation of any visitation regulation will be suspension .
H. The resident host or hostess is responsible for the conduct of all nonClemson University student guests. In the event of misconduct of these
guests, the residents will decide among themselves as to which resident
will be held responsible . If the residents do not decide who is to be held
responsible , all occupants shall be held responsible for the misconduct
of the guests .
Security and Safety.
Students who leave by locked security doors are responsible for
leaving the doors in a locked position . Propping of locked security doors in
a res idence hall is prohibited .
Contempt of Court - Disruption or Disrespect in Court.
Court may find anyone in contempt of court for:
A Disrespect for rulings of court ;
B. Disregard of courtroom procedure or court decorum;
C Failure to answer subpoena;
D. Lying in testimony under oath .
The maximum penalty in student courts for violation in any part of
this act will be suspension.

Sanctions (Penalties)

The following sanctions or any combination the reof may be imposed by
the Trial Courts or the Supreme Court upon a student found guilty of any form of
misconduct. This instrument seeks to preserve flexibility in the imposition of sanctions so that each student is afforded the greatest possibility for appropriate and
just treatment by the sentencing court.
The sanctions are listed in ascending order of severity.
I. Admonition.
An oral statement by the dean of student life or designee to the student offender that he or she has violated a Student Regulation .
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II. Censure.
An offi cial written reprimand , formally communicated by letter, that
gives offi cial notice to the stud ent th at any subsequent offense against the
Stu dent Regu lations wi ll carry heavier penalties because of prior infraction .
Ill. In-Kind Restitution.
A. Reimb ursement for damage to, or destru cti on of, University property or
prope rty of any pe rson.
B. Restitu tion in the fo rm of app ropriate service to be performed .
C Recommendation to the Housing Offi ce that the stud ent be moved to
another room .
IV. Restriction of Privileges.
A. Denial of regular priority for room assignment.
B. Denial of regular priority in obtaining footbal l tickets.
C Denial of dormitory visitation privileges.
D. Denial of the rig ht to vote in University-held electi ons.
E. Denial of obtaini ng tickets to ath letic even ts throu gh the use of the Student Use card.
V. Sentences of Restriction of Privileges.
A. Indefinite - Restriction period as recommended by the sen tenci ng
court .
B. Definite - Restriction period terminal date shall coi ncide with the official
ending of the academic school year.
VI. Probation.
Permits continuation of the relationship between the student and
the University; however, the court placing a student on probation will clearly
define the limitations of the probationary period . Th ese limitations may
include:
A. Th e right to belong to any recognized student organizations or partici pate in any recognized function of the same.
B. The right to participate in intramural competition .
C. The right to be elected or appointed as a member or office r of any Student Government position .
VII. Sentences of Probation.
A. Indefinite - Probationary time as recommended by the sentencing
court.
B. Definite - Probationary terminal date shall coincide with the official ending of the academic school year. Students involved in similar or additional disciplinary incidents while on probation may be suspended for
one or more semesters or be permanently dismissed.
VIII. Eviction.
The sentencing court may recommend removal from University
housing .
IX. Suspension .
May be recommended by the sentencing court, which excludes the
student from the University for a definite period of time, during which he or
she will not be permitted to take any course at Clemson.
X. Expulsion.
May be recommended by the sentencing court, which permanently
excludes the student from the University.
For repeated violations of Studen t Regu lations, the student wil l be
subject to the more severe penalties.

STRUCTURE OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Legislative Branch

I. Legislative Powers.
A. The Student Senate shall act on the Approp riations Bill no later than two

weeks prior to the beginning of spring semester final examinations.
8 . All Dormitory Council action may be vetoed by the Student Senate.
II. Standing Committees.
There shall be 10 standing committees of the senate , appointed by
the president of the senate , as follows:
A. A Committee on Academic Affairs- to deal with all academically ori ented legislation , including class attendance policies , grading , honors,
awards , admission requirements, scholarships , etc . The chairman shall
serve as an ex officio member of the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies .
B. A Committee on Athletic Affairs- to deal with all legislation pertaining to
University athletics. The chairman shall serve as an ex officio member of
the Commission on Public Programs.
CA Committee on Communications- to maintain communication between
the senate , the students and the administration , to follow up legislation
that has been passed by the senate , and to publish a tri-weekly newsletter expounding on important senate business.
D. A Committee on Student Food and Health Services- to deal with all legislation pertaining to student health and food services (including , but not
limited to , the dining halls and canteens).
E. A Committee on General Affairs-to handle all legislation pertaining to
the University as a whole and all legislation not included under the duties
of other committees.
F. A Committee on the Judiciary-to deal with all matters pertaining to constitutional amendments, the student courts and other judicial affairs.
G. A Committee on Student Organizations and Affairs-to deal with all business pertaining to student organizations, clubs , fraternities , etc ., including all petitions for recognition of new organizations . The chairman shall
serve as an ex officio member of the Student Government Finance
Committee.
H. A Committee on Traffic and Grounds-responsible for all business concerning traffic on campus, University buildings (except dormitories) and
related affairs. The chairman shall serve as an ex officio member of the
University Traffic and Parking Committee.
I. A Committee on University Housing- to deal with all legislation affecting
University housing both on and off campus and any of the related functions of said housing, to serve as liaison between the senate and the Dormitory Councils; and to review and keep on file all visitation hours and
general dormitory rules that may be established by the Dormitory
Councils.
J. A Committee on Senate Affairs and Rules-to deal with all rule amendments and to coordinate senate action , business and legislation. The
make-up of this committee shall be the president, president pro-tempore , secretary, clerk, parliamentarian of the student senate, the vice
president of the student body, and all standing and special committee
chairpersons.

Ill. Legislation
Legislation considered by the Student Senate shall fall into one of
the following five categories:
A. Constitutional Amendments. (See Article IV-Amendment of the Constitution of the Clemson University Student Body.)
B. Bills. Legislation entitled "A Bill" is any amendment to the Acts of the Senate that accompanies the Constitution as the supreme governing authority of the Clemson University student body. The student body president
shall have veto power over bills passed by the Student Senate.
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C Resolutions. Legis lati on en titl ed "A Resolution " is a recommendation
rega rding any University activity th at th e Stud ent Senate has deemed
necessary for student input.
D. The Appropriations Bill- is a single unique piece of legislation acted on
by the Finance Committee and Stu dent Senate allocating Student Government-control led state funds to organizations. Th e Appropri ati ons Bil l,
as other club and organizati on recog nition and funding matters, shal l not
require the signature of the student body president.
E. Special Funding Bills- are identical to the Approp riations Bi ll in that it is
also through these that the Finance Committee and the senate approve
funding for organizations. But , Spec ial Funding Bi lls shal l al locate Student Government-control led funds from th e Departm ent of Student Services . Special Funding Bills may occur inte rmittentl y as honoraria for
student leaders and emergency funding for student organizations
Executive Branch
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I. Financing.
The Student Government budget, including honorariums , shall be
requested by the treasurer by April 1 of each year fo r the upcoming year
and approved by the Student Senate .
II. Executive Staff.
The Executive Staff shall include al l members of the President's
Cabinet and the chairmen of the Executive Committees . The stu dent body
president is respon sible for calling all meetings.
A President's Cabinet .
1. Purpose .
The President's Cabinet shall exist for the pu rpose of serving
as the central body to guide the flow of the Executive Branc h of Student Government. It shall also exist for the purpose of facilitating
communicat ion between the respective branches of Student
Government.
2. Members and Responsibilities .
a. The following members shall be appointed by and responsible to
the student body president and shall attend all meetings of the
President's Cabinet.
1. Attorney general shall coord inate administrative functions of
the judicial branch . He or she shall provide advice to any member of Student Government on Unive rsity regulations , policies
and other legal matters.
2. Student body secretary shall serve as secretary of the Presi-·
dent's Cab inet, Finance Committee and the Executive Staff.
3. Student body treasurer shall serve as chairperson of the
Finance Committee .
4. The director of activities shall serve as chai rpe rson of the Activities Committee .
5. Public Relations/Communications chairperson shall chair the
Communications Committee and shall be a member of both the
President's Cabinet and the Executive Committees.
6. Research and Development chairpe rson sha ll ch air th e
Research and Development Staff.
7. Department of Services director shall represent the Department of Services and inform the cabinet on all matters relating
to services and revenue generation by the department.
8. Up to one other member increasing the cabi net to 11 members.
b. Th e vice president shall report on th e activities of th e Exec utive
Committees.

c . The Student Senate president , though not responsible to the student body president, shall attend meetings of the President's
Cabinet, report on the activities of the legislative branch , and be
responsible for all duties prescribed by the Student Senate.
B. Executive Committees .
1. Appointed members.
The Executive Committees chairpersons shall be directly
responsible to the student body vice president . Appointed members
shall include the following:
a. Organizations chairperson shall coordinate Organizations' Day
and all other projects or activities relating to campus organizations. In addition , he or she shall provide a means for communication between Student Government and campus organizations .
b. Greek liason shall chair his/her own committee, which serves to
aid communication between Student Government and fraternities
and sororities.
c. Minority Council chairperson shall chair the Minority Council.
d. Speakers Bureau chairperson shall chair the Speakers Bureau.
e. Elections chairperson shall be responsible for administering the
procedures of nominations, elections and referendums , and certifying their results. He or she shall notify all Dormitory Council
presidents of their responsibility to staff election polls and shall
make voting arrangements for Health Center in-patients. He or
she shall call a meeting with all candidates to explain the election
rules and procedures. The elections chairperson also has the
power to recommend disqualification of a candidate to the Elections Board.
f. International Student Council chairperson shall chair the International Student Council.
g. Director of Junior Staff shall chair the Junior Staff.
2. Representatives.
Representatives from certain student organizations serving
on the Executive Committees shall include the following:
a. Student Alumni Council
b. University Union
c. lnterfraternity Council
d. Panhellenic Association
e. Graduate Students Association
f. Dormitory Counci l
g. The Tiger
3. Procedure.
a. The Executive Committees shall meet at least once every two
weeks.
b. A chairperson pro-tempore shall be elected from among the
members.
Judicial Bra nch
I. Supreme Court.
A. The Supreme Court shall be responsible for the student judicial system

and its organization.
B. Supreme Court appointees must have at least one semester's experience as either a Trial Court member, attorney general or legal adviser.
These appointments are made by the president of the student body for
two-year terms and approved by the senate.
C. Any student who receives an adverse decision may appeal within four
University work days to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court shall
consider all records and appellate arguments submitted for appeal.
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II. Trial Courts.
A In addition to the Supreme Court, there shall be two additional courts.
These courts shall have origi nal jurisdiction over all cases involving violations of the Student Regulations . The courts shal l be considered as
equals in this jurisdiction, and each court shall hear both major and minor
cases. All cases will be assigned by the attorney general.
B. Written and taped records of hearings shall be maintained by the attorney general. Taped records will be erased after time tor appeals has
elapsed. Written records will be destroyed after four years. All court decisions will be transmitted by the attorney general to the vice president tor
student affairs tor approval.
C. Each Trial Court shall be composed of four members elected by the student body and three members appointed by the student body president
with the approval of the Student Senate.
D. The elected members shall be assigned to the courts randomly by the
attorney general. It necessary, the attorney general may reassign any
court member to the other Trial Court. The reassignment may be done
only in such a manner as to keep overall composition of each court at the
stated tour to three ratio of elected to appointed members.
E. All court members are required to attend all sessions of court, with no
more than three excused absences per semester, no more than two
absences to be consecutive . All excused absences will be approved by
the attorney general. Positions created by excessive absences will be
elected by the Student Senate.
F. Each court shall have a chairperson , a vice chairperson and a secretary
Each court shall adopt its own procedures and tile them with the attorney
general.
G. Newly elected or appointed court members must serve a mandatory
apprenticeship by attending court sessions in the respective courts to
which they have been elected or appointed from the date of their election
or appointment until the date they take office. Apprenticeship shall hereby be defined as having the same rules and regulations as regular court
members with the exception that these apprentices shall not vote, voice
their opinions or speak during the entire court proceeding including
deliberations. They shall instead witness the proceedings and rules of
the court as a learning process in order that they may better understand
the judicial process. These apprentices shall be subject to the same
attendance policy as regular court members, and this policy is to begin
at the beginning of their apprenticeship.
Ill. Legal Advisers.
A Legal advisers shall exist for the purpose of helping the attorney general
investigate violations of Student Regulations.
B. The attorney general shall turn over all evidence of a violation to the chief
legal adviser, who will assign an investigator to collect information and a
defense legal adviser to represent the accused. The attorney general
shall appoint the chief legal adviser.
IV. Responsibilities of the Investigator and the Defense Legal Adviser.
A The general principles that should control the legal advisers in the practice of their duties are clearly set forth 1n the following code of ethics,
which must be taken by students before they may practice as legal
advisers:
I do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the Clemson
University student body;
I will not counsel or maintain any proceeding that shall appear to me to

be unjust, nor any defense except such as I believe to be honestly debatable under the articles of_the Constitution of the Clemson University student body, the Bill of Rights and Responsibilities and all Acts of the
Student Senate made or that shall be made in accordance with said Constitution. I will conduct myself in a dignified manner while maintaining the
respect due the courts of justice and the judicial officers;
I will maintain and preserve the privileged confidence of my client;
I will maintain truth and honor at all times before the court and will never
seek to mislead the justices by any false statement of facts or laws;
I will investigate and present the cases to the best of my ability;
I will understand that any violation of this code of ethics may result in my
suspension or dismissal from my position as legal adviser at the discretion of the attorney general.
B. The investigator or a process server shall present to the accused a notice
containing the charges and the time and place of the hearing (as determined by the attorney general). No new charges may be added to those
listed in the notice of hearing. The hearing must be no earlier than three
University work days after the attorney general has received notification
of the case and no later than 21 University work days after such notification, excluding exam periods and student holidays . After 21 University
work days have passed , the said case will be dismissed. The investigator
shall subpoena all witnesses necessary for the hearing.
C. The chief legal adviser shall assign a member of his or her staff to contact
the accused to offer assistance and defend the accused in the charges
brought against him or her. A list of legal advisers may be requested by
the accused, who may select an adviser from this list or from the student
body. Any student accused of violating the Student Regulations shall
have the right to remain silent and the right to a closed hearing upon
request.

V. Canons of Judicial Ethics.
The following text and canons are the established mandatory
standards that all court members must observe:
A. Court members must uphold the integrity and independence of the
judiciary.
B. Court members must respect and comply with the Articles of the Constitution of the Clemson University student body, the Bill of Rights and
Responsibilities and all Acts of the Student Senate, and should conduct
themselves at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in
the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary.
C Court members must maintain order and decorum in all proceedings.
D. Court members must be patient, dignified and courteous to witnesses ,
legal advisers and others with whom they deal in their official capacity.
E. Court members must dispose promptly of the business of the court. All
court members are expected to be punctual.
F. Court members must abstain from public comment about a pending or
past proceeding in any court.
G. A court member must disqualify himself or herself in a proceeding in
which his or her impartiality might reasonably be questioned.
VI. Court Session.
A. Court shall meet during the fall and spring semesters .
B. Both Trial Courts are required to meet at least once each week during
regular school semesters, except exam weeks , when hearings are present on the schedules as shown by the attorney general's office.
C. Trial Court cases during the summer will be handled administratively by
the dean of student life or will be postponed until the fall semester.
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VII. Subpoenas.
A. Any student duly subpoenaed three days in advance to attend any court
hearing shall do so.
B. A student who fails to answer a subpoena shall be held in contempt of
court and may receive a penalty of suspension or written rep rimand to
the studen t, hi s or her parents or legal guardian s.
VIII. Sanctions (Penalties).
See page 48 .
GOVERNING BOARDS , COMMITTEES AND COUNCILS
Activities Committee

I. Purpose.
A. Th e Activities Committee shall exist for the purpose of coordinating special activities , such as the Homecoming Pageant, Marathon Football,
World Hunger Night and other activities as th ey may occur.
II. Structure.
A. The Activities Committee shall be under the direction of the president of
the student body and of its director.
B. Membership shal l consist of the following :
1. A director appointed by the president of the student body upon
approval by the senate .
2. Three assistant directors appointed by the director
3. Members of the Junior Staff as needed .
Communication and Public Relations Committee
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I. Purpose.
The Communication and Public Relations Committee shall exist for
the purpose of the following :
A. Helping inform students of Student Government-sponsored activities.
B. Working with the campus media and providing them with the necessary
details of the activities and operation of Student Government.
C Providing students with additional outlets to express opinions.
D. Providing the student body president with opinions and expressions of
the students .
E. Aiding the student body president in the job of communicating with the
student body and the administration.
F. Maintaining good re lations with the administration and all departments of
the University.
G. Assisting , when needed , with inter-organizational activities and soliciting
student organization help in various Student Government-sponsored
events.
II. Structure.
A. The Communication and Public Relations Committee shall be under the
direction of the chairperson.
B. Membership shall consist of the following :
1. A communication and public relations chairperson appointed by the
student body president upon approval of the Student Senate .
2. A newsletter chairperson appointed by the communication and public relation s chairperson upon approval of the student president.
3. A number of committee members , agreed upon by both the committee chairperson and the student body president, to serve oneyear terms .
C. There shall be four standing subcommittees appointed by the communication and public relations chairperson as follows :
1 . A subcommittee on newsletters-responsible for organizing and
publishing newsletters throughout each semester.

2.
3.
4.
5.

A subcommittee on forums-responsible for providing and planning
student forums throughout the semester that pertain to topics of
interest to students.
A subcommittee on the media- to handle business involving campus media.
A subcommittee on banners and flyers- responsible tor making and
posting banners and flyers announcing Student Government-sponsored events.
Aside from the four previously stated subcommittees, other subcommittees may be appointed at the discretion of the communication
and public relations chairperson or the student body president.

Department of Student Services
I. Purpose.

The Department of Student Services shall exist for the purpose of
serving the student body by providing appropriate services and by generating funds to provide these services.
II. Structure.

A. The department shall be managed by a director appointed by the president of the student body and approved by the Student Senate. He or she
will represent the department on the President's Cabinet.
B. The department shall consist of two divisions .
1. A Services Division shall be managed by an associate director chosen by the director and approved by the Student Senate. The associate director's duties shall include the management of all nonrevenue-producing services , and he or she will represent the department on the Finance Committee.
2. A Revenue Division shall be headed by the director. This division
shall consist of all revenue-producing services.
3. The director and associate director may appoint any number of
assistant directors as they deem necessary for the efficient and economical operation of all divisions.
4. All department personnel must be Clemson University students.
Ill. Fund Allocation.
A. New services shall be initiated and funded by the department after the
approval of the director and by the President's Cabinet.
B. The Student Services Department chairperson shall recommend to the
Finance Committee an amount available for emergency funding allocations. Emergency funds will be allocated to student organizations by the
Finance Committee and approved by the Student Senate.
C Funds from the DOSS may be allocated to department personnel for
honoraria.
1. An honorarium for the department director shall be approved by the
Finance Committee and the Student Senate.
2. Honoraria for the department's associate director and assistant
directors shall be approved by the President's Cabinet.
IV. Audits.
A. The DOSS account shall be audited annually by the associate dean of
student life, except every fifth year, when it shall be audited with the University accounts by the University auditors. Audits will occur at the end
of each fiscal year.
B. The results of audits shall be placed in Student Government records and
shall be available as governed by rules pertaining to Student Government records .
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I. Structure.
A. A Dormitory Council shall exis t for eac h dorm itory un it f o r these
purposes:
1. To obtain a consensus concerning vis itation and social functions
within the dormitory.
2. To make rules for the dormitory that do not co nf lict with University
Housing policy.
3. To assist the elections chairperson by ope rating poll ing places within
the dormitory unit.
4. To conduct and sponsor social , educational and charitab le functions
for the residents of the dormitory.
5. To be available and to assist at activities whe re large numbers of students are participating .
6. To supply input to the senate and propose legislation to the senate
through the University Housing Committee.
B. An Inter-Dorm Council may be established to conduct and sponsor interdorm functions and projects .
C. The Dormitory Council and the Inter-Dorm Council shall be administe red
according to their respective constitutions .
D. The election procedure shall be as follows :
1. A Dormitory Council shall consist of members from each hal l or
apartment area elected by " show of hands" at the first hal l (or area)
meeting conducted by the resident assistant not later than the second week of school in the fall semester.
2. An Inter-Dorm Council will be made up of the office rs of individual
Dormitory Councils and other interested dorm members .
E. Officers are to be establ ished as follows
1. Officers of the Dormitory Council for each dormitory unit shall consist
of a president , treasurer and a secretary elected by the members of
the indi vi dual council in the first few weeks of the fall semester.
2 . Officers of the Inter-Dorm Council shall consist of a president, vice
president and secretary elected by the members of the council at the
decided convened session .

II. Procedures.
A. Dormitory residents , by a simple majority , shall enact dormitory visitation
rules and other action within the framework established by the administration and Student Senate .
1. Informational cop ies of all actions of the Dormitory Council , including
minutes of meetings , shall be made available to the secretary of the
senate and to the University Housing Committee . Copies of all legislation passed by the Dormitory Council shall also be sent to the vice
president for student affairs .
2. The Student Senate shall have the power to veto all Dormitory Council action by a two-thirds vote of the senate .
Ill. Financing.
The Dormitory Council may receive funds for dorm functions
through the Residence Halls Soc ial Fund.
Elections Board

A. There shall be a seven-member board established to aid the elections
chairperson .
B. Members of the Elections Board shall be appointed by the president of
the student body and confi rmed by the Student Senate.
C. The elections chairperson or any member of the Elections Board shall
have the power to recommend disqualification of a candidate to the Elec-
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tions Board. If such a recommendation is made, the Elections Board shall
have the power to rule on this matter by a majority vote. Thi s decision
shall be rendered by the Elections Board within 24 hours.
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Finance Committee
/. Structure.
A The Finance Committee shall exist for the purpose of recommending allocation of funds from any sauce of the Student Senate and informing all
funded organizations and committees of approved methods for fund
expenditure.
B. The Finance Committee shall consist of the vice president of the student
body, the senate chairperson of the student organizations and affairs
committee, president pro-tempore of the student senate, associate
director of the department of student services, treasurer of the student
body, secretary of the student body, and one student who is a senator at
the time of his or her election. The senator shall serve for a term of one
year. The treasurer of the student body shall serve as chairperson for the
committee and the secretary of the student body shall serve as the committee's secretary.
C Three alternates shall serve when regular members are not present They
shall be nominated by the treasurer of the student body and approved
by a two-thirds vote of the Student Senate. Alternates will be chosen from
the following areas: one from the Executive Staff, one from Student Services and one from the Student Senate.
II. Procedure .
To determine the allocation of funds, the Finance Committee will
hold hearings the second semeste r.
A Records of all organizations seeking funds may be required . The treasurer of the student body may review financial records at any time .
B. The Finance Committee will prepare an appropriations bill and submit it
to the Student Senate no later than April 1.
Greek Liaison Committee

I. Purpose.
A To provide a means of communication between Student Government
and both the fraternities and sororities.
II. Structure.
A The Greek Liaison Committee shall be under the direction of the vice
president of the student body and of the Greek liaison.
B. Membership shall consist of the following:
1. A director appointed by the president of the student body in conjunction with the vice president.
2. An assistant director appointed by the director upon approval of the
vice president.
International Student Council
I. Structure.
A Purpose.
1. To advise Student Government on matters of concern to international
students.
2. To serve as the voice of international students at Clemson in dealing
with persons , organizations, committees, businesses and other
establishments located or visiting on or off campus.
3. To encourage international student involvement in student organizations, the student media and various student affairs at Clemson
University.

4.

To help promote cultural and educational programs that will provide
information and increase Clemson University student awareness of
the rest of the world.
5. To serve as a communications link for international students by
increasing the student body's awareness of the needs and problems
of international students .
6. To help promote unity among the international students and American students by encouraging joint activities between the two groups
so as to preserve the Clemson family spirit.
B. Membership.
1. The council shall consist of a maximum of 1O members.
2. Membership shall consist of a chairman and cochairman selected by
the former council , two senators elected by the senate, one person
selected by the president or vice president of the student body , three
members elected by the International Student Council , two incoming
students selected by the council after interviewing and election .
3. Any student of Clemson University may become a member of this
council.
II. Procedure
The ISC shall meet and discharge its duties in accordance with the following procedures:
1. The council shall advise Student Government on matters concerning
international students.
2. The ISC shall meet at least once every two weeks.
3. If membership of the ISC decides to remove the chairperson, they
may do so with a two-thirds majority vote.
4. At least one member of ISC shall regularly attend Minority Council
meetings .
Junior Staff
I. Purpose.
A The Junior Staff shall exist for the purpose of:
1. Encouraging student participation, especially that of freshmen, in
Student Government.
2. Providing members, as needed, for the various committees, councils
and departments of Student Government.
II. Structure.
A The Junior Staff shall be under the direction of the vice president of the
student body and of its d~rector.
B. Membership shall consist of the following:
1. A director appointed by the president of the student body in conjunction with the vice president.
2. Two assistant directors appointed by the director.
3. Any Clemson student who expresses an interest in participating.

Minority Council
I. Structure.
A Purpose.
1. To advise Student Government on matters of concern to those students not in the racial majority of the student body.
2. To serve as the voice of minority students at Clemson in dealing with
persons, organizations, committees, businesses and other establishments located/visiting on or off campus.
3. To encourage minority student involvement in student organizations,
the student media and various student affairs at Clemson University.
4. To encourage the enrollment of minority students who meet the creditable standards of Clemson University.
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To help promote unity among the rac ial minority and the rac ial majority students so as to preserve the Clemson fam ily sp irit.
B. Membership .
1. The membership of the council shall consist of 15 students not in the
racial majority of the student body of Clemson University .
2. During the second week of school in the spring semeste r, th e c hairperson shal l be nominated by the mem bership of th e Minority Council , appointed by the student body vice president and approved by
the Student Senate.
3. Eight members of the council will be appointed by the chairperson,
cochairperson and the student body vice president (each with an
equal vote) , during the spring semester and approved by the Student Senate. Five slots will be left open for freshmen and transfer students who will be appointed at the beginning of the fall semester.
4 . One member of the council shall be present at all International Student Council meetings . This member shall be elected by the Minority
Council.
II. Procedure .
The Minority Council shall meet and discharge its duties in accordance with the following procedures :
A. The council shall advise Student Government on matters of concern to
those students not in the racial majority of the student body by submitting
resolutions to the Student Senate.
B. The Minority Council shall meet at least once every two weeks.
C. Members of Student Government or the University administration may
attend council meetings .
D. The Minority Council may at any time elect to remove the chairperson
and/or cochairperson by a two-thirds vote. The counci l may then nominate new persons to these positions subject to the approval of the Student Senate.

Research and Development Staff

I. Purpose.
A. The Research and Development Staff shall exist for the purpose of:
1. Seeking information on problems facing students for any member of
the Student Government.
2. To provide information about problems and to recommend possible
solutions for problems that have been researched by the staff.
3 . To administer any student opinion poll for Student Government and
the Student Life Office.
II. Structure .
A. The Research and Development Staff shall be under the direction of the
president of the student body and of its director.
B. Membership shall consist of the following :
1. A director appointed by the president of the student body upon
approval by the senate.
2. An assistant director of polling appointed by the director.
3. Any Clemson student whose application is approved by the current
director.

Speakers Bureau

I. Structure.
A. The Speakers Bureau shall exist for the purpose of providing a program
of timely and provocative speakers for the student body and University
community .
B. The Speakers Bureau shall consist of, at most, eight stu dents appointed
by the student body president to serve one-year te rms and the chairper-

son . The chairperson shall be nominated by the membership of the
Speakers Bureau , appointed by the president of the student body and
approved by the Student Senate. A member of the faculty or the administration shall serve as adviser.
C. During the second week of school in the spring semester, the membership of the Speakers Bureau shall nominate a person from within its membership to serve as chairperson for one year. After the new chairperson
has received final approval , he or she shall assist the student body president in selecting new members for the Speakers Bureau . A person may
be reappointed once to the bureau and may serve an additional year if
selected as chairperson .
II. Procedure.
All speakers approved by the Speakers Bureau must be submitted
to the president of Clemson University through the vice president for student affairs for final approval before any invitation to speak is extended .
Student Media Association

I. Structure.
A. The Student Media Association shall include TAPS, The Tiger and WSBF.
B. Each media staff shall have an adviser, selected by the individual staff,
for the purpose of offering professional advice.
C. 1. There shall be a joint media adviser from the administration ,
appointed by the vice president for student affairs upon recommendation by the three media organizations .
2. The duties of the joint media adviser shall include receiving , reviewing and compiling annual budget requests from each media organization, aiding in negotiation of necessary business contracts,
receiving and dispensing media funds, serving as chairperson of the
Media Advisory Board , and in general serving as the chief administrative adviser to the three media organizations
II. Media Advisory Board.
A. A Media Advisory Board (hereafter referred to as "the board ") shall be
established.
B. The board shall be composed of 11 persons as follows:
1. The joint media adviser, who shall serve as chairperson.
2. An administrator, who shall be appointed by the vice president for
student affairs .
3. One member of the faculty , who shall be appointed by the Faculty
Senate president to serve a two-year term . The faculty member shall
not be an adviser to any media staff.
4. One non-faculty employee from University Relations appointed by
the associate vice president for university relations .
5. Two members of the Student Senate, who shall be elected by the
Student Senate to serve one-year terms. These senators shall not be
members of any media staff.
6. Two students-at-large who shall be appointed by the president of the
student body to serve one-year terms. These students shall not be
members of the Student Senate or members of any media staff.
7. The editors of TAPS and The Tiger and the business director of
WSBF.
C. The board shall meet at least once in every month of the academic year.
The chairperson , either on his or her own initiative or upon the request of
a majority of the board members, shall call special meetings of the board
when necessary.
D. The duties of the board shall include the following:
1. When necessary, advising the joint media adviser on any matter concerning the operation of the media.
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Hearing comp lain ts and sugg estions from an y person con ce rning
any med ia organizati on or th e medi a in general, and ad vising th e
joint media adviser and the affected media organization as to the
proper course of action to take in response to the co mplaints or
suggestions.
3. Accepting or rejecting the annual budget proposal as p resented by
the joint media adviser. A two-thirds majo rity of the entire board shall
be required for approval. The c hai rpe rson shal l not vote except in the
case of a tie. Upon approval , the budget shal l be submitted to the
vice president for student affairs. Rejection of the proposed budget
by the board shall result in the return of the budget to the joint media
adviser for reconsideration wi th the three med ia organizations
E. The intra-staff policies and procedures of each med ia organization shall
be determined by the individual staffs.

Treasurer's Staff
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I. Purpose.
The Treasurer 's Staff shall exist for the purpose of informing the
Senate Finance Committee through the administration of organizational
evaluations , providing aid to organizations in preparing and understanding
budget requisitions and allocations , and generally assisting the treasurer.
II. Structure.
A. The Treasurer 's Staff shall be under the di rection of the president of the
student body and the student body treasurer.
B. Membership shall consist of the following:
1. A chairperson, who will be either the treasurer or someone appointed
by the treasurer .
2. A total of seven persons , including the chairperson, chosen by the
treasurer and approved by the senate .
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

I. General Information.
A. Elections shall be publicized at least 72 hours in advance.
B. No one shall solicit votes within 50 feet of the poll locations.
C. Voters must present student I.D . cards and Student Use cards.
D. Students officially excused from the University may apply to the elections
chairperson for an absentee ballot at least 48 hours before an election.
E. Write-in candidates shall be valid in all elections excluding runoff elections ; names of write-in candidates shall appear on the ballot where
applicable in run-off elections .
F. Results of an election shall be posted in the Student Government offices
with in 24 hours of the closing unless the election is disputed.
G. There will be a mandatory meeting of all candidates to be scheduled by
the elections chairperson .
II. Senate Elections.
A. Qualifications .
1. Candidates tor senate offices must have at least a grade point ratio
of 2.0.
2. No senator may be an executive officer or hold a court off ice position .
3. On-campus senators must be residents o f the precinct they
represent.
4. Off-campus senators must be enrolled in the college they represent.
B. Nominations .
All senate candidates must file a nominating peti tion si g ned by 1O
students with the elections c hairperson no later than 5 p .m. on th e second
Thursday following registration in the fall semeste r.

C. Election Procedures.
1. General Information .
a. Senate elections shall be held the third Thursday following regis tration in the fall semester.
b . Polls will open at 9 a.m . and close at 5 p.m . on election day.
c. Elected candidates shall assume their duties on the Monday following run-off elections.
d. Run-off elections shall be held on the fourth Thursday following
registration in the fall semester.
2.

On-Campus Elections.
a. At least one poll will be located within the vicinity of each dormitory. These polls will be operated by the Dormitory Council under
the supervision of the Elections Board .
b . On-campus senators shall be elected by a majority vote of the ballots cast. If in the first election all seats are not filled by candidates
receiving a majority of ballots cast, a run-off election will be held
with the candidate(s) receiving the highest number of ballots in
the run-off being elected.
c. If more candidates than the number of seats available receive a
majority of ballots cast, then those candidates with the highest
number of ballots shall be elected.
d . In case of a run-off election , the number of candidates included on
the ballot shall be twice the number of positions in dispute. If there
are not enough candidates to fulfill this requirement , all remaining
candidates shall be included on the ballot.

3.

Off-Campus Election s.
a. Off-campus senators shall be elected according to college. The
number of off-campus seats in each college will reflect the percentage of off-campus students in each college . All colleges will
have at least one off-campus seat.
b. At least six off-campus polls will be strategically located near colleges and general areas where the flow of off-campus students is
greatest. Off-campus students may vote at any of these polls.
c. Off-campus senators shall be elected by a majority of ballots cast.
If in the first election all seats are not filled by candidates receiving
a majority of ballots cast, a run-off election will be held with the
candidate(s) receiving the highest number of ballots in the run-off
being elected.
d. If more candidates than the number of seats available receive a
majority of ballots cast, then those candidates with the highest
number of ballots shall be elected.
e. In case of a run-off election , the number of candidates included on
the ballot shall be twice the number of positions in dispute. If there
are not enough candidates to fulfill this requirement, all remaining
candidates shall be included on the ballot.

D. Campaign Rules .
1. There will be no restrictions on campaign expenditures for Student
Senate except that the use of University media shall be prohibited.
2. Student Senate candidates will abide by the following rules governing the location of all posted material. These guidelines will be
enforced by the Elections Board.
a. Posted material shall be restricted to bulletin boards.
b. Fliers are permitted to be placed under residents' doors.
c . On-campus candidates are prohibited from posting campaign
material in academic buildings.
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d. Off-campus candidates shall be restricted to kiosks, University
Post Office bulletin boards, ground stake locations approved by
the elections chairperson and academic buildings under the following guidelines:
1. Campaign material cannot be posted in academic buildings
prior to the second Thursday following registration.
2. Campaign material in academic buildings must be no larger
than 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches.
3. Candidates will be restricted to one piece of campaign material
per bulletin board in academic buildings.
e. All candidates must remove their campaign material within 72
hours after the election has been officially finalized.
f. Campaign material posted with the candidate's knowledge in any
other area will constitute grounds for immediate disqualification.
E. Disqualification.
1. A candidate may be disqualified for not abiding by the rules governing senate elections.
2. If a candidate is disqualified before the polls open, the election will
be held with the candidate 's name stricken from the ballot.
3. If a candidate is disqualified after the polls have closed, the election
will be considered null and void ; however, if a qualified candidate
has received a majority of all the votes cast, the results of the election
will stand . If a new election is required, all candidates ' names will
appear on the ballots except those who are disqualified.
F. Appeal of Disqualification .
1. Grounds for Appeal of Elections:
a. Inaccurate vote count.
b. Failure of the elections chairperson and Elections Board to abide
by the elections procedures.
2. An election referendum, special vote or disqualification may be
appealed by filing a written notice containing specific allegations
with the attorney general within 72 hours after the polls have closed.
Any complainant in this matter shall be considered an adversary and
shall be granted all appl icable rights .
3. The Supreme Court will hold a mandatory hearing within three working days following the deadline for appeals . If the court decides there
were adequate grounds for appeal of elections, the court may at its
discretion call a new election , uphold or overturn the ruling of the
Elections Board or otherwise penalize the parties involved .
G. Vacancies in the senate shall be filled by fully qualified candidates who
are appointed by the president of the student senate and approved by a
majority vote of the Student Senate . These senators shall serve out the
remainder of the vacated term.
Ill. Presidential, Vice Presidential and Court Elections.
A Qualifications .
1. Candidates for office must have at least a grade point ratio of 2.3.
2. Candidates for the office of president must have a minimum of 60
semester hours. Candidates for vice president must have a minimum
of 45 semester hours . If the president is removed or has resigned, the
vice president does not have to have the required number of semester hours to assume the office of president.
3. Candidates for all offices except the Supreme Court must agree to
serve the entire term of office .
4. No president, vice president or court member may hold an additional
executive office , court position or senate position .

ANSWER SHEET

A Guide to Who, What, When, Where,
Why and How on Campus
(This section can be pulled out for easy reference.)

Cl

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CALENDAR 1985-86
Fall Semester 1985
August18
August 19
August 20
August 21
August22
August 28
Sept. 2-13
September 11
September 18
October 14
October 25
October 28-29
November 4-8
November 18-27
November 28-29
December 2
December 6
December 9-14
December 18
December 19
December 20

Sunday-University housing opens at 10 a.m.; dining
halls open
Monday-Orientation, new students
Tuesday-Registration , all students
Wednesday-Late registration
Thursday-Classes begin regular schedule; late
registration fee applies
Wednesday- Last day to register; last day to add a
subject
Monday-Friday (two weeks)-Room change begins at 7':30 a.m.
Wednesday-Last day to order diploma for December graduation
Friday-Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without record
Monday-Preliminary grade reports due
Friday-Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without receiving final grades
Monday-Tuesday-Fall Break
Monday-Friday-Pre-registration
Monday-Wednesday (one-and-a-half weeks)-End of semester
room change
Thursday-Friday-Thanksgiving holidays
Monday-Classes resume
Friday-Last class day
Monday-Saturday-Examinations
Wednesday-Last day to pre-register for spring semester.
Thursday-Mid-year graduation; dining halls close after
night meal
Friday-University housing closes at 8 a.m.
Spring Semester 1986

January 5
January 6
January 7-8
January 8
January 13-24
January 14
January 28
February 4
March 3
March 5-14
March 14
March 17-21
March 31-April 4
April 6
April7-11
April 25
April 28-May 3
May 9
May 10

Sunday-University housing opens at 10 a.m.; dining
halls open for night meal
Monday-Orientation, new students; registration , all students
Tuesday-Late registration
Wednesday-Classes begin regular schedule; late
registration fee applies
Monday-Friday (two weeks)-Room change begins at 7:30 a.m.
Tuesday-Last day to register; last day to add a subject
Tuesday-Last day to order diploma for May commencement
Tuesday-Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without record
Monday-Preliminary grade reports due
Wednesday-Friday (one-and-a-half weeks)-Fall 1986
room reservation sign up
Friday-Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without receiving final grades
Monday-Friday-Spring Break
Monday-Friday-Founders' Week
Sunday-Honors and Awards Day
Monday-Friday-Pre-registration
Friday-Last class day
Monday-Saturday-Examinations
Friday-Commencement; dining halls close after night
meal
Saturday-University housing closes at 8 a.m .
Summer Sessions 1986

First Session
May 18
May 19
May20

Sunday-Housing opens at 1O a.m.
Monday- Registration
Tuesday-Classes begin; late registration fee applies

May21
May27

Wednesday-Last day to register; last day to add a subject
Tuesday-Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Monday- Last day to order a diploma for August graduation
Thursday-Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Monday Last class day
Tuesday- Exam1nations

June 9
June 12
June 23
June 24
Second Session
June 29
June 30
July 1
July 2
July 3
July 4
July 10

Sunday-Housing opens at 10 a.m.
Monday- Orientation , new students
Tuesday- Registration
Wednesday-Classes begin; late registration fee applies
Thursday-Last day to register; last day to add a subject
Friday-Independence Day holiday
Thursday- Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without record
Saturday-Classes meet
Friday-Last day to withdraw from class or the University
without final grades
Friday-Last day to pre-register for fall semester.
Tuesday-Last class day
Wednesday-Examinations
Saturday-Graduation
Sunday-University housing closes at 8:00 a.m.

July 12
July 25
August 1
August 5
August 6
August 9
August10

ALMA MATER
Words by A.C. Corcoran , '19

Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity

1

2

Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness;
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear Old Clemson ,
Reign supreme always.

We will dream of great conquests
For our past is grand ,
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.

3

4

Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.

We are brothers strong in manhood
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Forever in our lives.

Chorus

Dear Old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountains height.

A CLEMSON GLOSSARY

Newcomers to Clemson will probably be a little baffled by conversations
laced with unknown terms and abbreviations. Clemson students, as do all college
students, invent their own jargon for communicating. Some of the terms used here
are used in much the same way by all college students while others are unique to
Clemson. Here's a list of terms that will make interpretation easier.
Ag Sales. Agricultural Sales Center in Newman Hall. Features ice cream and
Clemson Blue Cheese. See page 33.

Alma Mater Salute. Gesture at the end of the Alma Mater begun when Clemson
was an all-male military college . Originally hats were waved in the air. Today the
tradition is continued by waving as though a hat were held.
Amphitheater. Outdoor theater behind Hardin Hall near the center of campus.
Used for pep rallies , concerts and many other student events. See page 34.
ARA. Company that provides the campus food service.
Bowman Field. Large , grassy area on the north side of Tillman Hall used for fun
and games , exhibits and ROTC drills.
Calhoun College. Clemson University honors program.
Calhoun Mansion. Former home of statesman John C. Calhoun and Clemson
founder Thomas G. Clemson . A national historic landmark. See page 33.
Cemetery Hill. Hill adjacent to the south side of the stadium on which a cemetery
is located .
Charretting. Term used by architecture students to mean working all night on a
project.
Cowbarns. Old dairy facilities no longer in use at the intersection of Perimeter and
Cherry roads .
Death Valley. Football stadium . First called "Death Valley" by an opposing coach
who said taking his team to play on Clemson's home field was like taking them into
Death Valley .
Drop-Add. Drop one class from your schedule and/or add another.
East Bank (or East Beach). Recreation area on the lake.
East Campus. Portion of campus east of the library. Generally unused until the
1960s when the high rise dormitories changed the skyline .
Edgar's. University Union Entertainment Center.
First Day Drop. First day to add or drop classes from your schedule .
First Friday. Friday before the first home football game on which a parade and
pep rally are held.
Frat Quad. Name given to the area around which dormitories designated for fraternities are located . Includes Donaldson , Bowen , Wannamaker, Bradley and Norris halls.
GPR. Grade point ratio, the total number of grade points accumulated divided by
the total number of credit hours taken .
Coffeehouse. Coffeehouse located in the basement of the YMCA.
Hanover House. Colonial home reconstructed on campus . See page 33 .
The Circle. Horseshoe-shaped drive on East Campus beginning at Schilletter Dining Hall and circling around to Mauldin Hall.
Hort Gardens. Seventy-acre area featuring flowers , plants and small gardens
maintained by the Horticulture Department . See page 33 .
Howard's Rock. Football players touch this rock , named for former Coach Frank
Howard , for good luck before running down the hill onto the field.
IFC. lnterfraternity Council. Coordinates fraternity activities .
Intramural Fields. Fields across the street from Fike Recreation Center. Used for
intramural sports and band practice .
IPTAY. Organization of Clemson athletic boosters.Stands for "I Pay Thirty A Year."
Land-Grant University. Under the Morrill Act , a state educational institution, such
as Clemson , given land by the federal government on the condition that it offer
courses in agriculture and the mechanical arts .
The Pit. One of several names given to commuter and resident student parking
lots.
Loggia. Pronounced lo~jO. East end of the main floor of the University Union.
LUIS. Library User Information System. A computerized library index system.
Old Green Tom. Statue of Thomas G. Clemson in front of Tillman Hall.
P&A. Plant and animal science building , named Robert F. Poole Agricultural
Center.
Panhell-Panhellenic Council. Coordinates intersorority activities.
Pan Greek Council. Coordinates activities of National Pan Hellenic Conference
sororities and fraternities.

P-Plant. Physical Plant, the University division responsible for planning and maintaining grounds and facilities.
R.A. Resident assistant in University housing .
Rally Cats. Basketball dancing squad.
ROTC. Reserve Officer Training Corps , pronounced Rot-Cee.
RV. Residence violation . University housing policy violation notice.
SAC. Student Alumni Council.
Shoeboxes. Cluster of five dormitories on West Campus. Includes Benet, Cope ,
Sanders, Geer and Young halls.
Sikes. Sikes Hall, the main administration building.
Soccer Field. Field between the tennis courts and YMCA used for varsity soccer.
Proper name is Riggs Field.
Student Locator. Student directory service on the seventh level of the University
Union.
TAPS. Student yearbook.
Tiger. Student newspaper.
Tigerama. Pep rally, skits, crowning of Miss Homecoming and fireworks on Friday
night of Homecoming. See page 24.
Tiger Paw. Symbol used for Clemson athletics.
Tin Cans. Johnstone Hall, a dormitory.
Union. Edgar A. Brown University Union.
Validine Card. University meal card.
West Campus. Portion of campus west of the library. Most of Clemson's oldest
buildings are located in this section .
WSBF. Student radio station, often pronounced whizbiff . 88.1 on your FM dial.
Y. YMCA.
INFORMATION GUIDE
Need

Place

Phone

Comments

Adm1ss1ons
1 Freshmen
2. New Transfers and International
Students
3. Former Clemson Students
4. Graduate Students

1. 105 Sikes Hall
2. 106 Sikes Hall

2287
2457

3. 102 Sikes Hall
4. E106 Martin Hall

2171
3195

Adviser

Your academic department

Alcohol Education

101 Mell Hall

2153

See page 79 .

Alumm Affairs

Alumni Center

2345

Offers spacious lobby for
receptions and meetings ; $100
refundable deposit. Offers free
resume and interview form copy
service to seniors.

Ambulance

Fire Station (emergency)
(business)

2244
2242

Staffed with EMT personnel.

1. Library (football); Littlejohn
(basketball)
2. Jervey Athletic Center
3. Jervey Athletic Center

2118

Pick up your tickets on designated
dates to be announced. You will
need your ID and Student Use
card. Handicapped students
should call the ticket office.

Athletic Tickets
1 Student
2 Visitor/Date
3. Away Games

Attendance
1 Official Excuses (for group absences) 101 Mell Hall

2. Policy

Check the schedule booklet for
your adviser's name.

2118
2118

2153

Individual absences are to be
resolved with your instructor, who
will probably state his/her
attendance policy the first day of
class. See page 108.

Need
Audio-Visual Equipment
1. 16mm Movie Projectors,
Slide Projectors, VHS
Recorder/Players and
Tape Recorders
2. Sound Equipment, Stage
Lighting and Sound/Light
Communications System , and
Portable Staging.

Place

Phone

Comments

1. University Union or
Communications Center

2461
3204

2. University Union

2461

Union equipment is available for
rent. Student organizations may
borrow Communications Center
equipment free.
Reservations are required.

Bank

Commercial banks in town and
automatic teller machines
near Johnstone Hall
and East End of Byrnes Hall

Bicycle Regulations

University Police Building

2270

See page 120

Books and Supplies

1. University Bookstore
2. APO Book Exchange

2050

Also check notices on bulletin
boards.

Class Standing
Classification System

See Announcements
(undergraduate catalog)

2174

Computer

1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3466
3494
3033
2383
4725
2245
3019
4753
2070

See this Answer Sheet for hours of
operation.

Basement P&AS
Help Desk
M-4 Martin Hall
Riggs Hall Basement
Riggs Hall VAX Room
105 Sirrine Hall
19 Brackett Hall Center
Library Microcomputer Lab
Daniel Hall (first floor)

Concert Senes
Tickets and Schedule

717 Strode Tower

3043

Students admitted tree with I.D. and
Student Use card. For other
information write to P.O. Box 2325,
University Post Office.

Cooperative Education

806 University Union

3150

See page 11.

Copiers

1.
2.
3.
4.

Counseling
1 Educational , Career, Personal
2. Disciplinary
3. Psychological Services
4. Academic

Student Government Lobby 2195
Library
Manning Hall
Commons Building,
Calhoun Courts
5. Sirrine Hall Library
6. Lee Hall Library

Operated by Department of Student
Services.

1 Counseling Center
2. 201 Mell Hall
3. Redfern Health Ctr.

1. Free and confidential.

2451
2153
2239

4. Your academic dept.

Course Offering
1. Announcements (undergraduate
catalog)
2. Schedule Booklet
3. Summer School Catalog

3. Prepaid by medical fee and
confidential.
4. Check the schedule booklet for
your adviser's name

All courses not offered every
semester. Pick up catalogs 1n 104
Sikes Hall.

Drop/Add

104 Sikes Hall

2174

You need a drop/add card to drop a
course, add a course or change
sections.

Drug Policy

101 Mell Hall

2153

See page 79.

{)1Jp11catmg Services Center
Job Requests for
o,gamzat,ons
Employment
1 Part-Time

Place

Phone

Comments

Student Organizations 101 Mell Hall

2153

Must have signed form before
getting anything printed

1. F1nanc1al Aid
Personnel
Dining Halls

2280
2426
2120,

1. Also check with department
heads as soon as possible
Jobs go quickly

2449

Residence Halls
Athletic Department
2 804 University Union

2295
2101
2152

Escort Service

Level 2, Library

4800

Exam Conflicts

E-3A Martin Hall

2305

Fees
1 Payment of Tuition and Fees

1. G08 Sikes Hall

2470

2 Returned Checks

2. 201 Mell Hall

2153

3 Current Unpaid Indebtedness,
Departmental

3. Specific Department

4. Past Due Indebtedness

4. 201 Mell Hall

2153

1. You are not officially enrolled
until all semester expenses have
been satisfied.
2. There is a $10 service charge on
all returned checks
3. Library and parking fines ,
housing and health service bills ,
and fees to the Athletic
Department should be paid at
the Library, the University
Police Building, 200 Meil
Hall, Redfern and the Athletic
Department, respectively
4. See the policy on page 83 .

G01 Sikes Hall

2280

See page 12.

Fire Department

Perimeter Road (emergency)
(business)

2211
2242

Food

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2449
2120

2 Career Placement

Financial Aid
Scholarships, Grants, Loans
and Employment

Schilletter Dining Hall
Harcombe Dining Hall
Clemson House
University Canteen
University Union
East Campus Convenience
Store

2044

Walking escort system operates
Sunday - Thursday,
9 p.m -12·30 a.m . See page 18.

See this Answer Sheet for hours of
operation. Call 2450 for the day's
dining hall menu. See page 87.

2074
2084
2094

Fraternity Information

101 Mell Hall

2153

Rush is held at the beginning of fall
semester for upperclassmen and
for freshmen. See page 26.

Grade Reports

1. 104 Sikes Hall
2. Announcements
(undergraduate catalog)

2174

You will get a mid-term and a final
grade report each semester.
See page 103.

Grading System

1. Announcements
(undergraduate catalog)

2171

See page 100.

Graduate School

E106 Martin Hall

3195

Graduation Requirements

1. 104 Sikes Hall
2. Announcements
(undergraduate catalog)

2174

Your academic adviser can help
here also. The Schedule Book
lists application deadlines
as well as requirements.

Grtevances, Student Academic

1. 209 Sikes Hall

3022

See page 106.

Need

Place

Phone

Comments

Handicapped Student Services

101 Mell Hall

2153

See page 87 for administrative
policy

Health Services

Redfern Health Center

2233

See page 12 and this Answer Sheet
for hours of operation.

Honors Program

1 Suite 532 Clemson House
2. Academic departments

4762

Housing
1 Residence Halls and Apartments
2. Married Students
3. Faculty Housing
4. Programs

1.
2.
3.
4.

ID . Card
1 Initial Issue

2295
2295
2295
2295

See page 90 for University housing
policies.

1. Library Main Desk

2399

2. Photographs

2. 92 P&AS Building

3204

3 Replacement

3. 101 Mell Hall

2153

1. Pictures are made at New
Student Orientations and on
registration days . After
registration, forms for issuing
I.D. 's are in the Registrar's
Office, Sikes Hall.
2. Wednesday and Thursday, 1-4
p.m ., no exceptions
except by appointment
3. Costs $3 to replace.

1. Services

2457

2. Programs

2153

1. Provides supportive services for
international students and staff
2. Provides assistance in campus
activities and programs for
international students.

Intramural Sports

Fike Recreation Center

2116

See page 34.

Laundry Facilities

1. Dillard Building
2. East Campus dorms

2031

See page 14 and this Answer Sheet
for hours of operation.

Legal Aid Service

Student Government
Office , University Union

2195

Pays for initial 30-minute
conference with attorney. May be
used twice yearly. See page 18

International Students

200
202
202
200

Mell
Mell
Mell
Mell

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

Libraries
1 Robert Muldrow Cooper Library
2. Sirrine Library
3. Gunnin Architectural Library

2. 120 Sirrine Hall
3. Lee Hall

3027
3214
3081

See page 14 and this Answer Sheet
for hours of operation

Locator Service (student)

701 University Union

2262

Provides student telephone
numbers. See page 15.

Lost and Found

1. University Union
2. Campus Police Building
3. Jervey Athletic Center

2461
2222
2101

See page 15.

Mail

University Post Office ,
University Union

2351

Mail Is put in student boxes by I
p.m. Outgoing mail leaves the post
office at 5 p.m . Box rental bills are
mailed to students in the summer.
See page 16.

MCATIOAT Course

Alpha Epsilon Delta
Adviser's Office

Meal Card
1. Issue

1. Harcombe Dining Hall

Provided by Alpha Epsilon Delta.

2120

1. Issued to new students and
revalidated for continuing
students .

.....

Place

Phone

Comments

2 Replacement

2. Harcombe Dining Hall

2120

3 Misuse of

3 101 Mell Hall

2153

2 Costs $5 to replace Not
tran sferable
3. See page 88 .

1.
2.
3.
4.

University Union
University Union
University Union
201 Mell Hall

2150
2379
2279
2153

Meeting Room Scheduling

1. University Union
2. Residence halls
club rooms

2461
2295

Minority Student Programs

101 Mell Hall

2153

Psychological Services

Redfern Health Center

2239

Prepaid by medical fee and
confidential.

Parkmg Tickets
1. Pay

1. University Police Building

2270

2. Students - Student Traffic
Review Board
(Student Government)
3. Employees - University
Police Building

2195

1. Pay fines promptly. Failure to
pay results in indebtedness to
the University. See page 83.
2. Students - 3:30-5 :30 p.m ,
Monday - Thursday.

2222

3. Employees - 2-4 p.m.,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

Photograph Requests

101 Mell Hall

2153

For resumes, passports, political
campaigns , etc .

Placement

804 University Union

2152

See page 15.

Police

University Police Building

2222

Post Office

University Union

2351

You will receive information during
the summer about box rentals . Mail
is not delivered to dorms.
See page 16.

Prmting/Duplicating

Dillard Building

2041

Get your work order from 101 or 201
Mell Hall.

Readmission Information

102 Sikes Hall

2171

Records
1. Academic
2. Disciplinary

104 Sikes Hall
201 Mell Hall

2174
2153

For policies, see pages 45 and 81 .

Student Government Office,
University Union

2195

Rented at the beginning of each
semester and summer session .
See page 18.

Media Organizations
1. Tiger
2. TAPS
3. WSBF
4. Joint Media Adviser

2 Appeal

Refrigerator Rentals

See page 88 for policies.

Try to reserve room two weeks in
advance.

Reservations
1. Fike Recreation Facilities
2. Tennis Courts
3. Auditoriums, Rooms and Grounds

1. 251 Fike Recreation Center 2116
2. 251 Fike Recreation Center 2116
2461
3. University Union

Scheduling

E-3A Martin Hall

2305

Shuttle Service

1. East Campus
2. West Campus

2195

1. , 2. Runs from resident lots to
dorms.

Sign Printmg

University Union

2461

Signs have block lettering printed
on posterboard ; a variety of ink
colors and type styles is available.
Charges depend on requests.

1. See page 36.
2. See page 38.
3. Make reservations 2 weeks in
advance.

Need

Place

Phone

Comments

Sorority Information

101 Mell Hall

2153

Rush is held at the beginning of fall
semester. See page 26.

Student Government Information

1. Student Government Office, 2195
University Union
2. 201 Mell Hall
2153

Student Organization Information

1. 101 Mell Hall
2153
2. Student Government Office, 2195
University Union

See page 25.

1. Part of registration material

Student Use Card
1. Issue

2. G08 Sikes Hall

2470

1, Keep as proof of current
enrollment.
2. Costs $5 to replace.

Summer Sessions Information

1. 102 Sikes Hall
2. 209 Sikes Hall
3. Summer Sessions Catalog

2171
3022

Departments post course offerings
in advance.

Switchboard

Clemson House

3311

Dial 656-3311 if you are calling
from off campus; dial O if you are
on campus.

University Laundry,
Dillard Building

2031

Cost of local service in University
housing is included in room rent;
long distance calls are extra.

Transcripts

104 Sikes Hall

2173

Official copy- one free, $3 for
extras, available 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
weekdays. Unofficial copy - 10¢
each, available 8:30 - 9 a.m. and
1:30 - 2 p.m. weekdays. Special
requests considered any time.

Typewriters

Cooper Library

2195

Coin-operated. Sponsored by
Department of Student Services.
Bill changer available.

University Union
Information, Reservations
and Programs

University Union

2461

Validation Stickers
Issue and Replacement

Cooper Library

3027

Vehicles
1. Registration
2. Traffic Fines

1. University Police Building
2. University Police Building

2270
2270

2. Replacement

Telephone
Bill Payment

3. Traffic Regulations
4. Ticket Appeals
5. Home Football and
Basketball Games

3. University Police Building
2270
4. Student Traffic Review
2195
Board (Student Government)
5. University Police Building
2270

Veteran's Information

102 Sikes Hall

2171

Withdraw from University

101 Mell Hall

2153

2. Pay fines promptly. Failure to
pay results in indebtedness to
the University.
3. See page 110.

5. Refer to Chapter 3, Articles 13
and 14 of the Traffic Code in this
book.

All students pick up withdrawal
forms here.

HOURS TO REMEMBER

Agricultural Sales (3242)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.

Bookstore (2050)
Monday-Friday

8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Canteen
Johnstone Canteen (2074)
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Home Football Saturdays

East Campus Convenience Store(2094)
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Home Football Saturdays
Computer Center
P&AS Basement (3466)
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
105 Sirrine Hall (2245)
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
M-4 Martin Hall (3033)
Riggs Hall (2383)
19 Brackett Hall (3019)
Monday-Friday
Daniel Hall - first floor (2070)
Library Microcomputer Lab (4753)
Dining Facilities
Harcombe Dining Hall (2120)
Monday-Friday
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Lunch
Light Lunch
Dinner
Saturday
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

7:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:30 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.- 1 :00 p.m.
4:00 p.m .- 11 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 1 :00 p.m. ,
3:30 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.-11 :30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.- 9:00 p.m.
12:00 noon- 8:00 p.m.
12:00 noon-11 :30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.

7:45 a.m.-12:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-11 :30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m - 6:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
Same as Sirrine Hall hours.
Same as Sirrine Hall hours.
8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Same as Sirrine Hall hours.
See Library hours.

7:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
11 :00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
11:00a.m- 1:15p.m.
5 00 p.m.- 6:30 p.m.

Sunday
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Schilletter Hall (2449)
Monday-Friday
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
Mon. , Wed, Fri.
Lunch
Dinner
Tuesday-Thursday
Lunch
Monday-Friday
Deli Line
Study Break (Both Harcombe and Schilletter)
Sunday-Thursday

8:00
9:30
11 :30
5:00

a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
a.m.-10:30 a.m.
a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
p.m.- 6:30 p.m.

7:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.- 1 50 p.m.
4:30 p.m.- 7:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
10:45 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

Infirmary Visiting Hours (2233)

Monday-Sunday

3:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.- 8:00 p.m.

Laundry and Dry Cleaning (2031)

Monday-Friday
Monday-Friday Pickup Service
(Manning Hall Basement)

7 30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m.

Library (3027)

Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:45
7:45
8:00
1:00

a.m.- 1:00 a.m.
a.m .-11 00 p.m.
a.m.- 6:00 p.m.
p.m.- 1:00 a.m.

Vice President for Student Affairs (2161)

Monday-Friday

8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.- 4 30 p.m.

Post Office (2351)

Monday-Friday, Counter Service
Monday-Sunday, Lobby

8:00 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.
5:00 a.m.- 9:00 p.m.

Redfern Doctor's Hours (2233)

Monday-Friday
Saturday
(by appointment or emergencies)
Sunday
(emergencies only)

8:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.

Ticket Office (2101)

Jervey Athletic Center
Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
(Closed from noon to 1:00 p.m. except during football season.)
Washerette (2031)

Monday-Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m.-12:00 mdnt
10:00 a.m.-12:00 mdnt

YMCA (2460)

Monday-Friday

8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Fike Recreation Center

FIRST SEMESTER

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11 :00
11 :00
12:00
1:00

a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
a.m.- 8:00 p.m.
noon- 6:00 p.m.
p.m.- 8:00 p.m.

11 :00
11 :00
12:00
1:00

a.m.a.m.noonp.m.-

SECOND SEMESTER

Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

SUMMER SESSIONS

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

12:00 noon- 8 00 p.m.
12:00 noon- 6:00 p.m .
1 :00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.
University Union

Art Gallery
Billiards
Bowling
Box Office
Edgar's
Games Area
Coffeehouse in Edgar's
Information
Offices

Monday-Saturday
Sunday
Monday-Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday-Friday
Saturday-Sunday
Monday-Friday
Monday-Friday
Monday-Friday
Saturday-Sunday
every other Friday
Monday-Saturday
Sunday
Monday-Friday

9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
12:00 noon- 5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m .
1:00 p.m .-11 :00 p.m .
12:00 noon-11 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
12:00 noon- 5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-12 00 mdnt
9:00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
1 :00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
12:00 noon-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

SPORTS INFORMATION
Student Ticket Information

Students may attend all home athletic functions at no charge upon presentation of a valid I.D. and Student Use card . Football tickets are distributed from
the library and basketball tickets from Gate 6 of Littlejohn Coliseum at times to be
announced by the Athletic Department. See page 34 for more information.
Sports Calendar

1985 Varsity Football
Date
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28

Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19

Opponent
Virginia Tech
Georgia
Georgia Tech
(IPTAY Day)
Kentucky
Virginia
(Homecoming)
Duke

Site
Blacksburg , Va.
Clemson
Clemson

Time
1:30 p.m.
3:40 p.m. (televised)
1:00 p.m.

Lexington , Ky.
Clemson

7:30 p.m .
1:00 p.m . (televised)

Durham , N.C .

1:30 p.m .

Date

Opponent

Oct. 26

N.C. State
(Textile Bowl)
Wake Forest
(Hall of Fame Day)
North Carolina
Maryland
(Parents' Day)
South Carolina

Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov 16
Nov. 23

Site
Clemson

Time
1:00 p.m.

Clemson

1:00 p.m.

Chapel Hill , N.C.
Clemson

12:00 p.m. (televised)
3:40 p.m. (televised)

Columbia, S.C.

1:30 p.m.

1985 Soccer, Basketball and Spring Sports

Soccer, basketball and spring sports schedules , not available at Handbook press time , are published by the Athletic Department and are distributed in the canteen , at Jervey Athletic Center, and
other places around campus and downtown.
1985-86 Calendar of lntramual Sports (Tentative)

Sport

Entries
Open

Entries
Close

Type of
Competition

Starting
Date

Softball
Aug. 22
Sep . 4
Round Robin
Sep. 9
Softball- Co-Rec
Aug. 22
Sep. 4
Round Robin
Sep. 9
Soccer
Sep . 2
Sep . 11
Round Robin
Sep. 16
Cross Country
Sep 9
Sep . 18
Meet
Sep. 19
Tennis- Singles
Sep. 9
Sep . 18
Single Elim .
Sep . 23
Tennis- Mixed Doubles
Sep. 9
Sep. 18
Single Elim.
Sep. 30
Water Polo
Sep. 16
Sep . 25
Round Robin
Sep. 30
Table Tennis- Sing les
Sep . 16
Sep. 25
Single Elim .
Sep. 30
Table Tennis- Mixed Doubles
Sep. 16
Sep . 25
Single Elim .
Oct. 7
Softball- lnterfraternity
Sep. 30
Oct. 2
Double Elim .
Oct. 7
Racquetball- Singles
Sep. 30
Oct. 9
Single Elim.
Oct. 14
Racquetball- Mixed Doubles
Sep. 30
Oct. 9
Single Elim .
Oct. 21
Badminton- Sing les
Oct. 7
Oct. 16
Single Elim .
Oct. 21
Football- Touch
Oct. 7
Oct. 16
Round Robin
Oct. 21
Football- Touch- Co-Rec
Oct. 7
Oct. 16
Round Robin
Oct. 21
Three-On-Three Basketball
Oct. 7
Oct. 16
Round Robin
Oct. 21
Football- lnterfraternity
Nov. 18
Nov. 20
Double Elim .
Nov. 25
Free Throw
Jan . 8
Jan . 22
Single Elim .
Jan . 23
Basketball
Jan . 8
Jan . 22
Round Robin
Jan . 27
Basketball- Co-Rec
Jan . 8
Jan . 22
Round Robin
Jan . 27
Wrestling
Jan . 20
Feb . 5
Meet
Feb . 5
Water Polo
Feb . 3
Feb . 12
Round Robin
Feb . 17
Soccer
Feb . 3
Feb. 12
Round Robin
Feb. 17
Racquetball -Singles
Feb . 17
Feb. 26
Single El im.
Mar. 3
Racquetball- Doubles
Feb . 17
Feb . 26
Single Elim.
Mar. 17
Basketball -lnterfraternity
Feb . 24
Feb. 27
Double Elim .
Mar. 3
Badminton- Singles
Feb . 24
Mar. 26
Single Elim .
Mar. 31
Volleyball
Feb . 24
Mar. 25
Round Robin
Mar. 27
Table Tennis
Feb . 24
Mar. 25
Single Elim .
Mar. 27
Softball- Open League
Mar 3
Mar. 19
Round Robin
Mar. 24
Tennis- Singles
Mar. 24
Apr. 2
Single Elim.
Apr. 7
Tennis- Doubles
Mar. 24
Apr. 2
Single Elim.
Apr. 14
Volleyball- lnterfraternity
Mar. 24
Mar. 27
Double Elim .
Mar. 31
Swimming
Mar. 31
Apr. 8
Meet
Apr. 10
Track
Mar. 31
Apr. 8
Meet
Apr. 10
All sports listed above are open to men and women . Anyone desiring to compete in a sport not
listed should contact the Intramural Department at 656-2116 and discuss starting the sport. The
Intramural Department is not responsible for any injuries received while practicing or playing intramural games. For your protection , we recommend that you contact the Office of Student Affairs
about the student insurance program .

B. Nominations.
Nominations for office will be made by petitions of 1o students filed
with the elections chairperson no later than 5 p.m. of the second Friday of
February.
C. Election Procedures.
1. Candidates for the offices of president and vice president will be
elected on receiving a majority of ballots cast. Court members will be
elected by receiving the highest number of votes cast. Referendums
will be approved by two-thirds vote.
2. Elections for these offices will be held the first Tuesday of March with
run-offs to be held the following Tuesday.
3. Polls will open at 9 a.m. and close at 5 p.m. on elections day. Students may vote at any poll in campus-wide elections.
4. In the case of a run-off election , the number of candidates included
shall be twice the number of positions in dispute.
5. Elected candidates shall assume their duties on the last Tuesday of
March.
6. Newly elected or appointed court members shall assume their duties
at the beginning of the next academic school year. They shall be
sworn into office at the end of the last court meeting of the semester
they are elected or appointed during the regular election or appointment time during the spring of each academic year.
7. The use of the computer in this election shall be mandatory.
D. Campaign Rules.
1. Each candidate shall be allowed to spend no more than $60 on
printed material in the initial election and no more than $25 on printed
material for each subsequent election.
a. Printed material shall include all reproduced posters , fliers , platforms , letters and notices.
b. All printed and/or photocopied material must be reproduced at
the University Duplicating Services Center.
c. All campaign literature to be reproduced must be initialed by the
elections chairperson before being reproduced.
d. Upon picking up printed material done by the University Duplicating Services Center, each candidate must file one sample of
each type of printed material with the elections chairperson.
e. All candidates must submit to the elections chairperson an itemized report with receipts of purchases of all campaign expenditures by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to the initial election and by 5
p.m. on the day prior to a run-off election . The itemized report with
receipts of all purchases of printed material done at the University
Duplicating Center is mandatory.
f. If elected , write-in candidates for president, vice president or
court will be subject to all regulations governing elections except
that expenditures must be submitted to the elections chairperson
no later than 24 hours after official notification by the elections
chairperson.
g. All candidates must submit to the elections chairperson an itemized report whether or not expenses have been incurred.
2. Rules governing campaign material shall be as follows:
a. Each candidate shall be allowed to have only four banners displayed at any one time with the location approved by the elections
chairperson.
b. Campaign materials (including non-reproduced) shall be
restricted to the following areas in non-academic buildings:
1. Bulletin boards.
2. Fliers placed under residents' doors.

67

Student Government

68

3. Kiosks, Post Office bull etin board s and ground stake locations
ap proved by th e electi ons chairperson
c. Use of campus medi a will be prohibited
d. Posted material must be re moved within 72 hours after election
has been offi cia lly finalized.
e. Campaig n lite rature posted with th e candidate's knowledge in
any other a rea wi l l constitu t e g ro u n d s f o r im m ediate
disqualification
f. There wi ll be a $30 deposit by all candidates for president and
vice president of the student body.
g. There will be a $10 deposit by all candidates fo r the office of trial
court.
h. The three poles in front of the Robe rt M. Cooper Library shal l be
restricted from use for any publicity.
i. The top of the kiosks shal l be restricted from use for any publicity.
E. Disquali fication .
1. A candidate may be disqualified for not abidi ng by the rules governing campus-wide elections .
2. If a candidate is disqualified before the pol ls open , the election will
be held with the candidate's name stricken from the ballot.
3. If a candidate is disqualified after the polls have closed , the election
will be considered null and void ; however, if a qualified candidate
has received a majority of all votes cast , the results of the election will
stand. If a new election is required , all candidates ' names will appear
except those who are disqualified .
F. Appeal of Disqualification .
1. Grounds for Appeal of Elections :
a. Inaccurate vote count.
b. Failure of the elections chairperson and Elections Board to abide
by the elections procedures .
2. An election referendum , special vote or disqualification may be
appealed by filing a written notice containing specific allegations
with the attorney general within 72 hours after the polls have closed.
Any complainant in this matter shall be considered an adversary and
shall be granted all applicable rights.
G. Vacancies.
1. If the office of student body president is vacated, the student body
vice president will assume office .
2. If the office of student body vice president is vacated , a new vice
president will be appointed by the student body president upon ratification by two-thirds majority vote of the senate .
STUDENT ORGANIZATION LEGISLATION
Organizational Guidelines

I. Rights and Privileges .
A. The structure of a student organization shall be decided solely by that
organization , provided it continues to meet the requirem~nts established
for obtaining recognition and does not conflict with any University
policies.
B. Student organizations are free to invite their own faculty or staff advisers .
Advisers may advise organizations in the exercise of responsibility, but
they shall not have the authority to control the policy of the organizations.
C All recognized organizations shall have the rig ht to publish their organizational picture in the Clemson yearbook .
D. All recog nized organizations shall be allowed the use of University facilities provided that:

1.

The organization meets any University requirements for the use of
such facilities.
2. The facility is available for use at that time .
3. The organization has not proved to be irresponsible in the care of
University facilities .
E. Any recognized organization may apply for permission to carry out a
fund-raising activity
F. Any recognized organization may sponsor a candidate for Miss Homecoming and/or Miss Clemson University.
G. Any recognized organization may act as an official representative of
Clemson University and shall be entitled to all rights and privileges
accorded by the Clemson University community, provided that organization continues to act in a responsible manner.
H. An organization may be recognized as either a funded or a non-funded
organization.
1. A funded organization shall be entitled to all rights and responsibilities accorded by the Clemson University community.
2. A non-funded organization shall be entitled to all rights and responsibilities accorded by the Clemson University community, excluding
the right to apply for funding from the Clemson University Student
Senate.
II. Requirements for Recognition.
A. All organizations petitioning for recognition must present information
concerning:
1. The purpose of the organization.
2. The criteria for membership.
3. An initial list of members.
4. A current list of officers and club officials.
5. A copy of its constitution and by-laws .
B. All organizations petitioning for recognition must have a faculty or staff
adviser.
C. Organizations petitioning for recognition must have at least 12 active
members. Nationally recognized organizations may petition for recognition as non-funded organizations with fewer than 12 active members.
D. All organizations petitioning for recognition must hold at least two business meetings each semester.
E. All organizations petitioning for recognition must not deny membership
to any student solely because of race, sex, color, religion or national
origin.
F. All organizations petitioning for recognition must limit their active regular
membership to students of Clemson University. Organizations may allow
other persons to be honorary, advisory, alumni, associate, etc. members.
G. Organizations petitioning for recognition as a funded organization must
charge a minimum of $5 a year above the dues sent to nationals. All
organizations are encouraged to have dues to cover operating
expenses.
H. Religious, political and social organizations must petition for recognition
as non-funded organizations.
Ill. Procedures for Recognition.

A. An organization applying for recognition should obtain from the Office of
Student Life three copies of the Petition for Recognition and three copies
of the Student Organizational Report.
B. After completing the forms, the organization should return three copies
of the Petition for Recognition and three copies of the Student Organizational Report along with three copies of its constitution and by-laws to
the Office of Student Life for transmittal to the Student Senate. The third
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copy of the Student Organizational Report is to be retained for the organization's files .
C. An organization should petition to be recognized as either a funded or a
non-funded organization .
1. When applying as a funded organization through the Student Government , the petitioning organization must present an estimated
budget to clarify the request.
2. This estimated budget must be referred to the Student Senate to clarify the request .
3. All organizations applying for recognition as a funded or non-funded
organization must be approved by the Student Senate by a twothirds vote of the senate present.
4. The Student Senate reserves the right to change the classification of
a recognized organization by a two-thirds vote of the senate . Any
change decided on by the senate will take effect at the beginning of
the new fiscal year.
D. The Student Senate will act on the validity of the request for recognition
and transmit its decision to the vice president for student affairs for
signature.
E. The senate's decision will be based on :
1. The uniqueness of the organization . Organizations will not be recognized if they duplicate previously recognized organizations .
2. The ability of the organization to meet the requirements for
recognition .
F. Upon receiving the vice president's signature , the organization in question is considered to be a recognized student organization.
G. The Student Senate may, by a two-thirds vote of the membership of the
senate , revoke the recognition of any student organization that, in
accordance with the rules and guidelines passed by the Student Senate
and in accordance with standard University policies, fails to meet the
necessary requirements placed on student organizations.
H. It is the responsib ility of the chief officer of each student organization to
fi le an up-dated Student Organizational Report Form listing new officers ,
etc . with the Office of Student Life immediately after election of officers
and by the first Friday in October.
I. If an organization wishes to change its classification, it must reapply for
recognition and meet all present standards for recognition in that
classification.
IV. Retaining Recognition.
A To retain recognition , an organization must conform to all requirements
needed for initial recognition .
B. Every recogn ized organization must file a copy of its constitution , by-laws
and Student Organ izational Report Form with the Office of Student Life
after the organizational update.
Organizational Funding
I. Eligibility.

.
A. Only organizations that have been recognized as funded organizations
may apply for fund ing from the Clemson University Student Government.
B. When an organization applies for funding, it must recognize that:
1. All funding received be used only in the categories specified by the
Finance Committee: travel , contractual services (eight categories) ,
postage , supplies and materials , rents for equipment, rents for other,
insurance, contributions, other fixed charges and equipment.
2. No funding is to be used for social functions that serve purely as
entertainment.

3. All organizations recognized as funded are required to turn in their
allocation request form before or on the deadline date set by the student body treasurer. Any organization not complying with this deadline will not be eligible for either general budget or emergency
funding by Student Government.
4. All funding appropriated to an organization by Student Government
is to be used only for members of the University and only in the areas
defined in number 1 of this section .
C. An organization 's general budget will be heard during general budget
hearings only .
D. Any funded organ ization recognized between January 1 and the close of
the general budget hearings must submit a Budget Request Form to the
student body treasurer. If the organization is to be funded for the up-coming fiscal year, the request must be submitted before the end of the general budget hearings.
II. Receiving Funding.

A. The Student Government Finance Committee will hold hearings for the
purpose of recommending funding during the second semester . To
apply for funding , a funded organization should:
1. Pick up an Allocation Request Form from the Student Government
Office.
2. Arrange for a hearing with the Finance Committee.
B. At the appointed time, a representative from the organization must
appear before the Finance Committee.
C The organizational representative should be prepared to answer
detailed questions regarding the organization 's budget request and
should also provide:
1. Seven detailed copies of the organization's budget request.
2. Seven copies of the Budgetary Requisition Form.
D. After the hearings have been completed, the Finance Committee will
submit a suggested allocation for each organization to the Student Senate for approval.
E. The Student Senate shall act on the suggested allocations and transmit
its decision (senate form of an appropriations bill) to the vice president
for student affairs for signature.
F. Upon receiving the vice president's signature , each organization will be
advised of its approved allocation. The funds allocated by Student Government are University-controlled state money and are to be used under
the same purchasing guidelines of all state agencies.
G. Upon receiving advisement of its allocation , the organization should
send a representative to the Office of Student Life for instructions as to
proper use of this allocation. Funds allocated in the spring shall not
become available until July 1 of that year.
Ill. Emergency Funding.
A. Should the need arise for additional funds to be used during the present
school year, funded organizations may apply for emergency funding.
B. Funded organizations that are recognized after the close of the general
budget hearings are eligible only for a subsistence allocation to cover the
time between their recognition and the time of the next general budget
hearings. The allocation will consist of the basic printing and advertising
cost.
C Requests for emergency funding shall be governed under the following
guidelines:
1. The emergency funding request must be made for a specific purpose or event.
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Emergency fun din g requests may not be made for purposes or
events th at cou ld have been planned for or foreseen in the previous
academic year.
3. Fun ding will not be g ranted retroacti ve ly; that is, to pay for debts arising out of transactions that took p lace p rio r to th e tim e the request
was made.
D. To apply for eme rgency fund ing , an organization should :
1. Arrange for an emergency funding heari ng by contacting the treasurer of the student body.
2. A representative of the organization should then meet with the
Finance Committee at the appointed time and be prepared to
answer detai led questions rega rding th e req uest.
3. The representative should provide :
a. Seven detailed copies of the organization 's request.
b. Seven copies of the Budgetary Requ isition Form .
E. After completion of the hearing , the Finance Committee will follow the
same procedures used for regula r funding request. Refer to section II of
Organizational Funding.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Central Spirit Committee
I. Purpose .

A The Central Spirit Committee shall exist for the pu rpose of coordinating
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activities relating to the preservation of school spi rit.
II. Structure.
A The Central Spirit Comm ittee shall initiate such activities throug h any
subcommittees it may establish .
B. The Central Spirit Committee shall be responsible to the dean of student
life.
C. The Central Spirit Comm ittee shall be composed of four branches:
1. A Board of Directors that shall plan and establish policy for the Central Spirit Committee .
2. A Coord ination Board that shall coord inate Spirit Activities that
require the cooperation of various campus organizations.
3. A Chairman Staff that shall serve as the head of the subcommittees
of the Central Spirit Comm ittee . The Chairman Staff shall be responsible to the directors over their area.
4. A Jun ior Staff shall compose the majority of the Central Spirit Committee membership and shall offer suggestions to the Board of Directors and ass ist the Central Spirit Committee on its projects.
Ill. Membership .
A. The Central Spirit Committee Board of Directors shall consist of a president, vice pres ident, secretary and treasurer selected from the existing
Board and/or Chairman Staff. The Board shall also include eight standing
committee directors selected by the Advisory Board composed of the
committee advisers and the president and vice president.
B. The Coordination Board shall consist of the executive members of the
Board of Directors and the following : Tiger Band com mande r, captai n of
the varsity cheerleaders , captain of the junior varsity cheerleaders , captain of the Rally Cats, vice president of Student Government, president of
Block C, student life adviser (ex-officio) , and Athletic Center adviser (exofficio) .
C. The Central Spirit Committee Chairman Staff shall consist of not more
than 30 members selected by the Board of Directors at the end of each
semester.

D. The Central Spirit Committee Junior Staff shall consist of students interested in promoting Clemson spirit. (These members should represent a
cross-section of the student body at Clemson University) . The Junior
Staff shall be selected at the end of the academic year by the Chairman
Staff and their respective directors leaving space open on each subcommittee for incoming freshmen to be selected in the tall .
Miss Clemson University
I. Qualifications.

A Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office of Student
Life and Student Government may sponsor a candidate tor the position
of Miss Clemson University
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Clemson University, a contestant must be a registered , single , female student at Clemson University with the grade point ratio required for her graduation , except in the
case of a first semester freshman coed or a transfer student . Each candidate must also sign an affidavit that stipulates that she will not graduate
prior to the following year's pageant.
II. Procedure.
A The Miss Clemson University pageant will be held during the spring
semester of each year. The original field of contestants will be reduced
to 10 finalists by a panel of non-student judges at the pageant. The contestants will be judged on public appearance, poise and personality.
From the finalists , the judges will select a second runner-up, first runnerup and Miss Clemson University, who will be formally introduced at the
last home basketball game
B. In the event that Miss Clemson University should forfeit her office or
marry, her succcessor will be the first runner-up selected by the panel of
judges. In the event that the first runner-up cannot assume the position,
the second runner-up will be the successor.
Miss Homecoming
I. Qualifications.
A Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office of Student
Life and Student Government may sponsor a candidate for the position
of Miss Homecoming.
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Homecoming, a contestant
must be a full-time registered female student at Clemson University with
the grade point ratio required for graduation, except in the case of a first
semester freshman coed or a transfer student. Each candidate must also
sign an affidavit that stipu lates that she will not g raduate prior to the termination of the spring semester.
II. Selection.
A A panel of non-student judges shall select 10 finalists from the original
field of contestants. No member of the panel may be concerned with any
sponsoring organization. The members of the panel shall be selected by
the homecoming chairperson and the assistant dean of student life and
app roved by the student body President's Cabinet.
B. Each contestant shall be interviewed by the panel of judges with the
homecoming chairperson present as a non-judging moderator of the in
terview procedure. All contestants shall participate in a pageant the
week of homecoming. The panel of judges shall select 10 finalists on the
basis of poise , personality and personal appearance within the interview
and pageant. Judging is to be based on a 30 point scale with a total of
20 possible points awarded for the pageant - 10 points allotted for casual
attire and 1O points allotted for formal attire. From these 10 finalists, the
student body shall select Miss Homecoming.
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C. Photography for all contestants will be carried out on a uniform basis. No
contestant will be allowed to use her own portrait for the contest. Photographs of the finalists will be displayed at all polling places
D. The Miss Homecoming Contest shall be held the week preceding homecoming weekend . A public pageant shall be held on Monday or Tuesday
before the homecoming football game, and interviews by the judges
shall be held the day before the pageant. The balloting procedure will be
carried out by the Elections Board. No campaigning for candidates will
be allowed. The finalist receiving the largest number of votes will be
declared Miss Homecoming and will be crowned at Tigerama There will
also be three runners-up who will ride on the float with Miss Homecoming
at half-time during the homecoming football game.
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Administrative Policies
BOARD OF TRUSTEES POLICY
Conduct of Students and Employees
The Board of Trustees recognizes there is a valid function performed by
faculty and student body alike in considering and supporting any and all issues,
controversial or noncontroversial , within the framework of orderly, peaceful and
lawful decorum , demeanor and processes . The board encourages freedom of
speech , including constructive criticism, expression of grievances or petition for
redress of wrongs , real or fancied , so long as those rights are exe rcised in a lawful
and peaceful manner.
The Board of Trustees is charged by law with the responsibility of making
rules and regulations for the University, and establishing policy governing the conduct of the University, its employees and its student body. The president of the University is elected by the Board of Trustees to serve at its pleasure He is the chief
executive officer entrusted by the Board of Trustees with the execution of its policies and the internal government and administration of the University.
The Board of Trustees orders and directs the president of the University to
administer and enforce its policies as herein announced. In carrying out this
responsibility, he is vested with authority to take such disciplinary action as in his
judgment the circumstances warrant.
Student Government and Student Discipline
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The Board of Trustees of Clemson University on December 3, 1969, delegated certain disciplinary functions to the student body of the University and
retained certain other disciplinary functions and jurisdiction to the administration
Powers Delegated to the Student Body
The Board of Trustees of Clemson University delegates the following powers to the student body of Clemson University:
1. To establish a popular student government;
2. To establish qualifications for officers of the student government;
3. To establish impeachment procedures for officers of the student
government ;
4. To recommend rules which regulate , control and dictate conduct on
campus and student organizations of Clemson University;
5. To create courts to try cases not retained by the administration of
alleged violations of student regulations by Clemson University students and to interpret the student regulations ;
6. To enact procedural rules for student judicial and governmental
activities ;
7. To enact rules of evidence for the courts;
8. To recommend to the administration punishments and sanctions for
students who violate student regulations.
Powers Reserved to the Administration
The Board of Trustees reserves to the administration the right to retain any
case from the jurisdiction of the student court in which:
1. Clemson University property is damaged or destroyed;
2. A student or employee of Clemson University is physically injured as a
result of an alleged violation ;
3. The student who allegedly violated the regulations suffers from a mental or psychological disorder;

4. Acts were committed which disrupt by the use of force or violence the
orderly processes of the University, thereby preventing officials or students from engaging 1n the pursuit of their duties or studies ;
5. Federal law, South Carolina law or Clemson University ordinances may
have been violated .
University Disciplinary Committee
To implement the actions of the Board of Trustees , there has been created
a committee known as the University Disciplinary Committee composed as follows: (a) president of the Faculty Senate; (b) member of the faculty selected by the
Faculty Senate ; (c) president of the student body; (d) president of the Student Senate; (e) two University presidential appointees- one to be selected from the student body and one to be selected from the faculty .
ALCOHOL US E AND DRUG ABUSE
Individual Responsibility Involving Alcohol
Clemson University recognizes that while at college , many young adults
will make decisions regarding their personal use of alcohol. While the decision to
drink or to abstain is left to the individual , the abuse of alcoholic liquors, beer or
wine is strongly discouraged. Students are responsible for their actions at all times
and are expected to follow all University regulations, local laws and ordinances ,
and state and federal laws regardless of sobriety or intoxication.
Consumption or possession of alcoholic liquors is allowed by students in
their private rooms in University housing as long as the student is 21 years old or
older. Consumption or possession of alcoholic liquors by students in any other
area of the main campus is prohibited regardless of the student's age. Consumption or possession of beer or wine is allowed by students in their private rooms in
University housing, in Edgar's Entertainment Center of the University Union , and in
designated areas registered in advance as specified below; students must be 20
years old or older. Consumption or possession of beer or wine in any other area of
the main campus is prohibited regardless of the student 's age. The main campus
is bounded on the north by Highway 93 and Daniel Drive , on the east by Perimeter
Road and South Carolina Highway 28, on the south by Hunnicutt Creek and on the
west by Hartwell Reservoir.
Registering Activities Where Beer or Wine Will be Consumed or Possessed
Consumption or possession of beer or wine by students 20 years old or
older may be permitted in designated areas registered in advance for specific
times and specific social activities. Students planning activities where beer or wine
is to be consumed or possessed must register as follows:
1. Activities in club rooms, chapter rooms and fraternity lounges must be
registered with the Office of Student Life.
2. Activities in University housing lounges (other than fraternity lounges)
must be registered with the Housing Office.
3. Activities in University Union facilities and outdoor areas must be registered with the University Union .
4. Activities in academic areas must be registered with the appropriate
academic dean.
5. Activities in the Clemson House must be reg istered with the Clemson
House manager.
Activities where beer and wine will be served will not be approved if the
majority of participants are under age 20. Refreshments for all activities where beer
or wine fs served must include sufficient quantities of soft drinks.
Registrants will be required to sign a statement accepting responsibility
fo r en forc ing University regulat ions and state and local laws concerning bee r and
wine. A plan for assuring that only students of legal age are served beer or wine
must be submitted at the time of registration.
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Serving and Selling Beer and Wine

All students who serve beer or wine on the University campus are subject
to the same state laws on this subject as all other persons in the state of South Carolina. Therefore , all students who plan to serve beer or wine at any activity on the
Clemson University campus should become familiar with all such state laws.
Individuals may organize private activities where beer or wine will be consumed by registering the activity in advance as stated previously. However, students may not sell tickets to the function or sell the beverage itself.
Recognized student organizations may organize private activities where
beer or wine will be consumed by registering the activity in advance as stated
above . These organizations may sell tickets to the function or assess members
through their dues . When tickets to the function are sold and beer is served, a beer
license is required and must be requested through the University Union four weeks
in advance of the event.
Campus-wide and multiple-organization events where beer or wine will be
served may be planned and registered only by recognized student organizations
and must be cosponsored by a University department.
Events to raise funds for charities may not include the sale of alcohol.
Drug Abuse
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Clemson University recognizes that drug abuse is one of the major problems confronting our society . Within the University community , services are available to reduce the problems usually associated with drug abuse. Students with
drug problems may seek sanctioned , confidential counseling and advice through
the Student Health Service or the Counseling and Career Planning Center.
Although the University recognizes the need for providing remedial services , it does not intend to shelter persons who violate state or federal drug or narcotics laws. University officials will assist and cooperate with law enforcement
personnel as they perform their duties in controlling drug abuse . Students convicted of state or federal laws are subject to further disciplinary action by the
University.

CHEERLEADERS
The varsity and junior varsity cheering squads are recognized as legitimate student activities sponsored by the University and responsible to the president through the vice president for student affairs. The cheering squads represent
the University and are financed by student university fees.
The University administration expects the squad captains as well as the
cheering squads to have at all times the highest standards of conduct in acts,
words and deeds. The Un iversity administration does not wish to interfere with the
right of freedom of speech ; nonetheless, the cheering squads , as official representatives of the University, will be expected to observe in cheers and remarks the
canons of good taste . Profanity , vulgarity, to include vulgar gestures, and improper
statements should be avoided . The varsity captain is responsible for all material
used at games. The advice of the assistant dean of student life should be sought
prior to the use of quest ionable cheers or remarks.
As representatives of the Clemson University student body, the cheering
squads have one mission - to bring about full support of students and spectators
in an effort to help the Clemson varsity athletic teams play their best. Microphones
or power amplified equipment should be used only by the squad captain and only
to accomplish the stated mission . Announcements not related to spirit-engendering items should not be made.
Requests for off-campus appearances by the cheerleaders will be
addressed by the Office of Student Life. In general, participation of the cheerleaders and the Clemson Tiger is limited to athletic events and pep rallies. Participation
in private parties , c9mmercial endeavors and parades sponsored by outside

organizations will not be approved . Certain charitable functions and other occasion_s that may app~ar _to be appropriate will be considered on a case-by-case
basis. The Tiger suit will not be loaned to organizations or persons outside the
University.
No additional persons whether student or non-student will be asked to participate with the cheering squad.
CLASS RINGS

Official Clemson University class rings with designs available for both men
and women are on sale at the Clemson Bookstore.
University policy restricts the sale and delivery of the official ring to graduates and to those students currently enrolled having a minimum of 95 semester
hours.
Graduate students must have been accepted to degree candidacy by the
Graduate School to be eligible for delivery of their rings. The Graduate School must
certify with the Bookstore the students' acceptance to degree candidacy.
COMPUTER CENTER MISUSE

Use of Computer Center account numbers, TSO user I.D. 's, permanent
data sets or tapes for computing activities other than those specified in writing
when the particular resource was requested is strictly prohibited . If the need for
other uses develops, the appropriate authorization form must be modified accordingly in advance of such additional use. Use of such resources other than as
authorized in writing is regarded as a criminal act. As stated in The South Carolina
Computer Crime Act of 1984, the maximum penalty for computer crime in the first
degree is $125,000 or imprisonment for not more than 10 years or both. In addition ,
the University will require restitution for any theft of computer resources and for any
cost incurred by the Center due to user misuse.
In any investigation of misuse of the computer, the Computer Center
reserves the right to inspect, without notice, the contents of files (including Source
Management System files) related to Clemson University course work account
numbers.
DIRECTORY INFORMATION

Clemson University hereby designates the following categories of student
information as public or "d irectory information." Such information may be disclosed by the institution for any purpose, at its discretion.
Category I
Name, local mailing address, home address , local phone
number, residence hall and room number (if applicable) ,
major course and academic class.
Category la
Dates of attendance, degrees awarded, date and place of
birth, major course and academic class.
Category II
Participation in officially recognized activities and sports.
Physical factors (height, weight of athlete), date and place of
Category 111
birth of members of athletic teams.
Currently enrolled students may withhold disclosure of any category of
information under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. To withhold disclosure, written notification must be received in the Registrar's Office by
the last day to register for the enrollment period concerned as published in the
Clemson University Calendar, at Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina
29631. Forms requesting the withholding of directory information are available in
the Registrar's Office, 104D Sikes Hall.
Clemson University assumes that failure on the part of any student to specifically request the withholding of categories of directory information indicates
individual approval for disclosure.
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ELIGIBILITY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES
A student beginning enrollment at Clemson University in a summer session shall not be conside~ed a continuing student in determining academic eligibility for any student act1v1ty before comp leting a regular semester.

ENERGY CONSERVATION
To reduce energy consump tion as required by the 1975 South Carolina
Energy Management Policy , the University has initiated an Energy Conservation
Policy. The policy outlines conservation measures and procedures that are implemented at Clemson.
Copies of the policy are on file in the Office of the Dean of Student Life .
Students, faculty and staff are requested to help conserve energy by following policy guidelines.
University students and personnel are urged to turn off lights when their
use is not needed. Only Physical Plant personnel are authorized to adjust thermostats in any campus buildings except residence halls. All resident parking lot
lighting is turned off on recognized University holidays and during periods
between semesters or summer sessions. Contact the Department of Public Safety
for designated parking areas to use during these time periods .

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACTANNUAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS
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Clemson University annually informs students of the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. This Act, with which the institution intends to comply fully, was enacted by Congress to protect the privacy of education records , to
establish the right of students to inspect and review their education records, and
to provide guidelines for the correction of inaccurate or misleading data through
informal and formal hearings. Students also have the right to file complaints with
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Office (FERPA) in Washington,
D.C., concerning alleged failures by the University to comply with the Act.
A detailed policy statement containing the procedures to be used in complying with the provisions of the Act can be found in the Office of the Vice President
for Student Affairs. The policy statement lists all education records maintained on
students by the University.
Questions concerning the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act may
be referred to the President's Office.

FEE ESTABLISHMENT
The annual State Appropriations Act imposes the general requirement that
student fees be fixed by the University Board of Trustees. The Act imposes two
specific requirements on the board: (1) in fixing fees applicable to academic and
general maintenance and operation costs, the board must maintain a minimum
student fee not less than the fee charged the previous year; (2) in fixing tees applicable to dormitory rental , dining halls, laundry, infirmary and all other personal
subsistence expenses, the board must charge students an amount sufficient to
fully cover the cost of providing such facilities and services.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Fee Payment
The entire semester's expenses are due and payable at the beginning of
each semester, and no student is officially enrolled until all semester expenses
have been satisfied. In special cases the University will accept, at the beginning
of a semester, a noninterest-bearing promissory note for a portion of the semester
University housing rent and board fee. Amounts up to one-half of the semester rent

of the least ~xpensive domitory room (excluding temporary rooms) and one-half of
the fee of a five-day board plan may be included in the note. In such cases a note
for the first semester charges will be due October 1, and a note for the ~econd
semester charges will be due March 1. The University reserves the right to deny
issuance of promissory notes to students with prior records of indebtedness.
A $75 advance payment of room rent is required for a room reservation for
the tall semester. Currently enrolled students who expect to continue enrollment
are given an opportunity to make room reservations and pay the $75 during the
spring semester at a time designated by the Housing Office. New students who
have received a housing packet and desire University accommodations are to pay
the $75 advance payment of room rent as specified by the Housing Office. An $80
admissions deposit is required of new students when they accept the University's
offer of admission. The $75 advance payment of room rent is deducted from the
amount otherwise due for the first semester's expenses.
All checks and money orders should be made payable to Clemson
University.
Past Due Accounts

All students are reminded of their obligations as financially responsible
individuals. Any indebtedness to the University that becomes past due immediately jeopardizes the student's enrollment. Until the indebtedness has been
cleared, the student will not be permitted to re-enroll for an ensuing semester or
summer school term. Further , any student who fails to pay all indebtedness may
not receive proper clearance upon withdrawal or be issued a transcript.
A candidate for graduation having an indebtedness of $5 or more will not
receive a diploma. Names of students who are candidates for graduation with any
indebtedness to the University will be placed on a clearance list. The Registrar's
Office will remove a student's name from the clearance list upon receipt of evidence that the account has been settled with the appropriate office of the
University.
The Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs will cause disenrollment
procedures to be invoked prior to the end of a semester or summer session where
appropriate. A student may be disenrolled for having delinquent accounts with any
University agency but specifically with Financial Management, Financial Aid
Office , Department of Services , Library , Health Service , Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration , lntramurals, Bookstore , canteens or Housing .
Returned Checks

A personal check given in payment of University expenses that is returned
unpaid by the bank immediately creates an indebtedness to the University and
jeopardizes continued enrollment. The Office of Student Life, 201 Mell Hall , administers matters related to returned checks for the University. A $10 service charge
will be made by the University on returned checks. The student who cashes a twoparty check will be held responsible for that check.
Any student who writes more than two bad checks will be contacted, and
his or her permanent I.D. card may be exchanged for a restricted identification
card. The restricted card will carry with it all the rights and privileges of a permanent card except the privilege of cashing checks. The University may withhold the
permanent I.D. card until such time as the student comp letes payment of all bad
checks or for a period not to exceed six months. In cases where tuition and fees
have been paid with a check returned unpaid, the University may restrict subsequent payments for tuition and fees by accepting only cash , certified check or
money order.
Parking Fines

Students receiving parking tickets will usually be mailed a bill; however,
indebtedness occurs upon receipt of the parking ticket. The amount(s) listed on
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the bill shou ld be paid at the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration, Police
Building, upon receipt unless the tickets are to be appealed. The appellate process must be completed within five working days of receipt of the parking violation.
The appeal must be submitted to the Student Government Office (2195) for scheduling by the Student Traffic Review Board . All unpaid bill s are turned over to the
Accounting Office two or three weeks prior to final exams each semester for
collection.
FIRE SAFETY
Prevention
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Clemson students shall be required to abide by regulations prescribed by
the state fire marshal. Appropriate disciplinary measures will be administered to
protect persons and property from fire.
1. Tampering with fire fighting equipment when no emergency exists is
damaging or destroying public property and will be dealt with accordingly. Any person guilty of sending a false fire alarm will be turned over
to the appropriate judicial authority.
2. University housing foyers, stair landings and hallways will be kept clear
of unauthorized items sucn as furniture, curtains, bicycles and storage
containers. No item may be placed in such a way that emergency evacuation of the building is impeded.
3. Decorations of all types , including homecoming displays , must be constructed of flame retardant material. University housing curtains must
be treated with flame retardant.
4. Christmas trees must not be placed indoors any longer than 14 days
prior to the Christmas holidays. All trees must be removed from buildings before occupants vacate during the holidays. Trees over four feet
high must be treated with a flame retardant.
5. No flammable liquids except standard containers of lighter fluid are
permitted inside University housing.
6. No candles or open flame devices except cigarette lighters are permitted inside University housing.
Upon Discovery of Fire

1. In all University buildings , go to the pull box nearest the fire and activate the alarm system. Activation of the system will signal the Fire
Department and sound an evacuation alarm throughout the building in
the event of fire.
2. If possible, isolate the fire by closing doors in the vicinity.
3. University housing occupants should use good judgment in any
attempt to extinguish fire. In case of small trash fires where there is little
heat or smoke, use water-type extinguishing equipment if it is available
in the area. Ask your resident counselor specifically about the fire fighting equipment and procedures in your area.
In case of fire in an electrical apparatus, cut off the power supply.
Never use water on electrical fires.
If a large degree of heat and smoke has accumulated, do not
attempt to fight the fire. Your personal safety is at stake. Evacuate
immediately.
4. When the firemen arrive, inform them about the type of fire , its location
and any possibility of persons entrapped by the fire .
Unless the firemen authorize you to assist in evacuation or handling fire fighting equipment, go to your designated evacuation area,
and remain there until the firemen give permission to return to the
building.
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Evacuation When Alarm Is Sounded

Evacuation of University buildings is mandatory when a fire alarm sounds.
This regulation is an order of the state fire marshal and will be enforced at Clemson
University by the Office of Student Affairs. Persons who fail to evacuate a building
when the alarm sounds will be in violation of this regulation.
1. When the alarm sounds, close any open windows in your rooms. Leave
your room lights on but turn off radios , fans and other electrical equipment. If possible, take a damp hand towel with you in case of smoke
and heat along the evacuation route.
2. If your room door is closed, do not open it until you feel the surface. If
there is heat present, remain in your room and wait for assistance.
Open the window if breathing becomes difficult. Your room door is fire
resistive and will protect you as long as it remains closed. If there is no
heat present , open the door slowly and leave the room , going out by
way of recommended fire evacuation routes. When encountering
smoke or heat, keep your head down and crawl , if necessary, along the
clearest evacuation route .
3. Upon leaving the building , go to your assigned area , and remain there
until you are given permission to return to the building.
Fire monitors and assistant fire monitors will be appointed for each residence hall. Each monitor will assign a certain area to which his or her hall will evacuate. This area will be at least 50 feet from the building . Roll call will be taken and
confirmed to the ranking fireman at the scene .
In the absence of the fire monitor and assistant fire monitor, the first student on a hall to discover a fire or hear the alarm will assume the responsibility of
fire monitor and order immediate evacuation of the building.
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Fire Alarms

Occasionally, some individuals on the University campus send false fire
alarms . These individuals threaten the safety of all persons protected by causing
the unnecessary evacuation of buildings. Therefore , all persons in University buildings should watch for anyone tampering with pul l boxes or other parts of the alarm
system .
According to Section 16-17-570, Code of Laws , State of South Carolina,
Misdemeanor to Interfere with Fire and Police Alarm Boxes , any persons who shall
willfully, mal iciously or mischievously interfere with , cut or injure any pole , wire,
insulator or alarm box, give a false alarm from such box or by use of a telephone,
or break the glass in such box of any fire or police alarm system in this state or any
of the appliances or apparatus connected therewith shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Upon conviction , the individual shall be sentenced to hard labor in the
State Penitentiary or on the chain gang in a county having a chain gang for a term
of not less than 60 days , or the payment of a fine of not more than $200 .

Setting Fires

Because of the threat to safety and damage to property, setting fires as a
prank is considered a serious offense.
According to Section 16-11-110, Code of Laws , State of South Carolina,
Arson , any person who (a) willfully and maliciously sets fire to or burns or causes
to be burned or (b) aids , counsels or procures the burning of any dwelling house
or any kitchen , shop , barn , stable or other outhouse that is parcel thereof or
belonging to or adjoining thereto, whether the property of himself or of another,
shall be guilty of arson, and upon conviction thereof be sentenced to the Penitentiary for not less than two nor more than 20 years

FOOD SERVICE

The University ?ffers three economical board plans and also provides
meals on a cash basis in two student dining halls with unlimited seconds on all
items except some entree selections. Students may also eat in the Clemson House
dining room and pay cash for individual meals. Boarding students may use their
meal card at the Clemson House for a cash equivalency or select a predesignated
meal at no additional cost.
The meal plans are as follows :
1. Lunch-only board plan (5 meals) , Monday through Friday, holidays
excluded.
2. Five-day board plan (15 meals), Monday through Friday, holidays
excluded.
3. Seven-day board plan (21 meals), Monday through Sunday, holidays
excluded .
Meal plans begin immediately after the student obtains a meal card at the
beginning of a semester and end after the evening meal on the day of graduation .
The meal card is personal and may not be loaned , transferred or sold to another
person.
Students who are entering the University for the first time from high school
or preparatory school and who live in University housing (excluding Calhoun
Courts, Clemson House and Thornhill Village) are required to subscribe to one of
the three meal plans for their first semester. All other students have the option of
selecting a meal plan on a semester basis or paying cash for individual meals at
prevailing prices . Students should determine at the time they pay semester fees
which of the three meal plans , if any , they choose to use through the semester. Students desiring to change their choice of meal plans may do so only at the semester
payment period. Students may not discontinue a meal plan during a semester as
long as they remain enrolled , except in the case of circumstances determined by
the University to be beyond their control. Any request for a meal plan adjustment
during a semester must be appealed to the Office of Student Li fe , 101 Mell Hall.
GENERAL SAFETY

Safety is of vital importance in all University activities. Although the University attempts to eliminate unsafe conditions through an active safety program ,
the safety of any individual cannot be assured unless everyone becomes concerned personally in this matter.
All students are required to abide by published directives and oral instructions g iven by properly identifi ed University officials who are perform ing their
duties. Any person discovering an accident or fire on University property is urged
to notify Redfern Health Center (2233) immediately in case of illness or inju ry, and
the Department of Public Safety in case of fire (2211) or if police (2222) are
needed. Upon discovery of a hazardous condition, notify the University Safety
Coordinator at the Personnel Division (2426).
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

A handicapped person is anyone who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of his or her major life activities.
In compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabil itation Act of 1973 , Clemson
University has appointed a coo rd inator of Handicapped Student Services as wel l
as a University Committee on the Handicapped. One of the primary respo nsibilities
of the coordinator and the committee is to help integrate the handicapped student
into the usual academic process. In addition, the committee identifies problem
areas, develops solutions to these problems , monitors the effectiveness of the programs for the handicapped , and makes recommendations where actions or policies are needed.
Additional details are available in the Offi ce of Student Life, 101 Mell Hall.
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HAZING

No organization shall allow any of its active members, alumni membe rs,
pledges , associate members or any other pe rsons to partic ipate in any hazing ceremony, activity or practice, mental or physical in nature. This includes al l types of
corporal punishment; any action that would place a pe rson in peri l; any action that
involves physical exhaustion or abuse; any ac tivity of a dangerous, rude or
degrading nature; any activity that would inte rfe re with a person's abi lity to perform
college work; or any other activity that would reflect unfavorably upon the organization and the University.
HEALTH SERVICE

University policy requires that all students living in University housing and
all students taking 12 or more hours must pay the health service fee as prescribed
in the University fee schedule . Students taking from 6 to 11 hours have the option
of paying the health fee .
LIBRARY USE

An I.D. card with the current semester validation sticker, which may be
obtained at the library, must be presented to check out books from the libraries.
See Past Due Accounts on page 83 .
MEAL CARD MISUSE
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The meal card may not be loaned , transferred or sold. Students allowing
others to use their meal card or students transferring food to others will be fined $5.
On a second offense , the student will have his or her meal card revoked without
refund . Penalties may be appealed to the Office of Student Life. Fines are payable
at the Student Life Office where records of offenses will be kept. All tines will be
turned over to the dining service.
MEDIA

TAPS , the yearbook; and The Tiger, the newspaper, are published for the
Clemson University student body. WSBF, the radio broadcasting station , is operated for the student body under license granted by the Federal Communications
Commission . These student communications media are recognized as legitimate
student activities sponsored by the University, operating under the guidelines of
the Student Media Board , and responsible to the president through the vice president for student affairs . The publications and the radio station belong to the University and are financed in large measure by student University tees .
The University administration does not intend to censor contents of TAPS
or The Tiger or the broadcasts of WSBF; nonetheless, the publications and the
radio station wi ll be expected to observe ordinary rules of accuracy and canons of
good taste . Concerning accuracy , verification of data and information to be presented as fact should be sought and will be freely given. Concerning good taste,
the assistance of appropriate faculty or administrative advisers should be sought
prior to printing or broadcasting questionable materials.
Editors and directors of student communications media are expected to
know and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion of the University counsel should be sought prior to printing or broadcasting potentially libelous
materials.
As communications media for the Clemson University student body,
TAPS, The Tiger and WSBF should provide a broad forum for the full range of opinion from the student body generally , and especially from elected leaders of the student body and its various components .

In journalistic and broadcasting tradition , as well as academic trad1t1on
conflicting opinions should be given prominence so the listener or reader can best
1udge the truth. Invitation should be made to student leaders so conflicting opinion
can be broadcast simultaneously with the views of the staffs.
A sharp line_of distinction should be made between factual reporting and
expressions of opinion_. Ed1torial_s _and expressions of opinion should be clearly
designated as expressions of opinion to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding
by the public.
TAPS, The Tiger and WSBF are received by families as well as students ,
and therefore substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as the explicit description of either nudity or sexual acts .
The editors in chief of TAPS and The Tiger and the program director of
WSBF are responsible for the entire contents of any publication or broadcast. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may result in suspension of the publication
or station.
PARKING VIOLAT IONS

Habitual offenders who have been counseled and continue to disregard
the provisions of the Traffic Code shall be subject to suspension or expulsion (See
Traffic Code, Chapter VI, Article 6-1-(f), page 118.)
PETS

Except for seeing eye dogs, pets are not permitted in the interior of University buildings unless specifically authorized by the cognizant vice president.
REPLACEMENT COSTS

The Clemson University identification card, the meal card, and the fee
receipt and student use card are very important personal items and should be
safeguarded at all times. Replacement costs of these items are as follows:
I. D. Card - $3.00
Report to Student Life Office
Fee Receipt and Student
Use Card - $5.00
Report to Bursar's Office
Meal Card - $5.00
Report to Harcombe Dining
Hall
SALES AND SOLIC ITATION

Use of University Lands and Facilities
All organizations not directly connected with, and an integral part of, the
University should be denied access to University lands for the purpose of soliciting
funds or sel li ng products to raise funds from personnel of the University community. State and institutional policy prohibits the use of Clemson University property
in any enterprise for private or individual profit that is in competition with commercial enterp rise in the area. Accordingly, no facilities should be made available to
entrep reneurs for private gain. (See Delivery Service on page 97.)
Fund Raising by Student Organizations
Poli cies for sales, sol icitation and/or fund raising of, and by, student organizations are as follows:
1. Sa/es and Solicitation. All sales, solicitations and/or fund raising on
campus must be given prior approval by the Office of Student Li fe. (See
Se rving and Selling Alcohol on page 80.)
2. Door- To -Door. No organization, group or student has the authority or
will be given permission to go door-to-door in University housing.
3. Bulletin Board Advertising. Any notices or announcements posted on
bulletin boards in University housing must be approved and posted by
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the resident assistant or dorm supervisor. Bulletins posted on academic building bulletin boards should be approved by the appropriate
department head or dean.
4. Food Sales. Food sales will be permitted and must be registered with
the Office of Student Life. Those considered to be in competition with
dining halls or cateri ng se rvices or deemed unsafe will not be
registered.
5. Athletic Events. Selling or solicitation for any purpose at athletic contests in Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum is prohibited. Additionally , selling and solicitation is prohibited on the day of these
contests in an area bounded on the north by Highway 93; on the west
by the lakes; and on the east and south by an imaginary line running
from west of Riggs Field going south on Klugh Ave. along to, and
including, all Perimeter Road athletic parking lots to the Cherry Road
intersection.
Solicitation and/or selling may be permitted in the following areas:
1. University Union. Solicitation and selling are permitted in the lower level
of the courtyard, the upper level of the plaza and the park in front of the
main entrance . Areas to be used will be assigned by the director of the
university union . Hours may be limited by other activities taking place
at the Union. Tables and chairs may be checked out at the Union Information Desk . No selling will be permitted inside the University Union.
2. University Housing. Permission from the Office of Student Life must be
secured to use sidewalks and surrounding areas of University housing
No solicitation or selling door-to-door is permitted in University
housing.
3. Dining Halls . Permission to use areas adjacent to the dining halls must
be secured from the manager of the dining halls. At Harcombe Dining
Hall where jurisdiction overlaps , permission must also be secured from
the director of the university union . No selling is permitted inside University dining halls.
Distribution of Materials
Political campaign material, religious information and fliers announcing
events of public interest may be distributed in public areas only. Any person wishing to distribute these materials inside a University building must receive permission from the official responsible for that building . No off-campus business,
organization or individuals may distribute materials by sliding them under doors
without approval by the Housing Office. No items may be passed out in the vicinity
of the registration/matriculation area. Advertisements for private enterprise are
prohibited except through the student media.
SMOKING AND USE OF TOBACCO
No smoking or other use of tobacco will be permitted in classrooms during
regularly scheduled class sessions . Deans and other administrative heads
responsible for buildings may establ ish additional regulations for fire protection or
other reasons as desirable.
UNIVERSITY HOUSING
All unmarried , first-year students entering the University directly from high
school or preparatory school, not residing with parents, guardians or close relatives , are required to live in University-owned housing , provided such space is
available . Students who are assigned a space in University housing are required
to sign a University housing contract relating to terms and conditions of occupancy
for the full academic year. Students will complete a directory form as part of the
registration process and will report all changes of address as they occur to the
Housing Office.
The general policies of the University Housing Contract 1985-86 follow.
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Eligibility to Live in
On ly full-time students may live in Unive rsi ty housi ng. For the purpose of
this contract, full-time students are defi ned as g rad uate or undergraduate students taking 12 or more credit hours. Graduate assistan ts may carry a redu ced
credit load and still be eligible for University housi ng. Exceptions to thi s pol icy may
be made only at the discretion of the director of housing.
Right of the University to Cancel
The University reserves the right to refuse admission or read miss ion to
University housing or to cancel the contract during the academic year for th e student's failure to meet University requirements, policies or regu lation s, or in th e
event of criminal conviction by civil authorities. In such cases th ere will be no
refund of prepaid rent. In the event accommodations assig ned to th e stud ent are
destroyed or otherwise made unavailable and the University does not fu rnis h other
accommodations, the contract shall terminate, all rights and liabil ities of th e parties
hereto shall cease, and rental payments previously made shall be refund ed on a
pro rata basis as of the date accommodations are unavailable.
Assignment of the Contract
The University housing contract is personal and may not be transferred or
assigned to another person. The space may not be sublet.
Assignment of Rooms
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Except in the Clemson House where two, three or four students may be
assigned to rooms or suites , and Calhoun Courts and Thornhill Village whe re fou r
students are assigned, all University housing rooms are to be occupied by two students. In case one of the occupants moves from the room, the student(s) who
remain(s) agree(s) to accept an assigned roommate or move to another room upon
request. Where there is a vacant space , the room must be maintained in a manner
by the occupant(s) that will allow another student to move in immediately. The University reserves the right to make housing room assignments and to require
assignment changes when considered advisable or necessary. The University
also reserves the right to assign students to temporary accommodations such as
converted study rooms in the event regular rooms are not available. Room assignments are made without regard to race , creed, color or national origin.
Room Changes

Students may submit requests for room changes during designated
periods. A charge of $25 may be levied against students moving out of, into or
within University housing without having written authorization from the Housing
Office . If a key is not turned in when a student goes through a room change, that
student will forfeit his or her $5 deposit. The key to the new room may be secured
upon payment of an additional $5, which becomes the new deposit and is refundable. The additional $5 must be paid before the student can pick up the key to the
new room .
Responsibility for Personal Property

The University does not assume any legal obligation to pay for the loss of
or damage to items of personal property of residents that occurs in its bu ild ings or
on its grounds. Students or their parents are encouraged to carry appropriate
insurance to cover such losses.
Responsibility for the Room

The student is responsible for the condition of the assigned room and shall
reimburse the University for all damage to the room, and damage to, or loss of, fi xtu res , furnishings or properties furnished under the contract. No alte rations are to
be made to the furniture provided by the University. Additional furnishi ngs brought

into the rooms must be freestanding and clear of all existing furniture , fixtures or
walls contained in the room . Each resident will be required to complete a Student
Room/Apartment Inventory Card within 24 hours after occupancy and turn it in to
the resident assistant. When occupancy is terminated , it is necessary to obtain
room clearance . This will be accomplished by a Housing Office staff member who
will inspect the room and relieve the occupant of responsibility for the room or
assess for damages or missing property. Those vacating rooms without following
the procedure outlined herein will be charged $25 plus the cost of repairs resulting
from damages inflicted during occupancy. Also , a charge of $25 will be levied
against students transferring University-owned property within or between University housing.
Responsibility for Communal Property
Hallways, baths , stairwells , elevators , lounges, studies, utility rooms and
kitchens are considered communal property. Residents are expected to take
every precaution to assure that communal property is not abused. In halls or sections where the University has determined that the majority of the residents are tolerating undue abuse of University property and the responsible individual(s)
cannot be identified , all residents will be held responsible for paying a pro rata
share of the cost of repairing such damages. Where organizations are given the
opportunity of having exclusive use of an area, those organizations will be held
responsible for reimbursing the University for costs of repairs that result from damages to communal property if the responsible individual(s) cannot be identified.
Antennas
Exterior antennas are not permitted . The only exception is on the ledges
of Johnstone Hall where only small " rabbit ear" antennas are allowed.
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Bulletin Boards
Residents are responsible for information posted on hall bulletin boards.
These boards will be maintained by resident ass istan ts and will contain noti ces
covering University policies and activities.
Cooking - Food Preparation
Fire safety and sanitation requirements prohibit cooking in any area within
University housing except kitchenettes or kitchens, which are specifically
designed for such use. Possession of cooking appliances other than thermostatically controlled percolators and hot-air popcorn poppers will result in the occupant
being assessed $25. All foods must be kept in tightly closed metal or plastic
containers.
Electrical Equipment

No student shall alter or repair electrical equipment or fixtures that belong
to the University. Defects in electrical equipment should be reported to resident
assistants. Personal electrical equipment authorized for use in individual rooms
includes TV sets, radios , stereo equipment , fans and thermostatically controlled
coffee percolators , and hot-air popcorn poppers. Refrigerators that are no more
than 3.5 cubic feet are also permitted. Electrical equipment such as blankets or
pads , irons , razors , hair dryers, hair curlers , toothbrushes, lamps, clocks and musical instruments are acceptable provided such devices do not exceed the amperage limits of the circuits or create a hazard due to the manner by which they are
connected.
Firearms, Explosives, Fireworks and Inflammables
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The possession or use of firearms, slingshots, explosives , fireworks,
inflammable fluids , dangerous chemical mixtures or propelled missiles is
prohibited.
Fire Safety

The sounding of false fire alarms and tampering with fire fighting or safety
equipment to include extinguishers , hoses, EXIT signs and the alarm system are
prohibited. Those suspected of such offenses are subject to criminal prosecution ,
eviction from University housing and/or separation from the University. (See Fire
Safety on page 84 .)
Guests

Residents are responsible for the conduct of their guests and must be
present for the duration of the visit . Overnight guests of residents may be registered with the resident assistant or at the desks of the individual residence halls or
Student Locator. Guests for more than two consecutive nights in University housing must have written permission from an area coordinator.
Health Service Fee

University policy requires that all students living in University housing and
all students taking 12 or more hours must pay the health service fee as prescribed
in the University fee schedule . (See Health Service on page 88.)
Inspections

Inspections for sanitary and safety conditions , unauthorized property and
property damage will be conducted by resident assistants or Housing Office staff
members who must announce the time of the inspection at least 24 hours in
advance. Spot inspections will be conducted without advance notice by authorized University employees only for necessary repair and maintenance of University
property.

Keys
Room keys for Johnstone Sections B through F, Donaldson , Bowen, Wannamaker, Bradley and Norris halls will be issued from the Student Locator Office
In the University Union, seventh level Johnstone Hall. Keys for Thornhill Village and
Calhoun Courts will be issued from the control desk in the Calhoun Courts Commons Building . All other room keys will be issued from the control desk of the individual residence hall. A $5 key deposit is required and will be returned when
occupancy is terminated . If the key is lost, this deposit is forfeited. A replacement
key may be secured on payment of an additional $5 , which then becomes a
refundable deposit.
All keys are property of the University and bear the statement "State of
SC. Do Not Duplicate ." Those violating this provision or possessing keys to room s
other than the one to which they are assigned are in violation of this agreement and
are subject to disciplinary action.

Mail
U.S. mail will not be delivered to rooms or apartments. Students residing
in University housing should rent boxes at the University Post Office . Box rental
applications will be sent to all students during the month of July. Students are
urged to return the application immediately with the fee for the box rental . All correspondents should be notified as soon as the box number is known . (See Post
Office on page 16.)

Pets
Pets are not permitted in University housing . Those violating this provision
will be charged $25.

Quiet Hours
Quiet hours are in effect 24 hours a day. Strict quiet hours are in effect from
7 p.m. until 8 a.m. , Sunday through Thursday. The Dormitory Council with a twothirds vote of dormitory residents may extend strict quiet hours provided the results
are posted on the bulletin boards and registered with the official responsible for the
residence hall. Strict quiet hours shall be in effect in all halls 24 hours a day for a
minimum of seven days before final examinations and continue through the end of
the examination period.

Residence Violations
Residence violation notices constitute administrative written notice concerning infractions of University housing policies. These slips are issued by the
resident assistants or others designated by the Office of Student Affairs. Infractions of University housing policies may be dealt with administratively , or residence
violations may be turned over to the attorney general of the student body for use
as evidence in disciplinary proceedings. (See Student Regulations on page 46.)

Roofs and Ledges
Roofs and ledges of University housing are "off limits" except where sun
decks are provided .

Search and Seizure
The University reserves the right for appropriate officials to search individual rooms in cases where there is reasonable ground for suspicion, supported by
circumstances sufficiently strong , to cause a student or employee to believe that
the occupant has secreted within the room, property the possession of which violates University policies or student regulations. If such property is discovered , the
University may seize and hold it until proper disposition of the case has been
made. Searches will be authorized by a written warrant of intent particularly
describing the place to be searched and the property to be seized. Searches will
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also be authorized if th ere is reaso nabl e sus pic ion to believe th e room is occupied
by an individ ual whose presence violates University policy. Th e warrant will be carri ed on the pe rson of the sea rching off ic ial and will be sig ned by one of th e following: the director of housing, an associate di recto r of housi ng , th e dean of student
lite, or in their absence by one of th e executive offi cers of th e Unive rsity Searches
will be conducted after presentation of such a warrant to the occupant and will be
carried out in the occupant's presence. Searc hes by off icials wi thout a warrant of
intent or searches made without the presence of the occu pant wi ll be made on ly
in cases of extreme emergency when there is manifest dange r of injury to individuals or University property. Searches tor contraband , the possess ion of which is a
violation of state or fede ral law, will be conducted by app ropriate state or fede ral
officials.
Security

1. Visitors at residence halls must en ter and exit on ly by the main
entrance to the hall unless special permission has been secured
from the official in charge of the residence hall.
2. Residents who leave by locked securi ty doors are responsible tor
leaving the doors in a locked position. Any student who props open
a locked security door is subject to disciplinary action.
3. Residents are urged to lock their windows and doors during pe riods
of absence and at night. During holiday periods additional precautions should be taken to include removing small portable items and
closing curtains or shades . Any losses should be repo rted to the
University Department of Public Safety and the Housing Office .
Sports Area
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Athletic activities are to be confined to areas designated tor such use. No
athletic games may be played in areas within or adjacent to University housing
during strict quiet hours .
Soliciting - Sales

Soliciting , canvassing or the use of University housing as a location tor
selling is prohibited unless written permission is granted by the Office of Student
Life . (See Sales and Solicitation on page 89 .)
Telephones
Te lephones are provided in all rooms . The cost of local service is included
in semester rental charges . The telephone company issues each resident a telephone account number for use in placing long distance calls . Individual bills are
rendered by the telephone company for all calls made against the account number
during the billing period . Residents should not alter the existing telephone system.
Visitation
Limited visitation , defined as periods when members of the opposite sex
are allowed in rooms or apartments , will be available in Unive rsity housing Sunday
through Thursday from 11 a.m. until 12 midnight and Friday and Saturday from 10
a.m . until 2 a.m . Visitation hours may be decreased or eliminated in each res idence area by a majority vote of all residents in a referendum called by a petition
of 10 percent of the residents. Visitation privileges do not extend to the use of communal bathroom facilities in residence halls. Specific regulations tor implementation of the visitation program will be posted on bulletin board s at the begin ning of
the session . All persons will be held responsible tor complying with visitati on regulations applicable to the visited area . Those who violate visi tation reg ul ations or
state or municipal law are subject to prosecution in civil courts , student courts, University housing eviction , fines and/or suspension-dismissal. Th e admi nistration
rese rves the righ t to alte r or terminate the visitation prog ram it the prog ram is determined by the administration not to be in the best interest of the Unive rsity.

waste Disposition
All waste paper and other trash must be deposited in waste baskets trash
chutes or dumpsters . Littering or improper disposition of trash is not permitted .
Water-Fille~ Furniture
Waterbeds and other pieces of water-filled furniture are not permitted
because of the problems of water damage and weight .
Other Policies
In addition to these policies certain residence halls and all apartment complexes require regulations peculiar to each of them . Addenda to the contract will
be distributed at the beginning of the semester.
Delivery Service
1. Authorization for delivery to residence halls and University apartment units of food and beverages (not prohibited below) will be
granted by the Office of Student Life to the owner of a business who
executes the written agreement required by the University. Such
deliveries without said authorization and in the absence of said
agreement are prohibited
2. Representatives of businesses authorized to make deliveries to
University housing areas must have in their possession a card indicating such approval from the Office of Student Life. This card must
be shown to Clemson University staff members and housing residents upon request.
3. Any business authorized to provide delivery service to University
housing areas must comply with state and local laws in addition to
Clemson University policies
4. Solicitation for delivery service in University housing, by telephone
or in person, is prohibited. However, advertising may appear in student and University publications.
5. Orde rs involving delivery service must be initiated by the student,
and deliveries are authorized only to the following locations:
Control Desk Delivery
Room Delivery
Barnett
Bowen
Benet
Bradley
Byrnes
Calhoun Courts
Geer
Clemson House
Cope
Donaldson
Johnstone (Annex A, Section A)
Johnstone (Annex F, Sections B-F)
Manning
Lever
Sanders
Mauldin
Smith
Norris
Young
Thorn hill Village
Wannamaker
6. University housing personnel will not be responsib le for any delivery service transactions.
7. Delivery anywhere on campus of alcoholic liquor, beer, ale, porter
or wine is prohibited.
8. Control desk deliveries between the hours of 12:01 a.m. and 8 a.m.,
Monday through Friday, and between the hours of 1 a.m . and 8
a.m., Saturday and Sunday, must be made to those desks at which
security officers are stationed.
9. Fai lure to comply with these requirements can result in termination
or denial of delivery service authorization.
1O Changes in this policy will be promulgated when deemed necessary or desirable.
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ACADEMIC POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES

Academic Policies and Procedures
The Credit System

In high school , the high school unit is the measure of academic work, but
in college we have the semester credit hour. Generally, one recitation hour or three
laboratory or shop hours a week for a semester constitute a semester hour. Thus,
in English 101 , Composition I, 3 er. (3,0), as this subject is listed in the University
catalog , the student earns three semester hours. When the student completes this
course satisfactorily , three semester credit hours are posted on the reco rd . The
notation "3 er . (3 ,0)" means the course carries three credits, has three clock hours
of theory or recitation per week , and no laboratory hours. Chemistry 101, General
Chemistry, 4 er. (3,3) , carries four semester hours , has three hours of theory and a
three-hour laboratory period.
The Grading System
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The grading system is as follows :
A - Excellent.I ndicates that the student is doing work of a very high character. The highest grade given.
B - Good.I ndicates work that is definitely above average, though not of the
highest quality.
C - Fair.Indicates work of average or medium character.
D - Pass.Indicates work below average and unsatisfactory. The lowest
passing grade .
F - Failed .Indicates a student knows so little of the subject that it must be
repeated in order that credit may be received .
I - Incomplete Work.Indicates a relatively small part of the semester's work
remains undone. This grade is not given to a student who made a grade of Fon
the daily work. Students are allowed 30 days after the beginning of the next scheduled session , excluding summers and regardless of enrollment status, to remove
the incomplete grade. Usually only one extension for each I may be granted, and
this only under unusual circumstances . The extension must be approved in writing
by the instructor of the course and the head of the department in which the course
was taken . The extension indicates the nature and amount of work to be completed
and the time limit. (This policy prohibits students from removing the I by repeating
the course.) No grade points are awarded for a letter grade of I. A grade of I is computed into the student's GPR in the same manner as an F until the course is
completed .
W - Withdraw.During a regular semester this grade indicates the student
withdrew from the course or was withdrawn by the instructor after the first four
weeks of classwork and prior to the last five weeks of classes , excluding the examination period . The period applicable for a grade of Win summer sessions varies ,
based on the length of the session , and is proportionate to the period in a regular
semester. Exact dates are normally printed in the summer school schedule
booklet .
Undergraduate students , excluding transfer students, are allowed to withdraw or be withdrawn with a grade of W from no more than 14 hours of course work
during the entire academic career at Clemson University.
A transfer student may withdraw from no more than 10 percent of the credits remaining in the undergraduate curriculum at the time he or she enrolls at Clemson . The allowable limit can be determined by subtracting the number of credits
transferred to Clemson from 140 (use for every major) and multiplying the resulting
number by 10 percent . (Example 140-39 = 101; 101 x 10% = 10.1; round up to
11. The student may withdraw from 11 credit hours without penalty.)

Part_ial credit for courses cannot be dropped . For example , if three credit
hours remain under the W grade policy , a four-credit-hour course cannot be
dropped without receiving a final grade for all four hours.
A student who exceeds these hour limits or who is enrolled during any part
of the last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded . These restrictions apply to withdrawal from the University as well . Any variance from these
restrictions must be approved by the provost or the provost's designate.
The Grade Point System

College students are expected to make grades higher than D, which is the
lowest passing grade. The grade D entitles the student to receive credit for the
course , but the grade C is the lowest grade considered satisfactory .
Many honors, privileges and requirements are based upon the student's
average grade. Therefore , it is necessary that an accurate method be followed in
calculating the average grade This is done under a system of grade points and
grade point ratios.
Four grade points are assigned for each semester hour on which the student receives the grade of A, three grade points for each semester hour of grade
B, two grade points for each semester hour of grade C and one grade point for
each semester hour of grade D. No grade points are assigned for grades F, I or W.
In calculating a student's grade point ratio, the total number of grade points accumulated by the student is divided by the total number of semester hours taken at
Clemson by the student during the semester, session or other period for which the
ratio is calculated.

Academic Standards

Here are some important academic standards with which you should be
familiar. They include minimum standards that you must meet to be eligible to
return to the University for your second year, standards for classification as a sophomore and standards for graduation.

Minimum Requirements for Continuing Enrollment. At the end of any
enrollment period, a notice of academic probation shall be placed on the grade
report of an undergraduate student if his or her cumulative grade point ratio is
below 2.0, which is the minimum necessary for graduation.
In the event a student is placed on academic probation, notification to that
effect will be placed on the grade report for that session in which the student's academic deficiency occurred and for each session the student remains on probation.
The student who clears probation by returning to the graduating academic
requirement (2.0) will have notice to that effect placed on the grade report for that
session. No notation concerning probation is placed on the student's permanent
record.
A student on academic probation will be subject to suspension or dismissal at the end of a subsequent spring semester and/or summer session if his or
her cumulative grade point ratio is below the minimum standards for continuing
enrollment. In exceptional cases, the dean of the college in which the student is
enrolled may recommend to the provost that a student with a grade point ratio
below these standards be suspended or dismissed at the end of any session of
enrollment.
The "credit level " used in connection with the minimum cumulative grade
point ratio requirement is based on all credits taken at Clemson, plus any
advanced standing received from transfer credits and credits based on approved
examination programs.
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Credit Level

Requ ired Minimum
Cu mulative Ave rag e
11-20
14
21-50
1.6
51-80
1.9
81 or more
2.0
However, a student on probation who ave rages at least a 2.3 g rade poi nt
ratio since most recently entering probationary status and passes a minimu m of 12
credits each fall and spring semeste r of enrol lment du rin g that period will be pe rmitted to continue enrollment on probation even though his or her cum ul ative
grade point ratio is below the standard given above.
Initial failure to qualify for continued enrol lment wi ll resu lt in suspension
from the University for the next regular academic semester. Notice of academic
suspension will appear on the permanent record .
Suspended students will be permitted to enroll in summer school and may
have their regular enrollment reinstated immediately if the summer school work
brings their cumulative grade point ratio above the minimum standard .
Upon readmission after suspension , probation is still in effect , and a subsequent failure to meet the requirements for continued enrollment before clearing
probation will result in dismissal from the University. Notice of dism issal for reasons
of academic ineligibility will be entered on the permanent reco rd . A student who
has been dismissed may petition the Appeals Committee on Continuing Enrollment for readmission after at least one regular semester. A denied appeal does not
preclude subsequent appeals after an intervening regular semester.
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Academic Renewal. The student who has not enrolled for a period of two
or more academic years after dism issal may apply to the Appeals Committee on
Continuing Enrollment for readmiss ion under special conditions known as academic renewal. Under these conditions the previous credits attempted and quality
point def icit will not constitute a liability in a new grade point computation . However, no credits passed or their attending quality points will count toward requirements for a degree at Clemson . The previ ous record will appear on the permanent
record as well as the notation of readmi ssion under the policy of academic
renewal. Th is pol icy applies to students whose initial enrollment at Clemson is after
May 15, 1982.
Classification. All new students are classified as freshmen unless they
have attended another college prior to entrance . For those students who have
completed college work elsewhere , classification will be based on semester hours
accepted at Clemson rather than the amount of work presented .
To be classified as a sophomore , a student must have completed at least
30 semester hours.
To be classified as a jun ior, a student must have completed at least 60
semester hours.
To be classified as a senior, a student must have completed at least 95
semester hours .
Substantial Progress. In the preceding paragraphs the requirements fo r
continuing enrollment and for promotion have been outlined . It should be pointed
out, however, that the above regulations deal with minimum requirements rather
than with good progress in a college course .
A first-year student at Clemson schedules from 16 to 19 semester credit
hours depending upon the course . Therefore , a freshman should complete from
32 to 38 semester credit hours in the two semesters . The studen t should also have
an average grade of Cora grade point ratio of 2.00 or above to be considered as
making substantial progress in his or her college course .
Quality Standards for Graduation. For graduation , a cumu lative grade
point ratio of 2.00 is required.

Credit Load. Except for an entering freshman, who is restricted to the curriculum requirements of the major course, the credit load for an undergraduate
must be approved by the class adviser . The class adviser will approve a credit
load deemed in the best interest of the student based on such factors as course
requirements , grade point ratio, participation in other activities and expected date
of graduation.
The maximum number of hours in which a student may enroll is 21, and 15
is the limit for those on probation . Written permission of the department head in
which the student is a major is required for all registration involving more than the
maximum.
Reports and Records
Scholastic reports are mailed to students at home addresses four times
each year, including a preliminary statement of progress near the middle of each
semester and a final report at the end of each semester. In this section you will find
sample copies of both the preliminary report and the semester report.
The student's permanent academic record is maintained in the Registrar's
Office and contains personal identifying information , grades and credits. Where
appropriate , statements of a corrective nature , withdrawals , suspension for failure
to meet academic standards, suspension for disciplinary reasons and graduation
data are added. It is a historical record of the student's academic progress .
Course Enrollment Schedule Changes
Refer to the academic calendar in the Answer Sheet for deadlines to add
a new course , drop a course without an enrollment record, and drop a course with
a "W" grade. Notice that students receive fi nal grades (A,B,C ,D, F,I) for cou rses
enrolled in during the last five weeks of classes.
Preliminary Report
Prel iminary grade reports on unde rgraduate courses are mai led to students at home add resses and distributed locally to the student and the department
under wh ich the student is taking his or her major course. No permanent record is
made of this repo rt as it is only a preliminary statement of the student's progress
midway through the semester.
The fol lowi ng grading system is used on the preliminary reports:
E - Exce llent (A grade)
S - Satisfactory (B and C grades)
U - Unsati sfactory (D and F g rades)
STUDENT NAME

Student Very Poor
MAJOR COURSE

DATE

425 Electrical En r

10- 18-85

COURSE TITLE

DEPT

COURSE

FALL SEMESTER 1985
GENERAL CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS
COMPOSITION I
CAL OF ONE VAR I
WESTERN CIVILIZATION

101
180
101
106

CH
ENGR
ENGL
MTHSC
HIST

1 72

4
3

3
4
3

TO

PRELIMINARY

Student Very Poor
Home Address

u
u
u

s
s
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Semester Report

Copies of semester reports are mailed to students at home add resses and
distributed locally to the student and the department under wh ic h the student is
taking his or her major course. At th e end of th e first semes ter of the freshman year ,
a copy of the student 's report is al so mailed to th e high school principal . Th ese
grades are posted on the stud ent's perm anent academic record in the Off ice of
Admissions and Regi stration .
STl.OEN T NAME

Student Dean List
MAJOR COURSE

OATE

12- 20- 85

425 Elec tr ical Engr
COURSE TITLE

DEP T

FALL SEMESTER 1985
Previous Sununa r y
GEN ERAL CHEMI STRY
ENGINEERING CONCEPTS
COMPOSITION I
CAL OF ONE VAR I
WESTERN CI VI LIZATION

CH
ENGR
ENGL
MT HS C
HIST

COURSE

101
180
101
106
172

SEMESTER SUMMARY
CUMULAT I VE SUMMARY

(C r edit

evel 17 )

4
3
3
4
3

4
3
3
4
3

17

17

3 . 58

61

17

17

3 . 58

61

12
12
12
16
9

B

A
A
A
B

DE

'S

IST

TO
: D• ACADEMIC REGULAT IONS AP PLY

Stud e nt Dean Lis t
Home Addr ess

Policy on Academic Dishonesty

PURPOSE: To establish a policy for administering cases of academic dishonesty.
I. General
A.
Academic dishonesty includes giving , receiving or using unauthorized
aid on any academic work.
B.
Plagiarism , a form of academic dishonesty, includes the copying of language, structure or ideas of another and attributing the work to one 's
own efforts.
C.
All academic work submitted for grading contains an implicit pledge
and may contain , at the request of the instructor, an explicit pledge by
the student that no unauthorized aid has been received.
D.
Academic dishonesty includes attempts to copy , edit or delete computer files that belong to another person or use Computer Center
account numbers that belong to another person without the permission
of the file owner, account number owner or file number.
II. Penalties
A.
A student guilty of the first offense of academic dishonesty will receive
as a maximum penalty a grade of F for the course.
B.
A student guilty of the second offense of academic dishonesty will
receive a grade of F for the course , will be suspended for one or more
semesters and may be permanently dismissed . Suspension and dismissal require approval of the president of the University.
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Ill.Procedure
A.
Academic honesty is the individual responsibility of each student. Students should report violations of this policy either to the instructor of the
affected course or to any member of the administration.
B.
When, in the opinion of an instructor, a student has committed an act of
academic dishonesty, th e following procedure must be followed :
1. The instructor wi ll inform the student in private of the nature of the
alleged charge of academic dishonesty and will simultaneously
request in writing that the department head ve rify from the registrar
the incident's being a first offense.
2. When this information has been received, the in structor will notify
the student in writing of the charge of academic dishonesty and the
penalty recommended by the instructor and approved by the head
of the department in which the course is taught. The notification will
further state that if the student regards the charge as unfair, the student has seven days from the date of receipt of notice to file a grievance with the Student Academic Grievance Committee (see
below).
3. If no grievance is filed by the student, the instructor will forward
copies of the written notification to the dean of the college and to the
registrar.
4. Should the act of dishonesty not be in the col lege of the student 's
major, the registrar will notify the major department head.
Student Academic Grievance Committee
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The Student Academic Grievance Committee hears all grievances involving the following: (a) student academic dishonesty; (b) allegations by students
against faculty or staff of discrimination in academics on the basis of race, color,
national origin , sex, age , handicap or veterans ' rights (except in those cases where
the grievance involves student employment) ; (c) grievances of a personal or
professional nature involving an individual student and a faculty member. In all
unresolved cases , the committee makes its recommendations to the president
through the provost. All proceedings of the committee are confidential.
The committee is composed of seven members as follows: (a) three members of the faculty appointed for three-year , staggered terms by the respective college dean in collegiate rotation ; (b) three undergraduate students, representing
three colleges other than those represented by the faculty , nominated by the student body president, approved by the Student Senate and appointed by the provost for one-year terms ; and (c) the dean of student life. The chairperson is the
faculty member in the senior year of service on the committee .
Rules and Procedures
1. Any complaint should first be taken to the faculty member or the staff
member involved for resolution . In the event no resolution is
reached , the student should consult with the department head and
the dean , or the immediate superior of the staff member, to hear the
grievance and act as a referee. The dean, department head, faculty
member, staff member and student should make every effort to
reach a solution .
2. If the grievance remains unresolved , the student may bring it before
the Academic Grievance Committee by written statement detailing
the grievance. The statement must be delivered in a sealed envelope to the office of the vice provost (Room 209, Sikes Hal l) within 60
calendar days of the date the student alleges to have been
aggrieved, except as provided in rule 3 below. The vice provost will
forward this letter to the chairperson of the Academic Grievance

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
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11.

Committee . The failure of a student to file a grievance within the 60day time period will cause him or her to forfeit his or her right to file a
grievance under this procedure .
In cases involving academic dishonesty, the Policy on Academic
Dishonesty (page 105) shall be applied, and the grievance shall be
filed within seven days from the date a written charge is made by the
professor. A copy of the charge is to be given to the department
head or to the dean.
The chairperson of the committee will , upon receipt of the statement ,
appoint a subcommittee consisting of a chairperson who is a faculty
or staff member of the committee and two other committee members
to investigate the grievance.
The three committee members appointed by the chairperson will
constitute the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance. Each
subcommittee will include at least one faculty member or staff member, as appropriate , and at least one student member.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will attempt to
gather all information pertinent to the grievance in separate meetings with all individuals who may give information concerning the
grievance
The Academic Grievance Committee will, if at all possible, handle
each case as a confidential matter.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will formulate its
findings in writing and seek to obtain from the parties involved in the
grievance signed approval for a recommended solution to the
grievance.
The committee will consider the grievance and the solution to the
grievance posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance.
If all parties to the grievance approve the solution to the grievance
posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance, the matter
of the grievance will be considered closed when the solution has
been effected.
If the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance cannot obtain from
all parties to the grievance a solution that is acceptable to all parties,
the committee will provide opportunity for a hearing on the grievance
at a time convenient to all parties to the grievance. Either party to the
grievance may petition for a hearing on the grievance.
The hearing on the grievance will be informal and will be closed to
the public. The chairperson of the committee shall take whatever
action is necessary to ensure an equitable, orderly and expeditious
hearing. Minutes of the meeting will be taken, and all parties to the
grievance will be given an opportunity to be heard. Each party is
responsible for having present at the hearing all witnesses that he or
she wishes to speak on his or her behalf. In addition, any other person who can supply information pertinent to the grievance may be
requested by the chairperson to be present at the hearing. Witnesses shall not be present during the hearing proceedings except
when they are called to speak before the committee. The parties will
be permitted to question all individuals present at the hearing and
heard by the committee. If any witness is unable to be present at the
hearing, the chairperson may, at his or her discretion, accept a written statement from that witness to be presented at the hearing. The
parties shall be accorded the right to assistance of counsel of their
own choice; however, the role of counsel shall be solely to assist the
party, and counsel shall not be permitted to participate actively in
the proceedings.
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12. Upon conclusion of the hearing, th e committee, meetin g in executive
session, shall reac h, by a majority vote of th ose committee members
present, a solution to the grievance. If the c hairperson can persuade
all parties to the grievance to accept the com mittee's sol ution to the
grievance, the matte r of the grievance will be conside red closed
when the solution is effected.
13. If after the conclusion of the hearing on the grievance, the chai rperson cannot obtain from all parties to the g rievance approval for the
solution to the grievance decided by the commi ttee members present at the hearing, the grievance wi ll be refer red to the president of
the University via the provost with the committee's solu tion as the
recommended solution to the grievance. When grievances are
referred in this manner, the president shall make the final decision on
the solution to the grievance on behalf of the Univers ity
14. The chairperson shall keep in confidence all records pe rtinent to
each grievance and pass these records to the office of the provost
for filing. Records shall be available to succeeding chairpersons of
the Academic Grievance Committee.
15. Five committee members shall constitute a quorum fo r transaction of
committee business .
16. The Academic Grievance Committee shall meet as often as necessary to dispense swiftly with grievances brought before the
committee.
17. These rules and procedures can be amended by the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies. Such rule changes will not affect any case
under consideration at the time of the change. Notification of any
amendments to these rules and procedures should be given to the
president of the University via the President's Council.

Class Attendance Policy for Undergraduates
Regular and punctual attendance at all class and laboratory sessions is
the responsibility of each student. College work proceeds at such a pace that regular attendance is necessary for each student to obtain maximum benefits from
instruction. All absences are matters to be resolved between the instructor and the
student. In the event a student finds it necessary to be absent from a class , it is the
student's responsibility to make up resulting deficiencies.
In an early class the instructor shall inform the students of the attendance
policy for that class. (Departments may establish uniform attendance policies for
multiple section courses .) A student who incurs excessive absences may be
dropped from a course by the instructor.
Students desiring to withdraw from a class must secure a drop card from
the Registrar's Office prior to terminating attendance . A student enrolled in the last
five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded .

TRAFFIC CODE

Traffic Code
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General Information
In the interest of safe and courteous vehicular operation and in an effort to
create the best possible situation for those students authorized to bring vehicles
on campus , the Board of Trustees of Clemson University, in accordance with the
power granted to it by Section 56-21-10 to 60 and 59-119320 of the Code of Laws
of South Carolina , 1976, has enacted the motor vehicle and bicycle ordinances
hereinafter set forth. A student or employee bringing a vehicle on the campus
should realize this is a privilege and carries with it a responsibility. Therefore, students and employees must familiarize themselves with these ordinances , as they
will be held accountable for infractions thereof. The vehicle registration and traffic
ordinances are administered by the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration ,
which is located in the Clemson University Police Building , corner of A and G
streets, telephone 656-2270.
Motor vehicle permits may be secured at the Office of Parking and Vehicle
Reg istration from 8 a.m.-9 p.m., Monday through Friday. It is the student's responsibility to see that an application is processed and a permit issued during the
period of matriculation.
Except as specified in Chapter 6, Article 6-1 (d) , the University observes
the policy that only one parking ticket may be issued per calendar day at any one
location.
Unless otherwise specified , students must obtain permits from the University Police Department or the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration to park
in posted restricted areas and in areas not customarily designated for parking . For
the convenience of students , timed parking is located near the residence halls, the
Un iversity Post Office, the laundry and the Bookstore , and is enforced from 7 a.m.
to 2 a.m. where posted . The remaining time zones and spaces are timed from 7
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
As with all other indebtedness to the University, no student will be allowed
to re-enroll or receive a diploma until all fines have been paid . Experience has
shown that it is in the best interest of the student to settle all fines as soon as possible after assessed penalties have been determined.
All resident parking lot lighting will be turned off on recognized University
holidays and during periods between semesters and/or summer sessions. During
these time periods , the University Police Department recommends that students'
vehicles remaining on campus be parked in the C-1 commuter lot on East Campus
and the employee lot west of Sirrine Hall on West Campus.
Chapter I: General Provisions

1-1

The following ordinances shall be known as the Traffic Code of Clemson University, hereinafter referred to as the Code .
1-2
The provisions of the Code shall govern the activities of all persons and
vehicles on the Clemson University campus as defined in Chapter I,
Article 1-4 (n) .
1-3
All prior rules , regulations and ordinances for the control , direction,
parking and general regulation of traffic on the campus and streets of
Clemson University are hereby repealed.
Defin itions :
1-4
(a) Vehicle means every device in , upon or by which any person or
property is or may be transported or drawn, except devices usP,d
exclusively upon stationary rails or tracks.
(b) Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is self-propelled.

(c) Bicycle means any device propelled by human power upon which
any person may ride , having two tandem wheels either of which is
more than 20 inches in diameter. The definition of a bicycle shall
include pedal bicycles with helper motors rated less than one brake
horsepower transmitted by friction and not by gear or chain , which
produce only ordinary pedaling speeds up to a maximum of 20
miles per hour.
(d) Pedestrian means any person afoot.
(e) Driver means any person who drives, rides or is in actual physical
control of a vehicle.
(f) Owner means a person who holds the legal title of a vehicle. In the
event (1) a vehic le is the subject of an agreement for the conditional
sale or lease thereof with the right of purchase upon performance
of the conditions stated in the agreement and with an immediate
right of possession vested in the conditional vendee or leasee or (2)
a mortgagor of a vehicle is entitled to possession, then such conditional vendee or leasee, or mortgagor, shall be deemed the
owner for the purpose of this Code.
(g) Street or highway means the entire width between boundary lin es
of every way publicly maintained when any part thereof is open to
the use of the public for purposes of vehicular travel.
(h) Sidewalk means that portion of a street between the curb lines, or
the lateral lines, of a roadway and the adjacent property lines,
intended for the use of pedestrians.
(i) Intersection means the area embraced within the prolongation or
connection of the lateral curb lines or, if none , then the lateral
boundary lines of the roadways of two highways which join one
another at, or approximately at , right angles or the area within which
vehicles traveling upon different highways joining at any other
angle may come in contact.
(j) Crosswalk means (1) that part of a roadway at an intersection
included within the connections of the lateral lines of the sidewalks
on opposite sides of the highway measured from the curbs or in the
absence of curbs from the edges of the traversable roadway; or (2)
any portion of a roadway at an intersection or elsewhere distinctly
indicated for pedestrian crossing by signs or by lines or other markings on the surface.
(k) Traffic control device means all signs, signals, markings and
devices placed or erected by authority of Clemson University or an
agent of Clemson University having authority for the purpose of reg ulating , warning or guiding traffic .
(I) Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded animals , vehicles and
other conveyances either singly or together while using any highway for purposes of travel.
(m) Parking means the standing of a vehicle, whether occupied or not.
(n) Clemson University campus, for the purpose of this Code , is coextensive with the municipal corporation of Clemson University
established by Section 59-119-31 0 of the Code of Laws of South
Carolina, 1976, as amended to wit , all lands belonging to the University which are included in a circle formed with Tillman Hall as the
center, with a radius of five miles, thus making the diameter of the
circle 10 miles, within which the jurisdiction of the corporation
extends.
(o) Recorder means that person commissioned by the governor under
Section 59-119-320 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, to
enforce the ordinances of Clemson University.
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(p) Student means any person enrolled in Clemson University either full
or part time.
(q) Employee means any person, other than a student, who renders
se rvices to Clemson Universi ty for remuneration and includes all
faculty and administrative personnel in addition to those person s
commonly designated as emp loyees.
(r) Visitor means any person, other than an employee or student, who,
for legitimate reasons, operates or parks a non-registered vehicle
on campus.
(s) Towable offense means any violation of Articles 3-13; 3-14; 3-15;
and 6-8.
(t) Restricted area is a clearly defined area posted as " Restricted ."
Clemson University does not guarantee parking spaces.
Clemson University , its officers and employees shall have no liability for
loss or damage to any vehicle or the con ten ts of any vehicle brought,
operated or parked on th e Clemson University campus. However, valuables should not be left in unoccupied ve hicles at any time , and vehicles should be locked when not in use . Thefts or damages that occur
should be reported to the University Police Department for investigation
or other action.
The Board of Trustees of Clemson University hereby delegates to the
administration the authority: (a) to fix or amend the amount of administrative penalties imposed by Chapter VI , Article 6-1 hereof, or by Article
VI I (1) of the Bicycle Code, on persons who violate provisions of either
Code; (b) to fix or amend the fees charged for issuing any decals or permits for vehicles operated or parked on cam pu s. However, such
actions by th e administration shal: become effective only after notice of
the action and of the provisions of such action have been published in
three consecutive weekly issues of the University student newspaper.

Chapter II: Registration, Campus Decals and Permits
2-1

2-2

2-3

All students shall be eligible to register and operate a motor vehicle on
campus regardless of their class1f1cat1on or academic standing. However, those students whose right to register has been lawfully revoked
by Clemson University shall neither register nor operate any motor vehic le on campus. Any student whose operator's license is not current,
valid or presently in force may not operate any motor vehicle on
campus.
Each eligible student shall register his or her motor vehicle , receive two
decals and permanently affix said decals to the inside of the lower left
side of the rear glass and inside the lower right side of the front windshield within 48 hours after bringing the motor vehicle on campus . Students may register their vehicle(s) at the designated station during
registration or at the Office of Parking and Vehicle Reg istration, Un iversity Police Department, after registration. A current, valid vehicle registration card may be required at the time of vehic le registration . The fee
for issuing a decal during the fall semester shall be $2; the fee for issuing a decal during the spring semester and summer terms shall be $1 .
All employees shall be eligible to register and operate a motor vehicle
on campus. However, those employees whose right to register has
been lawfully revoked by Clemson University shall neither register nor
operate any motor vehicle on campus. Any employee whose operator's
license is not current, valid or presently in force may register a motor
vehicle but may not operate it on campus.

2-4
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2-6
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Each eligible employee's motor vehicle shall be registered in the Office
of Parking and Vehicle Registration within 48 hours after the motor vehicle is brought on campus and shall be parked in designated employee
lots.
Any eligible student may register any motor vehicle, whether or not
such student is the owner of such motor vehicle , except that a student
shall not register another student's vehicle. A resident student shall purchase a resident decal and park the vehicle in the designated resident
zones and areas. A commuting student shall purchase a commuter
decal and park the vehicle in commuting lots only during periods that
classes are being held or related classwork is being pursued . All other
students residing on campus, to include those students residing in the
Clemson House, Thornhill Village and Calhoun Courts , shall purchase
a special decal which allows said students to park in areas specifically
designated for that purpose. When parking is not available in the designated areas , students should park their vehicles in the lots designated for resident student parking.
All decals expire August 15 of each year.
Any decal which is affixed by any other means other than self-contained
adhesive, shall not be considered permanently affixed or properly
displayed.
A temporary decal authorizing special parking for which a person
would not otherwise be eligible may be applied for by:
(a) Any person with a temporary medical problem or temporary physical disability if substantiated by a letter from the attending physician. (See Article 3-8 as to a severely physically handicapped
person);
(b) Any person who expects to operate or park any motor vehicle on
the campus in the place of a registered motor vehicle temporarily
inoperable for a period not to exceed two weeks;
(c) In the event a student can clearly demonstrate in writing the need
for special parking privileges because of special services rendered
to the University, or other circumstances which make it absolutely
necessary for a student to have special parking privileges, the
director of parking and vehicle registration may authorize for such
student a special parking permit. All temporary decals will be
obtained from the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration
located in the University Police Department.
An employee decal and a student decal may each be affixed on the
same motor vehicle, and such motor vehicle may use the parking areas
which are permitted under either decal in the following situation:
(a) When the spouse of a student is an employee;
(b) When a parent of a student is an employee;
(c) When a son or daughter of a student is an employee.
In such cases, application for the employee decal shall be made in
the name of the employee, and for the student, in the name of the
student. The employee shall park only in those areas to which the
employee decal is restricted; the student shall park only in those
areas to which the student decal is restricted.
Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall remove such decal
from the motor vehicle to which it is attached when:
(a) The status of such person as student or employee changes or
terminates;
(b) The ownership of such motor vehicle is transferred;
(c) Such person has been lawfully denied the privilege of operating the
motor vehicle on campus.
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2-17

If a decal issu ed to any person under the provisions of these regulations
becomes marred, mutilated or obliterated, such person shal l obtain a
new decal. If the orig inal decal or satisfactory evidence of its destruction is presented to the issuing officer, such decal shall be issued without charge.
Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall be responsible for
the operation of the vehicle for which the decal is issued and shal l be
accountable.
A decal issued to be affixed to one motor vehicle shall not be affixed or
transferred to another motor veh icle. If the student or employee obtains
a motor veh icle replacing the one for which the decal was issued , such
student or employee shall obtain a new decal by presenting satisfactory
evidence to the issuing officer that the original decal has been removed
from the original motor vehi cle. Such decal shall be issued without
charge.
Any visitor visiting the Clemson University campus for a period of time
not greater than 24 hours may secure from the University Police Department or Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration a guest parking permit. Any visitor visiting the campus for a period of time greater than 24
hours must secure from the University Police Department or Office of
Parking and Vehicle Registration a guest parking permit. Such permits
will be issued without charge .
Th e privilege of a visitor with a permit to park on the Clemson University
campus shall not be confined to those spaces specifically marked for
visitor parking by signs , but shall extend to any legitimate parking
space.
Neither students nor employees shall park in visito r parking spaces
unless they are driving a motor vehicle owned by a bona fide visitor who
is visiting the campus at the time .
No contractor shall operate or park any motor vehicle or permit agents
or subcontractors to operate or park any motor vehic le on the campus
without first obtaining a special permit therefor from the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration .

Chapter Ill: Parking

3-1
3-2

3-3
3-4
3-5

Failure by any person to find lawful parking space shall not be an
excuse for a violation of these regulations.
The Traffic and Parking Committee is an advisory committee which will
make recommendat ions to the executive officer, President's Office concerning traffic control including parking restrictions . Th e executive officer may restrict parking in any area of the campus to certain categories
or classifications of people . Change in restriction of any areas from one
category to another shall be effective only after erection of appropriate
signs .
No person shall park a vehicle in any areas or spaces other than those
for which the vehicle decal is valid.
No person shall erase , remove or obliterate any marks or symbols
placed upon any vehicle by a police officer pursuant to hi s or her duties.
No person , unless otherwise authorized by this Code or regulations promulgated under this Code or the chief of public safety, shall park any
vehicle on the campus:
(a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb;
(b) On any sidewalk;
(c) On any lawn or grassed area , except as otherwise provided in
these regulations ;
(d) In any intersection ;
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In any driveway;
In any crosswalk;
In any loading zone;
In any "No Parking" zone;
In a manner that obstructs traffic;
In a double or multiple manner;
In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk;
Blocking a fire hydrant;
In any place not designated by lines or signs as parking areas;
Exceeding the posted length of time where "time" parking is in
effect (use of "time " parking space for attending class is
prohibited);
In areas of the campus which have been closed off by the use of
barricades, signs, yellow lines or other traffic control devices;
In any area of the campus which has not been designated as a
parking area;
In any reserved space or handicapped space, all of which are
reserved 24 hours per day, seven days per week;
In any service vehicle space;
In violation of any posted sign;
Blocking trash collection areas.

Upon special occasions or unusual circumstances, should a student or
employee of the University require parking in areas not customarily designated for such parking, temporary parking permission may be
obtained by contacting the University Police Department or Office of
Parking and Vehicle Registration.
The chief of public safety may , upon special occasions or under unusual circumstances , temporarily appropriate for visitor use exclusively
any parking area normally reserved for other categories of people .
Reserve parking space for the use of any person who has a severe
physical handicap will be determined by the director of parking and
vehicle registration .
Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed by the University
Police Department, who parallel parks a motor vehicle upon the campus where there is an adjacent curb shall park with the right hand
wheels of such vehicle parallel with and within 12 inches of the righthand curb .
If any parking space is marked off, any person who parks a motor vehicle in such a place shall park it completely within the marked area. All
motorcycles shall be parked in spaces designated therefor.
Commuter student parking in employee parking areas shall be allowed
between the hours of 5 p.m. - 7 a.m., Monday through Friday, and
between the hours of 5 p.m. Friday through 7 a.m. on Monday, except
as otherwise posted by signs .
Except as provided below, resident student parking in unrestricted
employee parking areas shall be allowed only between the hours of 9
p.m.-7 a.m., Monday through Thursday, and between the hours of 5
p.m. Friday through 7 a.m. on Monday. Exceptions are the following
three areas where student parking is permitted between the hours of 5
p.m.-7 a.m., Monday through Thursday , and between the hours of 5
p.m . Friday through 7 a.m . Monday: Physical Plant parking lot, parking
lot west of Sirrine Hall and employee parking area adjacent to commuter lot C-1 .
No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park in the employee lot adjacent
to Benet and Sirrine halls, on Williamson Road or in any area west of Wil-

3-14

3-15

3-16

liamson Road after 7 p.m. of the evening prior to a home varsity football
game.
No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park in lot C-7 within the six-hour
period immediately preceding the start of the earlier home varsity basketball game. Resident lots R-4 and R-5 will be closed for parking ,
except for special events , between November 15 and March 1 each
academic year.
No person shall abandon any vehicle on the University campus . A vehicle which has remained on the campus parked and unused for a period
of 30 days may be presumed to be abandoned. The University may
remove any abandoned vehicle and dispose of it as appropriate .
In the event a vehicle becomes disabled on the campus of the University, the University Police Department should be notified immediately,
by phone or in person , in order to avoid such vehicle being cited for any
applicable violations.

Chapter IV: Operation of Vehicles

4-1

4-2

4-3
4-4

4-5

4-6

Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on the campus shall obey
all stop signs , yellow or white lines for routing traffic , speed limit signs,
parking signs , one-way street signs , traffic lights or signals , and any
other sign, indicator, marker or signal for the control , direction , parking
and general regulation for traffic and vehicles on the campus of Clemson University including , but not confined to , lawful hand, voice, whistle ,
or other commands or signals.
Any person who has an accident on the campus shall, if the accident
resulted in property damage or personal injury, report such accident to
the University Police Department, in addition to complying with South
Carolina law regarding the reporting of accidents.
Clemson University shall place and maintain such signs , markers and
other traffic control devices upon its campus as shall be necessary and
sufficient to regulate , warn or guide traffic.
No person, other than those persons who by nature of their functions
are required to do so, shall drive a vehicle upon any pedestrian path ,
sidewalk, grassed area , safety zone or any other area of the campus not
ordinarily used for vehicular traffic.
No person, other than those persons who by nature of their functions
are required to do so, shall operate any vehicle in or upon any area of
the campus which has been closed by the use of barricades or other
traffic control devices.
Pedestrians in designated crosswalks shall have the right-of-way at all
times except at signal-controlled intersections.

Chapter V: Procedure

5-1

5-2

The municipal judge of Clemson University in accordance with Section
59-119-320 of the Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, shall have
jurisdiction to try any person charged with violation of any ordinance
herein set forth.
Any person charged with such violation may waive the right to trial by
paying the assessed administrative penalty provided in Chapter VI.
(a) All assessed penalties will be payable at the Office of Parking and
Vehicle Registration .
(b) Towable penalties may be paid during regular working hours at the
Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration. On holidays and weekends towable penalties may be paid at the University Police
Department. Vehicles may be reclaimed at the University Pol ice
Department.
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Any non-student charged with such violation who wishes to appeal may
do so before the Municipal Court at the University Police Bui lding from
2-4 p.m. on Tuesday or Wednesday .
Students charged with such violations have the rig ht to have the
charge(s) reviewed by the Student Traffic Review Board, which has the
authority to confirm or void the charge(s). Notification to exercise that
right must be made in writing at the Office of Student Government within
five days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, following
receipt of the charge(s). Failure to exercise the right of appeal within
five days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, following
receipt of the charge(s) will result in the loss of the right of appeal to the
Student Traffic Review Board , the Office of Parking and Vehicle Registration and the municipal judge. Failure of any student to appear for
his or her Review Board appointment without notification to the Office of
Student Government prior to the appointment, or failure to contact the
Office of Student Government within 24 hours after an appointment is
missed, will result in the ticket(s) being affirmed, as well as forfeiting the
appeal. Failure to meet the rescheduled appointment will result in forfeiting the right of appeal. In the event of adverse decision by the Student Traffic Review Board , the student violator has the further right to
have the charge(s) tried by the municipal judge at the next session of
Municipal Court. A request for such trial must be made to the Student
Traffic Review Board at the conclusion of the hearing before the board ,
and notification of the request for trial will be given to the recorder by
the chairman of the board. A charge of violations shall be considered
received when notice of such charge is given to the operator of the vehicle or placed in a conspicuous place on the vehicle. (Note: The Student
Traffic Review Board does not function during the times when classes
are not in session. Students who receive parking tickets during these
times and wish to make an appeal may do so within five working days
from the date classes are resumed. Candidates for graduation who
receive parking tickets when the Student Traffic Review Board is not in
session may appeal said ticket(s) to the director of parking and vehicle
registration.)
After such notification, no further action may be taken and no penalties
may be assessed against such person until the appellate process is
completed. Any penalty remaining upon completion of the appellate
process shall be paid within five working days.
The accused person shall be entitled to know the names of witnesses
who are directly responsible for having reported the alleged violations,
or if there are no such witnesses, to be fully informed of the manner in
which the alleged violation came to the attention of the University Police
Department.
The accused person shall have the right to present evidence and areasonable number of defense witnesses before the municipal judge and
shall be given the opportunity to hear and question adverse witnesses .
Such person shall be entitled to be accompanied and represented by
legal counsel or by lay adviser.
In all hearings before the municipal judge, the normal rules of procedure shall be followed.

Chapter VI: Penalties

6-1

When violation by the driver, owner or person in whose name a vehicle
is registered of any provision of this Code or the Bicycle Code has been
established, such individual shall be subjected to a penalty as follows:

6-2
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(a) Failure to display a University decal or permit within 48 hours of
bringing the vehicle to campus shall result in a penalty of $30.
(b) Improper use of a Handicapped Parking Space , $50.
(c) Towable offense , $30 .
(d) Over parking in a timed area (multiple ticketing authorized) , $5 .
(e) Penalties for all other violations , $1 O.
(f) Habitual offenders who have been counseled and continue to disregard the provisions of the Traffic Code shall be subject to other
disciplinary actions by the administration including loss of parking
privileges . In the instance of students , such disciplinary action may
extend to suspension or expulsion .
Violation of provisions of the Uniform Act Regulating Traffic on Highways , Section 56-5-10 to 750, Code of Laws of South Carol ina, 1976,
may not be settled by administrative penalty. All violators will be cited
to appear before the municipal judge who may, after trial if the person
is found guilty, impose a sentence not to exceed a fine of $200 or
imprisonment for not more than 30 days .
If a student violator fails to pay the assessed penalty within the five-day
period or fails to request within said period review of the violation by the
Student Traffic Review Board or fails to appear before the municipal
judge after timely notification of the wish to be tried , the administrative
penalty will be assessed and treated as an indebtedness to the University. Students who fail to pay their financial obligations to the University before the end of the semester will not be allowed to register,
secure a transcript of records or receive a diploma until the obligation
has been cleared.
If an accused person other than a student fails to pay the assessed penalty within the five-day period, fails to notify the University Police Department within the five-day period of the wish to be tried , or fails to appear
before the municipal judge after having made timely notification of the
wish to be tried, then the judge of Clemson University shall issue a warrant for the arrest of such accused person. When such accused person
is brought before the municipal judge, the judge shall set a reasonable
trial date.
In any case in which the guilt of a person by voluntary admission or trial
of a violation of this Code has been established and such person fai ls
to pay the administrative penalty prescribed for the violation within the
five-day period from the time a decision has been rendered, such person may, upon notice, be required to surrender such decal or permit as
has been issued and shall , in such event, have all vehicle operating,
registration and parking privileges suspended until such penalty is
paid . Such person may re-register a vehicle after the penalty is paid. In
such instances where a person ignores notification , the University
municipal judge has the right to have all vehicle registration, operation
and parking privileges suspended .
Any person whose operating, registration and parking privileges have
been suspended and who has been requested to surrende r a decal or
permit may, within five working days of such request, petition the executive officer, President's Office. The petition shall be in writing and shall
state in a clear and concise manner the grounds upon which the petition is based.
Upon receipt by the executive officer, President's Office of a petition
duly submitted pursuant to the provisions set forth in the preceding Article, said executive officer shall examine the facts and shall , within five
working days, make a determination of the merits of the grounds presented in the petition. Upon a finding that the grounds are meritorious,
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the executive officer shall order modification or revocation of the action
of the authority upon whose order the su rrender of the decal or permit
was requ es ted and th e operating and parking privileges were
6-8

6-9

6-10

Clemson University may, in addition to any other remedy herein provided, remove and impound any illegally parked or abandoned vehicle,
included but not limited to any vehic le found on the campus without
proper license plates or current University decal, any vehicle parked in
such a manner as to constitute a serious hazard to vehicular or pedestrian traffic, any vehicle obstructing the movement or operation of emergency equipment, or any vehic le obstructing the collection of trash at
established locations. Th e owner of such vehicle shall be responsible
for all costs involved in removing, impound ing and stori ng of such vehicles. Clemson University, its officers and employees shall not be liable
for any damage to the vehicle that occurs during or resulting from the
removal, impounding or storage thereof .
Any person who knowingly provides any false information concern ing
any matter or thing required by the terms of these ordinances, may,
upon notice, be required to surrender such decal or permit as has been
issued and may have all registration, operating and parking privileges
suspended for all or part of one full year.
For those persons brought before the municipal judge under Article 64, the fine to which such accused person may be subjected may be
increased . For those offenses for which the penalty is not specified, the
municipal judge may at his discretion impose a sentence of not to
exceed $200 or imprisonment not to exceed 30 days.
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The Bicycle Code has been adopted to supplement the University Traffic
Code in order to promulgate special ordinances governing the possession and
operation of bicycles on the Clemson University campus .
It is urged that all persons who operate bicycles on University property
become thoroughly familiar with the provisions of this Code . The ordinances contained herein are enforced .
To reduce the chances of your bicycle being stolen, follow these
precautions:
(1) Maintain a record of description and serial number.
(2) Lock your bike with a heavy chain through both wheels .
If your bike is stolen , notify the University Police Department at 656-2222
immediately.

Chapter I: General Information

(1) Th e term " bicycle" means any device propelled by human power
which any person may ride , having two tandem wheels either of which is more than
20 inches in diameter. The definition of a bicycle shall include pedal bicycles with
helper motors rated less than one brake horsepower transmitted by friction and not
by gear or chain , which produce only ordinary speeds up to a maximum of 20 miles
per hour.
(2) The Bicycle Code of Clemson University shall be applicable to all persons who operate or park a bicycle on the University campus.
(3) The Bicycle Code is enforced at all times to include holidays, Saturdays
and Sundays, examination periods, semester breaks and registration periods.

(4) The responsibility of locating legal parking space rests with the operator of the bicycle. Lack of space will not be considered a valid excuse for violating
parking regulations .
(5) The fact that a person may park or observe others parking in violation
of a prov1s1on of this Code does not mean that the provision is no longer in effect.
(6) Clemson University reserves the right to change these provisions and
to add , remove or reallocate parking areas as the need arises.
Chapter II: Parking

(1) Where Parking is Permitted. Racks have been provided in areas designated for bicycle parking. Bicycles may be kept in dormitory rooms pursuant to
Chapter Ill of the Bicycle Code.
(2) Unauthorized Parking and Impounding. Unauthorized areas include
in addition to those specified in the Traffic Code, any area in front and to the sid~
of any entrance to or exit from any building , within any sidewalk, on any access or
egress ramp, on sidewalks, steps or stairs, all offices , in corridors, or motor vehicle
parking spaces. A bicycle may be impounded for being parked in an unauthorized
space or manner. The owner may claim his or her bicycle at the University Police
Department by providing proof of ownership and payment of a $1 O pick-up
charge. The University Police Department has the authority to cut security chains
and remove for impoundment any bicycle parked or stored in violation of this
Code.
(3) Locking of a Parked Bicycle. A bicycle may be chained or locked only
to a bicycle parking rack.
Chapter Ill: Storage of Bicycles in University Housing

Bicycles may be placed in student rooms in University housing subject to
the following:
(1) Although the definition of bicycle in this Code (see Traffic Code, Chapter I, Article 1-4-(c)) includes pedal bicycles with helper motors, due to the hazards
of fire or explosion and the presence of fumes, storage of such bicycles in University housing is prohibited whether or not there is flammable fuel in the tank.
(2) Bicycles may not be parked , stored or left unattended in stairwells, hallways, lobbies or other common areas . Those left unattended in any area within the
University housing other than the student rooms will be removed and impounded
by the University Police Department. The owner may claim the bicycle by paying
a $1 O pick-up charge.
(3) The University Police Department has the authority to cut security
chains or locks to remove bicycles from unauthorized areas .
(4) Bicycles may be stored in a student's room only it done so in a manner
that will not damage the room or furnishings or interfere with maintenance or custodial personnel as they carry out their duties.
(5) The director of housing may suspend or withdraw this privilege from
any individual for good cause , and the vice president tor student affairs may, for
similar cause, suspend or withdraw the privilege tor part, or all , of any University
housing.
Chapter IV: Operation of Bicycles

(1) Obedience to Traffic Laws. Every person operating a bicycle upon a
public street shall do so in accordance with the traffic control devices and rules of
the road applicable to motor vehicles under South Carolina Law, Clemson University Traffic Code and other ordinances specified within this Code.
(2) Where Permitted to Operate. Mounted bicycles shall be operated only
on a roadway or marked bicycle path. To move a bicycle in any area other than
those specified above, the bicycle must be dismounted and walked . Violation will
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warrant impoundment of the bicycle. The owner may claim the bicycle by paying
a $10 pick-up charge.
(3) Operator Riding Requirements. A person mounted upon and propelling a bicycle shall at all times have.at least one hand 1n cont.act with the handlebars and his or her feet in contact with th e pedals, and shall rid e only while sitting
astride upon the permanent mounted seat or while standing .
(4) Passenger Requirements. No bicycle shal l be used to car ry or transport more persons than the number for which it is designated and equipped.
(5) Carrying Objects. The hands and feet of the bicycle operator shall at
al l times be free for the operation of the bicycle. No bicycle shall be so loaded as
to obstruct the clear view of the operator or to interfe re with the operation of th e
bicycle.
(6) Traffic Control Devices. Traffic signals, stop signs, yield signs and
other traffic control signs facing a roadway shall apply also to the operators of
bicycles.
(7) Bicycles Operate to the Right. Upon all bicycle paths and roadways,
a bicycle shall be operated as near as practicable to the righ t-hand edge of the
path or roadway , except:
(a) When overtaking or passing another vehicle proceeding in the
same direction when such overtaking or passing may be done in
a safe manner;
(b) When passing an obstruction;
(c) When on a bicycle path designated and posted as a one-way
path ;
(d) When preparing to make a left turn .
(8) Signaling. Arm signals , the same as are used in motor vehicles not
equipped with directional signals , shall be used by operators of bicycles to make
a turn or change traffic lanes.
(9) Yielding to Pedestrians. Notwithstanding the authorized use of sidewalks as bicycle paths by bicycles , the pedestrian has the right-of-way at all times.
Chapter V: Rules of the Road

(1) Speed Restrictions. No person shall operate a bicycle at a speed
greater than that which is reasonable and proper relative to the traffic conditions
existing at the time , or at a speed endangering the safety of any person or property.
(2) Clinging to Motor Vehicle . No person riding a bicycle shall attach himself, herself or the bicycle , or be attached , to any moving motor vehicle.
(3) Riding Abreast Prohibited. A person operating a bicycle shall operate
only in single file with other bicycles except for the purpose of passing.
(4) Hand Signals . No operator shall turn from a direct course or stop without first giving a clear hand signal that indicates the intended change. Such hand
signal shall be given continuously during the last 100 feet traveled by the bicycle
prior to the change and shall be accomplished with the left hand and arm as
follows:
(a) Left turn: The hand and arm extended horizontally;
(b) Right turn : The hand and arm extended upwards;
(c) Stop or decrease speed : The hand and arm extended
downwards.
(5) Bicycle to the Right. No person shall operate a bicycle upon a road way except in the direction of the traffic flow and as near to the right side of the
roadway as practicable .
Chapter VI: Recommended Equipment

(1) Unsafe Bicycles. No person shall operate or park on the campus a
bicycle that is in such an unsafe condition as to endanger any person or property,

or that is not equipped as specified by this Code , or is provided with equipment
that fails to meet the prescribed standards of this Code.
(2) Brakes. The rear wheel of every bicycle shall be equipped with a
brake that will enable the operator to make the rear wheel skid on dry, clean and
level pavement, except those bicycles equipped with calibrated brakes .
(3) Lighting Equipment. Every bicycle operated during the period
between one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise shall be
equipped with and have operating:
(a) At the front , one headlamp that shall emit a white light visible from
a distance of at least 500 feet in front of the bicycle on which it is
mounted;
(b) At the rear, a red reflector at least two inches in diameter that
under normal conditions shall be capable of reflecting the headlamp beams of approaching motor vehicles for all distances of
approach for 300 feet; or a lamp capable of emitting a red light visible, under normal conditions , at distances up to 500 feet directly
to the rear of the bicycle on which it is mounted.
(4) Warning Bell or Horn. Bicycles must be equipped with a bell or horn
device that can be heard at least 100 feet away. A siren or whistle is not permitted
Chapter VII: Bicycle Path Control Devices and Identification

(1) Devices to be Uniform. Traffic control devices when used for bicycle
paths shall be uniform throughout the campus and shall conform to local and
national standards except where the Code specifically states otherwise.
(2) Regulatory Signs. All regulatory signs used on bicycle paths shall
conform to local and national standards.
(3) Pavement Markings. Pavement markings, either by word or symbol,
may be used in place of or in support of a standard regulatory sign.
Chapter VIII: Enforcement Procedures

(1) Penalties. Any person whose actions result in a violation of this Code
for which no other penalty is provided by the Traffic Code shall be subjected to an
administrative penalty.
(2) Payment of Penalties. All persons will follow the same procedure as
stated in the Traffic Code.
(3) Trial. Alleged violators of the Bicycle Code have the same right to trial
before the municipal judge as do operators of motor vehicles (Traffic Code, Articles 5-2 and 6-2).
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Administration . .... .. .. . 5 Q-6
Veterans Administration ... 8 M-6
Visitor Information Center .. 1
P-8
Weather Service Office .... 62 K-11
WSBF Radi o Station . . .... 8 M-6
YMCA .
. ... 5 Q-6
Zoology
.. 48, 51 M-9
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INDEX TO BUILDINGS

No.

Name

Location

P-8
1. Sikes Hall
(Accounting, Administrative
Data Processing, Admissions
& Registration, Auxiliary
Enterprises, Bursar's Office.
International Services,
President's Office, Regist rar,
Student Bank, Student
Financial Aid, University
Administration, Visitor
Information Center)
0-6
2. Tillman Hall
(Agricultural Education, Air
Force ROTC, Education AdministratIon, Education Curriculum
Lab, Educational Services,
Elementary & Secondary
Education)
3, Thomas Green Clemson
P-7
Statue
R-6
4. Mell Hall
(Housing Office, Student
Life, Traffic)
Q-6
5. Holtzendorff YMCA Center
(YMCA, YMCA Theatre)
P-6
6. Godfrey Hall
(Under Renovation)
N-5
7. Harcombe Dining Hall
M-6
8. Brown University Union
(Army ROTC, Art Gallery,
Book Store, Bowling,
Canteen, Cooperative
Education & Placement,
Game Rooms, Information
Desk, Night Club, Post
Office, Student Government, Student Lounges,
Student Publications,
Travel Center, Union
Programs, Veterans Administration, WSBF Radio)
N-6
Johnstone
Hall
9.
0-5
10. Norris Hall
0-5
11. Bradley Hall
0-5
12. Bowen Hall
P-5
13. Donaldson Hall
0-5
14. Wannamaker Hall
N-5
15. Central Stores
M-5
16. Physical Plant Division
(Maintenance)
M-5
17. Police Department
(Employee Parking
Permits)
18. Central Energy
M-5
Facilities
L-5
19. Dillard Building
0-4
20. Sloan Tennis Center
M-4
21- Fike Recreation Center
(Internal Auditing,
Intramural Sports,
Gyms, Handball, Swimming,
University Publications)
K-2
22 . Littlejohn Coliseum
1-2
23. Jervey Athletic Center
(Athletic Department ,
Athletic Tickets,
Intercollegiate Sports,
IPTAY, Sports
Information)
24. Clemson Memorial
Stadium &
J-4
Frank Howard Field
K-5
25. Filter Plant
J-6
26. Sanders Hall
K-5
27 . Geer Hall
J-6
28. Benet Hall
K-6
29. Young Hall
K-6
30. Cope Hall
L-6
31- Trustee House
(university Relations)
K-6
32. Fort Hill
(John C. Calhoun Mansion)
K-6
33. Calhoun's Office
(John C. Calhoun)

J-6
34. Sirrine Hall
(Accounting, Commerce &
Industry Administration,
Economics, Managemen t,
Professional Development,
Sirrine Library, Small
Business Development Center,
Textiles)
H-7
35. Earle Hall
(Chemical Engineering)
F-8
36. Lee Hall
(Architectural Studies,
Architecture Administration, Building Science,
City & Regional Planning,
Clemson Architectural
Foundation, Design Studios,
Emery A. Gunnin
Architectural Library,
History & Visual
Studies, Rudolph E. Lee
Art Gallery)
H-8
37. Lowry Hall
(Civil Engineering)
1-8
38. Freeman Hall
(Engineering Services,
Engineering Technology,
Industrial Education)
39. Cook Engineering
J-8
Laboratory
J-7
40. Riggs Hall
(Electrical &
Computer Engineering,
Energy Research &
Development Center,
Engineering Administration,
Engineering Research,
Mechanical Engineering)
41. Rhodes Engineering
J-8
(Bioengineering,
Continuing Engineering
Education , Engineering
Research Laboratories ,
Environmental Systems
Engineering ,
Interdisciplinary Studies)
42. Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library
K-8
(Edgar A. Brown Room,
James F. Byrnes Room,
South Carolina Room ,
Thurmond Collection)
L-7
43. Olin Hall
(Ceramic Engineering)
44 _ Hardin Hall
M-7
(History, Psychology)
N-7
45. Bracket Hall
(Biochemistry, Chemistry,
Geology)
46. Martin Hall
N-8
(Graduate School ,
Human Resources,

47 .

48.
49.

50.

Information Systems
Development, Mathematics, Remote
Computer Center,
Sociology,
University Research)
Kinard Laboratory of
Physics
(Astronomy, Physics,
Sciences Administration)
Kinard Annex
(Zoology)
Daniel Hall
(Classrooms &
Laboratories for English,
Foreign Languages,
Political Science, Music)
Strode Tower
(Liberal Arts Administration, Offices for
English, Foreign
Languages, Political
Science, Music)

M-9

M-10
L-9

L-10

0-9
5 1. Long Hall
(Agricultural Services,
Botany, Entomology
& Economic Zoology,
Farm Economic Research
Division (USDA), Fruit
Diseases, Microbiology,
Plant Pathology &
Physiology, Zoology)
P-11
52. Mauldin Hall
P-11
53. Barnett Hall
0-12
54. Smith Hall
R-13
55. President's Home
P-13
56. Byrnes Hall
0-15
57, Hanover House
0-13
58, Lever Hall
(Canteen)
0-12
59, Manning Hall
N-12
60, Schilletter Dining Hall
K-12
61. Redfern Health Center
J-11
62. McAdams Hall
(Agricultural Engineering)
1-13
63. Newman Hall
(Agricultural Sales,
Food Industries, Food
Industries Auditorium)
64 . Horticulture GreenHouses
H-15
65. Poole Agricultural
Center
G-13
(Agricultural Receiving ,
Agricultural Services,
Agronomy & Soils,
Animal Science,
Auditorium, Bulletin
Room, Chemical Services,
Communications Center,
Computer Center, Clover
Breeding (USDA), Dairy
Science, Development
Laboratory, Experimental
Stat1st1cs, Extension Staff
Development &
Reporting Systems,
Farms, Fertilizer
Inspection & Analysis ,
Food Science ,
4-H Program,
Home Economics
Programs, Horticulture,
Photo Lab, Poultry
Science. Seed Cert1f1c at1on)
66 . Lehotsky Hall
Gl 2
(Forest & Recreation
Resources Administration,
Forestry, Recreation &
Park Admin istration)
67 . Barre Hal l
H-11
(Agricultural Economics
& Rural Sociology,
Agricultural Experiment
Station , Agricultural
Scienc es Administration ,
Cooperative Extension
Service. 4-H Program,
Instruction , Regulatory
& Public Service)
68, Clemson House
S-8
(Cafeteria, Dormitory,
Meeting Rooms)
69. Clemson University Alumni
Center
S-7
(Alumni Association)
70. Jordan Hall
M-10
(Biological Sciences
Classrooms &
Laboratories, Botany
Greenhouse)
M-10
71. Nursing Building
(Agricultural Education,
Nursing Administration,
Nursing Classrooms &
Laboratories)

72. Support Facility for Daniel
Auditorium
M-9
(Dressing Rooms, Rehearsal
Space, Scene Workshop,
Storage)
73, Proposed 18-Hole Golf
Course
B 17
74. Horticultural Gardens
G-21
75. Service & Support
B-7
Facility for Purchasing
(Purchasing, Central
Receiving, Maintenance
Stores Offices)
76. Patrick Noble Calhoun
Courts
0 -15
77. Mobile Units 1-3
K-12
78. Counseling Center
L-t3
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